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Questions And Answers Are Provided On Wage-Price-Rent Freeze
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Office of Emergency Preparedness has provided its regional
offices with the following
questions and answers to help
settle queries from the public
about the wage-price-rent
freeze:
Q. Are apartment rents
included in the freeze?
A. Yes.
Q. Are prices of used
commodities, such as used
cars, antiques, and resales of
housing included in the freeze?
A. yes.
Q. Are fees for professional
services such as doctors and
lawyers included?
A. Yes. No increases in rates
or fees for particular services
are permitted during the
freeze.
Q. How does the freeze affect

people who work on commission
or piece rate?
A. The commission rate or
piece rate cannot be increased
over that existing in the base
period (the previous 30 days)
Q. Will the wage-price freeze
apply to insurance rates?
A. Yes.
Q. Are rates charged by
common carriers and public
utilities included in the freeze?
A. Yes.
Q. Are whoiesale and retail
prices included in the freeze?
A. Yes.
Q. Are stock and bond prices
included in the freeze?
A. No.
Q. Are interest rates included
in the freeze?
No.
Q. Are price increase that
have already been announced to

take effect in the future subject
Ito- the freeze?
A. Yes. All price increases
must be controlled.
Q. Are deferred wage or
salary increases which have
been negotiated to take effect
in the future permitted by the
freeze?
A. No.
Q. Are future cost-of-living
increases built into wage
contracts or
provided
by
management exempt?
A. No. There will be no costof-living increases during the
90-day freeze.
Q. Are increases in pensions
permitted to take effect?
A. Yes, these are not
payments for services rendered.
Q. Are previously announced
increased tuition rates for the

1971-72 school year permitted
by the freeze?
A. Yes. These are considered
transaction prices, since commitments
been made and
there are a number of cases
where payments have been
made.
cl
agricultural products" are exempt does this exemption of
raw products follow through to
retail?
A. Yes.
Q. At whet point do controls
apply to allificultural products?
point of initial
A. At
processing.
Q. Are date and local tax
rates frown during this period?
A. No.
Q. What Affect does the
executive oedtr have on cost of
living Uteruses ordered by a
municipal government and to

hoe

become effective subsequent to
the date of the executige order?
Q. In cases where surcharges
or other sales or excise taxes
have been increased, is the
ceiling for the price paid by the
customer (including these
taxes) raised by a like amount?
A. Yes. The price the
customer pays is equal to the
base, which remains unchanged
during the ceiling, Plus these
taxes.
Q. Are wage increases under
apprenticeship contracts approved by the Department of
Labor frozen?
A. Such increases may be
permitted only in accordance
with the terms of the apprenticeship agreement up to and
including the top step of the
agreement. Increases beyond
that step are prohibited under
the freeze.

Q. How will rent ceiling be
determined for
units
not
previously rented before freeze
date?
A Standard should be general
prevailing rents for comparable
units in the immediate area
Q. How do you price new
products?
A. use the price of the most
nearly comprable product sold
by your closest comparable
competitor.
Q. How will wages and
salaries be determined for new
jobs?
A. Scales will be determined
on the basis of comparable jobs
within the affected business or
firm. If no comparability exists
within such entities, such scales
will be determined on the basis
of comparable jobs in nearby
firms.

Q. How does one apply for
relief under the current authority of the order?
A. Orders will be issued
shortly by OEP outlining
procedures to be followed at the
regional service and compliance
centers.
Q. What should an individual
be advised to do if he alleges
that he has been overcharged?
A. Regional service and
compliance centers will be
responsible for receiving and
processing these complaints.
Q. Will any action be taken to
investigate the charge? If so,
by whom?
A. Yes, by OEP.
Q. Can an individual institute
an action to recover an
overcharge?
A. Not under the executive
order
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Start In September For Hospital
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Makes Stop
Here Today
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Grocery Price Picture
!eared Somewhat Today

The Calloway County High
cordingly, the local Red Cross
School yearbooks for 1971 have
chapter is beginning recruitment
arrived and are now ready for
for a new class.
sale, according to Mrs. Geraldine
An information and planning
Myers, yearbook sponsor.
meeting will be held Monday, Tom Emberton brought his Persons may get their book
By MICHAEL J. CONLON
nesses, would be given priority
August 23, at 1:30 p.m. in the campaign CARE-o-van
to starting Tuesday, August 24,
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The treatment. Senate Democratic
conference room of the con- Murray today and vowed to through Friday, August 27,
grocery price picture was a bit Leader Mike Mansfield predictvalescent ward. Uniformed continue offering and fighting for between the hours of eight a.
more clear today, but the ed a majority of the Senate was
Volunteers, former Volunteers programs that will benefit "all and three p.m. at the school.
question of pay raises for prepared to "go all the way
and Gray Ladies, and all those Kentuckians".
teachers and millions of state with the President." And House
balance of ;3.00 is due on
interested in working with the Emberton, the nominee for book, Mrs. Myers said.
and local government workers Z'rOP Whip Leslie Arends of
Two Murray girls, Miss High School where she is a remained in doubt as President Illinois said the House would
Volunteers are urged to attend. Governor in the November
Jeannie Lou Starks and Miss member of the School Chorus and Nixon's new economic roadmap
Mrs. Jean
Blankenship, General Election, said "we will
(Continued on Page Twelvei
Nancy Copeland Forbus, have of the Murray chapter of the continued to unfold.
Calloway County Red Cross give the people of Kentucky tax
been selected to be finalists in Future Homemakers of America. The international currency
Chapter Executive, said that an relief by removing the 5 percent
the 1971 Miss Kentucky Tennorientation session and on-the-job sales tax on groceries and our
rumblings rolled from Tokyo to
ager Pageant to be held at the She is active in work at the Paris, and the comment from
training will be provided. plan to create 200,000 new jobs
Memorial Baptist Church. Miss
Volunteers must buy their own over the next four years for Sheriff Clyde Steele and kis
politicians and economists
Forbus was chosen "Bat Girl"
uniforms, which cost about nine Kentuckians is a real one and one personnel are investigating a
ranged from doubt to encoufor
the
Colt
League
baseball
dollars, and furnish their own we can carry out."
ragement; but the questions
series of breakins at oAtages
tournament this summer.
tion. She said that Emberton was accompanied tad cabins in the Blood River and
most Americans were asking
48riXt1
44e aiseesty -enrolled but here by an Harper, candidate Pine Bluff area off Ifteettay
still centered on the 90-day halt
for Secretary of State; Bob Furniture and other articles
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Adams of others are needed.
In price, wage and rent
The Murray Middle School will
801 Story bring in a tomato that "If you would like to have a Miller, candidate for State were reported stolen from the
increases. The government said
weighs two and three-quarters real feeling of usefulness and Auditor and Doug Moseley; cottages of Milton Henry, Ruby
it would have 10 offices opened open on Wednesday, August 25,
pounds. This couple have a participation in community candidate for Clerk of the Court Bray, Oliver Steele, T. R. Ts.,lor,
across the country by noon with registration at 1:00 p.m.
according to Robert Glin Jeffrey,
garden which is their primary service, you can do no better than of Appeals.
today to fill in the blanks.
and Allen Jones of the past
bobby. They moved into Murray to join the hosts of Red Cross The CARE-o-van stop here was weekent:.
The office of Emergency principal.
Grades 5 through 6, will report
Preparedness, which is enforcfrom the farm several years ago Volunteers across the country part of a 116 county, 32 day tour
but their love of the soil continued who are presently donating their of the state by the Emberton
ing the freeze and informing to the Austin Building on the
so they put out a nice garden each time and efforts toward helping team. Jim Host, candidate for
the public about its details following schedule:
1:00-1:30 p.m. Students whose
year. Nothing special the way others. The spirit of Red Cross U.Governor, is leading a similar
through the new offices, cleared
By KIM WILLENSON
they-grov.tomatoes,just knowing knows no boundaries. Our symbol tour in other sections of the state.
SAIGON (UPI) — American up some of the confusion about last names begins with K through
P.
remains the banner under which Emberton said thus far he has Four persons were injured in a
what to do.
352 bombers carried out heavy grocery prices.
1:30-2:00 p.m. Students whose
all may serve. If you have a few presented programs that will one car accident on Friday night,
raids inside the Demilitarized It issued a statement TuesAfter all, isn't that the way it is hours each week to donate, or if help increase family security for August 13, on the highway to Van
Zone (DMZ) today and flew day saying food products last names begins with Q through
Miss Jeannie Lea Sleeks
with most abilities, just knowing you just want more information all ,Kentuckians. "We must Deraa's poet Dock, east of New
three missions in support of 1assified as "raw"—such as. S.
2:00-2:30 p.m. Students whose
call 753-1421", Mrs. Blankenship continue to build Kentucky and to Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
Phoenix Hotel Convention Hall, South Vietnamese Marines who fresh fruits and vigetables—
what to do?
said.
strive to reach solutions to the Injured were Miss Veva Lexington, on Saturday, Sep- recaptured tke mountaintop will be free to rise or fall as last names begins with T through
tember 4.
problems of Kentucky's families. Holman,age 17, Of Frankfort,
The YBMC Football Kickoff
market and seasonal conditions
base of Nui Ba Ho.,
2:30-3:00 p.m. Students whose
Fifty girls for all over the state It was the first time since dictate. This would also include
This means tax relief, more jobs, who suffered a broken ankle;
Dinner is set for tonight at 6:30 at
realistic
approaches to the Dan Doogan, age 18, of Mokena, will be competing for the title to President Lyndon B. Johnson's corn, wheat, cotton, plants and last names begins with A through
Cutchin Stadium. ;2.00 is what it
problems of education, urban 111.; a concussion; Mike Van represent Kentucky in the Nov. 1, 1968 bombing halt that other commodities sold in the D.
costs and everybody's welcome.
3:00-3:30 p.m. Students whose
affairs and crime."
Coach Furgerson will introduce
Deraa, age 17, New Concord National Miss American Tenn- the US. command had publicly raw or natural state.
The nominee for Governor said Route One, abrasions; and Dave ager Pageant at Palisades Park, announced bombings Inside "Processed" foods will be last names begins with E through
the 1971 Thoroughbreds. Be
he would campaign on a "people- Duncan, age 16, Lake Village, New Jersey, on Thursday, DMZ.
there.
subject to the price freeze, J.
The Murray High School to-people" basis throughout the Ind., abrasions and contusions. September 9 Contestants are The military command had however. Examples ,of this Students in the Special
We've missed seeing Miss Student Council will sponsor a campaign.
They were all treated at the judged on beauty of face, figure, confirmed Tuesday that such category include milk, frozen Education classes will report to
charm, poise, personality, and raids have been going on since foods, bread, butter and beef- the Austin Building and use the
Rosemary Scott for a year or two, used book sale Friday, August 20, "We will continue to offer Murray-Calloway Hospital.
and all of a sudden she's grown in Room 102 of Murray High programs that are good for all Reports are the Van Deraa was scholarship.
the bombing halt-- of. North steak. But OEP officials above schedule for registration.
Miss Starks, fifteen year old Vietnam and said it would admitted many individual pro- Grades 7 and 8 will report to the
School.
the people and carry our cam- driver of the car which reporinto a lovely young lady.
daughter of Dortha Starks of announce any future strikes ducts still are without exact Middle School Auditorium at 1:00
Used books persons wish to sell paign to the people of Kentucky," tedly hit a tree.
The wonders of life never fail to should be brought between the added Emberton.
Mrs. Mary Rahrn and her Tuscon, Arizona, and Louis inside the DMZ when possible. classification and it may be p.m.
Activities for grades 5 through
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon.
amaze me.
daughter, Veva, of Frankfort, Starks of Mineral Wells, Texas, The Thailand-based B52s flew some time before all are
8 will run as follows:
This is the only time persons may
and Mrs. Louise Doogan and resides with uncle and aunt, Mr. eight missions today in the five pigeon-holed.
We watch with interest as the bring books. The books will be on
the other two boys of Mokena, and Mrs. Sam Knight, 216 South northern provinces of South The OEP said the new cost of Wednesday, August 25... 1:00Acorns on the Red Oak continue sale from 2:00 p.m. until 5:30
Vietnam. the first in a year living council was reviewing a 3:30 p.m.
were all visiting Mr. and 12th Street, Murray.
She will be a sophomore at that B52s had flown that many question that could affect the Thursday, August 26. . . 1:00to grow. They are three times the p.m.
Mrs. Bill Van Deraa and family
size of the Post Oak Acorns. Money and any books not sold
who now own and operate the Van Murray High School and is missions all inside South paychecks of public school 3:30 p.m.
Grapes are dead ripe. Wild should be picked up Monday,
Vietnam and dramatized how teachers and the 10.5 million Friday, August 27 ... 1:00-3:40
Deraa's Boat Dock, the format
Cherries about gone, raided by August 23 between 2:00 p.m. and Robin Rowland, son of Mr. and Kline's Boat Dock on Kentucky
fighting along the DMZ has persons who work for state, p.m.
Monday, August 30 ... 12:50the birds and Squirrels. Also the 5:00 p.m., a spokesman said.
escalated since the North county and city governments.
Mrs. Robert Rowland of Almo, Lake.
6:05
p.m. (first full day of
Wild Grapes. .""*. •
a
concenVietnamese
opened
and a member of the 4-H Teen
trated series of attacks on the At one point Tuesday the school).
Club. attended a Forestry and
allied defense line along the DEP said President Nixon's
Environmental youth Camp,
wage freeze did not extend to
We notice the sun has moved to
neutral zone a week ago.
AugustAkh-13th, held at Lake
the south some and shade
The climax of the Communist non-federal governments, and
Cumberland 4-H Center, Jabez,
attacks came Sunday when that any pay raises due to those
Kentucky.
I Continued on Page Twelve
North Vietnamese infantrymen workers during the 90-day
The theme of the camp was The Dexter Church of Christ
will hold a series of gospel
a company of South period would probably came
drove
"Building
a
better
Forest
die
not
attend
the
Students who
Sunday,
meetings starting
marines off the through.
Vietnamese
resource
and
environment
in
Murray City Schools last year,
August 22, and continuing
Nui Eta Ho, the first But, less than an hour later,
base
at
Kentucky
through
Junior
FAMILY REUNION
A swim, cookout, and dance
xit plan to attend Murray High
through Saturday, August 218,
Incident along the DMZ in two OEP said the freeze did extend party for high school and college
A reunion of the family of John hool (grades 9-12) this year, leadership training."
to state and local governments students *ill be held on Thurmonths.
The young men from all over with services each evening at
and Ruby Jewell will be held at
y register from 9:00 a.m. to
7:30.
Spokesmen for the South and then, still later, said the sday, August 19, at the Calloway
the Murray City Park on Friday, :00 p.m., Thursday, August 19, Kentucky were given instruction Bro.
Jerry Hoover, minister of
Vietnamese Army in Saigon matter was undecided.
August 20, from four p.m. to according to Eli Alexander, on wood utilization, forest the
County- Country Club.
Farmington
Church of Christ,
had insisted on •Monday and President Nixon, on a crossforest
management,
Swimming will begin at five
dark. A basket supper will be principal.
will] be the speaker for the
Tuesday that after the shat- country speaking trip, was p.m. followed ky a cookout at
served. All friends and relatives If possible, new students should measurements, fire control and meetings.
Miss
Copeland
Forbus
Nancy
The
public
is
invited to
tered marine company—it suf- plugging for his new program. seven p.m. DanciAg will be held
are invited to attend.
ing their report cards from tree identification. The camp was attend.
fered 31 men killed or one out He told an audience in New from eight to 11:30 p.m. with
evious schools to facilitate sponsored by the Kentucky
secretary of her class. She is a of every five—was airlifted out York Tuesday
night that music by the Iron Stone. Each
election of courses. The *purpose Forestry Council and was made
French student and a member of of the area 'Only reconnaissance Americans would have to
contributions
by
possible
through
member may invite one nonlof this registration is to help
the Glee Club, Murray Chapter of units remained. But military sacrifice but the extra effort
member guest. The admission is
tent new students and to give industry, soil conservation
Future Homerlakers of America, sources said the report was could "make the difference
$1.00 stag and ;1.50 drag. Casual
Revival services are being held and of Teens Who Care She is
them proper scholastic guidance, districts, and local banks.
the
way
nation
on
erroneous and that South between a
dress will be acceptable.
this week at the Hazel United employed part-time at Borger
Generally fair and hazy Iklexander said.
GOLF WINNER
Vietnamese Marines had reta- down and a nation on the way
Rhonda Garland and David
Methodist
Church
with
Rev.
Chef.
through Thursday except for
up."
Mabel Rogers of the Oaks
SERIOUSLY ILL
ken the base Monday.
Keller
are chairmen of the event.
Harold Townsend of Paris, Tenn.,
widely scattered afternoon and
North
Vietnamese
Walter L. Hughes of Route One, Country Club, Murray, was a
forces Before he left Washington Chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs.
as
the
visiting
year
evangelist.
sixteen
is
the
Forbus
Miss
from
evening thundershowers over the Ashton, W. Va., is seriously ill in member of the team that won the
shelled the base Tuesday Nixon won assurances
R. T. Heitt, Mr. and Mrs Eurie
east. Little temperature change. a hospital there. His wife is the second flight in the Member- The services will be held each old daughter of Mr and Mrs followed by a counterattack by Congressional leaders that the Garland, Mrs. Jo Crass, Mr. and
evening
at 7:30 through Friday, Byron Forbus, 1704 Keenland, U.S. and South
Highs today and Thursday former Mary Sue Garland, Guest Golf Tournament at the
Vietnamese aspects of his program requir- Mrs. Don Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
mostly in the 80s. Lows tonight daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.'Calvert City Golf and Country August 20. Rev. Jim Baker, Murray.
fighter-bombers, helicopter gun- ing legislaive action, the tax Pete Ryan, and Mr. and Mrs.
pastor of the church, invites the
cuts for individuals and busi- Carl Oakley.
mostly in the
'Club on Tuesday.
Garland of Kirksey.
She will he a iumor at Murray ships and artillery.
public to attend.
Red Cross Volunteers will
resume their work in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Ward on Wednesday, September 1, following a
short vacation in August, a Red
Cross spokesman announced.
Volunteers will be needed in
each of five positions: information, diet, X-Ray, mail and
the convalescent ward, ac-
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President's Message
Buoys Confidence
In a surprise television-radio broadcast
Sunday night, President Nixon announced that
he is freezing all prices, wages and rents for at
least 90 days. Although his announcement came
without advance notice that he was going to
speak to the nation, the President's message was
really no surprise. With all the pressures he has
been under in recent weeks, some executive
decision on economic matters was bound to
come.

Rare Clay Vohinie Donated
.1 rare Ulltugraphed copy of
ths, "Life, Ilemoirs and Ilritings" of Cassais
IL
u•hose restored Mattson County
home, Ilhite
nil( become a state park
later thisetmill, has been presented to the
state tolls/ displayed in the mansion. The
book was a gift
lierlidOn J. li ii ii.'. retired
editor of the Lexington Herald. Ilere
Coiernor Louie
Nurin'act•epts 1110.10,1,1111e
api behall of the state and the park.
The book is one ot the
original copies, prmted
11a re e Ila s Chi '.
q11 remit,n.
I mera•an

Nevert!-,eless, President Nixon's message
was welcomed by millions of Americans and it
served to buoy the confidence of the nation.

THE CAPITAL TOUCH

The wage and price freeze, largely
voluntary, was only part of the President's
proposals to combat the nation's economic ills
and halt inflation. In a tremendous bundle of
economic, monetary and tax action, President
Nixon declared in a 20-minute televison message
that: "The time has come for a new economic
policy for the United States." He predicted his
new program will result in "properity with full
employment in peace time."
The Nixon economic package includes
cancellation of this country's longstanding offer
to buy gold at $35 an ounce, thus letting the dollar
find its own level in exchange with other
currencies. This highly complicated maneuver is
supposed to have no effect at home, but invites
the world to devalue the dollar. Nixon would also
put a 10 per cent tax on imports; repeal a 7-per
cent excise tax on cars; grant industry an
accelerated investment tax credit of 10 per cent;
cut federal spending by 4.7 billion dollars and
reduce federal employment by 5 per cent.
The full effect of the Nixon economic
program will not make itself felt until the
mechanics of his proposals are clarified. But
there is no doubt but that it will have a calming
and reassuring effect on the country. With the
exception of very few of his most severe critics,
the Nixon announcement has met with approval
of leading Republicans and Democrats and it
is almost certain to get bipartisan support.
The President made the announcement in a
fashion that has become typical with him; bold,
decisive and confident. His manner and his
message exuded with optimism and instilled
confidence in his listeners.
The President has made his move to break
the back of inflation And now it's up to others to
do their share. The labor unions, and
corporations as well, will soon show whether
they really want the spiral to stop or whether
they have just been giving it lip service. A freewheeling,free-spending Congress has been called
upon to put on the brakes and reduce federal
spending, the inflationary source that is really
the root of all our present-da. problems
President Nixon did much to restore the
nation's confidence
in
his surprise
announcement Sunday night

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

front and it appears to be doing
business as usual.

The
—
WASHINGTON
nation's capital is a city of
contrasts these days. It is a city
of beauty and a city of ugliness,
and the extremes are only two
blocks apart.
The broad Lawn surrounding
the flag-bedecked Washington
Monument is clean and shines
with a gleaming green. Freshly
scrubbed schoolchildren line up
by the hundreds outside the
White House gate. Upper 16th
St., N. W.. is busy but bright,
early summer flowers in bloom
and many varieties of trees in
full flower.
However, the scars of the
April, 1968, fires and riots are
here for anyone to see, particularly in the "riot corridors"
of 7th St.. N. W.. 14th St.. N W.
and H St., N. E. The
rehabilitation program to
restore these areas to a semblance of decency is dragging
- mostly for the lack of money.
Nixon's
President
Even
revenue-sharing program has
been injected into the dispute
over funds. with Mayor Walter
E. Washington reacting angrily
that
learned
he
when
Washington's share in revenue
sharing would be $20.2 million
Washington and his aides have
said that $30 million is needed
for urban renewal alone.
There are many disputes
over the use of needed funds
and many warnings of a hot
summer riot danger ahead.
The memory is still vivid of the
the
over
r tots
1968
assassination of Martin Luther
King and 4,14+ September. 1970.
-mini- riots. However, a tour
of the 14th St. ghetto area gives
a much more powerful picture
and
frustration
the
of
hopelessness remaining from
those nights of terror
A Negro taxi driver is
cautious about a trip up 14th St
Are you .sure you want to go
up there' he ask.'.

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Lowell Key, president of the Calloway County Band Boosters
Club, said the uniforms for the band at Calloway County High
School have been ordered and will be here soon.
Billy Gray Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gray Roberts of
Murray, has been selected forthg_1965 College of Medicine at the
University of Kentucky. He was among 59 students selected for
the class.
Ferrel Miller, vocational agricultural instructor at Trigg
County High School for the past four years, has been appointed
regional field representative with the State Division of Soil and
Water Resources.
championship
Tom Banks was named as 1.41nra'r in the ("lass II
Horse
Five Gaited horses in the second annual Caldwell Counts'
Show at Princeton.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

A

Sexes Differ
hen Dininp

Riot scars still part
of Washington scene

Ten Years Ago Today

What is your life? It is even a vapor that appeareth for a little
time. and then vanisheth away.—James 4. 14
Hut stnesn is a vapor and in a boiler it n' us great ships Let
sour life be inspired and directed

hopefully protection
guard
against those desperate enough
to attempt a holdup in search of
nuiriey or drugs. As our cab
turns west into Park Rd., a
thealer. still open. advertises
"Br.,ther John.- However,
they, seems little evidence of
brotherhood on 14th St.

NFSI
Closiago
asillpions ,f1 Women's LibChnas
dispute it. hut there are defmen
inite ditferemfes between
and women when the!. dine
out in restaurants.
slur'. e, lust eompleted hy
the B. Brod!, Seating Company,, Chicagf f. turned up some
intertisting ta,.ts. For example
• Depending on the meal,
anv Lu here 1 T.,111 54 to 61 per
,it restaurant patrons are

11 ‘1752r1E1000Pie
l'813v

•J•tori.s stood toJtori, the
;tore
fire; of April. 1'o4i
advertises' . 1.'”od to I orrs
,.1 arid .iv,
"
..
.irrifiont
iii:eh! .10.t aii...1 the rutdde
arid the is 1 ,4 kaC.' .portsJ
lt .,,is
1;0
!,11,.1111 1
Ind;
ri-ft ti

by ('an l Riblet Jr.
The suspicion that congressmen are not as great
were before election grows
as they told us they
into certainty as we see that so many of them are
hiding behind the tongue they show to their
colleagues.
"Sometimes (tii have to be silent
to he heard."
,
—"riilenipt Thoughts"

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER lk TIMES FILE

The Freeman and National Hotels here have been issued
"Certificates of Co-operation for 1950" by the State Division of
Fire Prevention.
Mrs. Genie Albritten, the former Bobbie Sue Orr of Murray, will
model in the forthcoming Vogue Sty le Show in Waco,Texas. .
Howard P. Belcher, disbursoa: clerk, second class, USN,
recently reported to the Charle • n Group, Atlantic Reserve
Fleet. Naval Base. S.('
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MEET GINGER-

51 types of fish
found in Thames
surves of the
LONDON
Thames from West London be
the sea shows there are now 57
varieties of fish in the water,
compared with only eels when
the last .detailed study was
made 13 years ago_
Efforts to clean up the
Thames hay 'made goldfish
plentiful thi*ighout London
se4q1ons of the river. Toward
the sea there are signs of anchovy . haddock. cod, plaice
;old whiting
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Her weapon is her body
She can cut you kill you
Or cure you'
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She Learned Fast! •
By United Press International
• Compulsive Hungers of
Very fast!
Benjamin Franklin's mater
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Isn't It The Truth!

'---Court OK s 'lap'
as trademark

Ind/a:co:dor

FiJ 21

One of the few white men in
the area is an ambulance attendant and he is assisting an
elderly Negro man into his
vehicle after an apparent
accident. The ambulance siren
wails as it heads for a hospital
men
and a few heads are rarsed to
• AT BREAKFAST. men presee what it is all about.
ter egp and break tast meat
.thin seconds, there is an
sausage). while
ihani,
What was once a possibly. an.aitng contrast The western
women are S.111,11ed v.ith toast
flourishing dime store is a
is :Lion of Park Rd. reflects
Sri rolls At lum.heon. men pre
wreck -- windows broken in, (lire in tending shrubs and
beet dish while the gall
ter
front door smashed. with a
in
are
romes Magnolia trees
dinner, steak
go for salads.
L5 the man's tic.'rite. ssomer
brightly panted young man !iloom, as are horse chestnuts.
Me elms are health\ and the
preter NCat,,,d
stretched across broken glass
in a display window, sleeping atmosphere is calm. Then, as • NI t.` 11 d 1 1 11 k more thar
women LL hill ditlInt! out 1.5
we turn south on 16th St.. the
off a drunk. a drug or just plain
hamli. 2.5
vs I I
full tranquillity of this "other
sleeping
at dinner.
vs. 1 5
There is a Chinese laundry ssorld" so close to desperation
• Men tease .1 tip ot I 3 to IS
but it is closed, too, arid a and destruction is clear. Welldepending on the
per eent
are
women
bent
young
is
dressed
nearby
parking meter
meal ,Amnen leave a tip fit 9 IC
to
business
downtown
i\.er into the rubbish littering headed
12 per ent .
and government offices. The • MEN SPEND • ._ •iuiu:niites at
the street. There are burned
2 minutes ,11
break last ant
store fronts and a wrecked club street is clean and the flowers
tuinc Ii, ,igAnst P I 10111,111 es lot
.ire beautiful.
that once boasted as having
Aimien at bre.11.1.1,1 and 55
Blackie's Jazz Band." An
1111111111..'S at 11111,11 11”1“:VCr. at
There are no scars on 16th St
apartment building has a
dinner. 111C11 spend I Imur 35
barricade extending all the but those of 14th St. are
minutes ss. 1 holy 30 minutes
way to the street. It s been ;hocking. •li'es. sir," the
tar women
-They'd
better
cabbie
says.
times,five
or
four
About the onlv area where
burned out
stop the political foolishness
there Is some harinon5 nil
the cabbie volunteers.
'ins cc here
terc.t is dessert
A drugstore is open but and get something done over
11'0111 a i.111.1fler to a third of
patrolling inside is a uniformed there "

The area around 16th and K
streets seems norinai enough
as he starts out, but arrival at
and
ircle
Thomas
Massachusetts Ave gives the
first evidence of what he is
cautious about (Inc of the first
businesses beyond this DDIZO
advertises -Tax Returns- but
its shattered windows are
boarded up
'Wouldn't make an1, difference if it was open,"
cabbie says, " 'cause there's
little money to pay taxes al
they probably. wouldn't oay.
them anyway .'
The people on the stroet,
iriostly black, thov,slowly. and
cast sullen hi
"he
ant lots
There are treqiii

writer. Bowie knife wielder.
to Russia and outstanding
hentuekian. gave the copy to a friend. IIrs.
llittion, in lugust 189l/. for her friend,
hr... Robert Elwood, of Pineville. 1Irs.
Elwood gave the book to 111% Evans in 1935.
I note written in the book to
Ws. 111111011 said, "I am always ready to
recea e my hereditary- friends the Wantons. I
am not very well but will receive our friends
in Coin! evenings from :1 to A p.m.-when we
have shade. Your friend.
,
Clay."
anti-Amery

42:21.

CABLE
HOGUE

t,/41,
11Crlt OR PANAvISOON
R0k4 WARNER BROS. SEVEN ART'.

NERIEEREEMERSSIMPERIMUMEN11
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Joe Taffoni Ties Duane Thomas
For Walking Out Of GrId Camps

Positive Attitude Is A Big
Plus For Tech Yellow Jackets

By JOE CARNICELLI
but that was nullified when he receiver but was benched in
back Eddie McAshan showed in Rob Healy coming in when
UPI Sports Writer
out of the Patriots' favor of Warren Wells just
stomped
the spring that he learned from Cunningham switches. Big Tim
Joe Taffoni has tied Dallas' training camp.
before the opening kickoff.
a
"is
and
Macy,
who
at
errors
plays
is
the
218,
sophomore
his
Duane Thomas for a unique
The raiders also announced
tar better quarterback than he crobable fullback.
record—most training camps Other giants who left camp
veteran defensive tackle Al
that
was a year ago."
walked out of in a single this summer were defensive
The desense lost six starters
Dotson and two rookies—Mike
Also, Carson had five sophoquarterback
summer.
end Wes Grant,
Lewallen—had
mores starting on offense a and may have three or four
guard Fran Tarkenton, punter Bill Wynn and Joe
:..imath and himself, "we got Taffoni, the offensive
,
waivers.
on
placed
been
By MILTON RICHMAN
year ago and only one, tackle sophomores starting this fall but
of the Johnson and quarterback Dick
half a knee. But I think the who stormed out
Ward, traded to Detroit
UPI Sports Writer
Vernon Jackson, has even an Carson is convinced, "We'll
Cleveland camp three weeks Shiner. Grant was traded to Jim
these
about
he
does
way
same
—Every
UPI
as
1
last
Linebacker Carl Cunningtor
NEW YORK
outside chance of cracking the have as good a defense
Nick
Coach
Miami, Tarkenton signed a new
"No coach is ever fully satis- lineup this time.
things —if it's gonna happen, ago after new
um on Monday, failed his
year.
man does his own thing.
Skorich dropped him to second contract, Johnson is out of a
fied," said Carson. "But I feel "We're bigger, deeper ana
the Lions and was
"Our linebacking was all but
When they put out the lights it's gonna happen."
became job and Shiner is on the trading physical with
we have reached our primary more experienced," said Car- wiped out and we lost our All- at the hospital, Joe Namath, This is Cepeda's second knee team status, Tuesday
to New Orleans. The
returned
player
Giant
the fifth New York
block.
goal, being able to battle the son.
young quarterback has not
America (Rock Perdoni), but with his carved up knee still operation. The first was on his
this summer to walk out of
strong teams on our schedule The right side of the offen- the gap we will have has the throbbing a
little, fiddles right knee seven years ago
from knee surgery,
recovered
camp. The Giants had purch- Elsewhere in the training
on even terms."
according to the lions.
sive line shapes up as one of potential even if it may take around in bed hoping he can when Cepeda, who'll be 34 next ased Taffoni last week from
who
camps, Rod Sherman,
The Yellow Jackets, after the best in the region. It fea- time to tell it."
month, was only 26.
Houston, impressed with the
find a football game on TV.
Los Angeles, which purchased walked out of the Oakland
three straight 44 seasons, were tures three juniors-231-pound
of rookie quarterbacks
work
With Orlando Cepeda it' "That other one was worse," him from the Browns after his
Coliseum before the Raiders
9-3 last year but Carson felt guard Scott Engel, 238-pound
says the Braves' slugger. "But
Pastorini and Lynn DickDan
The defense features 240- different.
walkout.
last
initial
Jets
played the New York
they were still at least a year tackle Rick Lantz and 217-pound pound tackle Brad Bourne, end His knee also aches occasion- I don't believe in age. How do I
Jerry
veteran
ey, placed
Dallas' controversial Saturday night, has returned to Rhome on waivers along with
away since they were beaten tight end Mike Oven.
Smylie Gebhart and halfbacks ally where it was sliced a few feal about coming back? In life Thomas,
by all three of the top-10 teams "Engel and Lantz are two of Rick Lewis and Jeff Ford. days ago, but when they put out you have to be ready for bad running back, has refused to the club. Sherman reportedly rookie running back Terry
they faced—Tennessee (174), the finest offensive linemen we Bourne moved over from end the lights at St. Vincent's things. You gotta hope for the report to the Cowboys. He was was miffed because he had Williams of Grambling.
Auburn (31-7) and Notre Dame have ever had," Carson said en- to take over Perdoni's slot and Hospital where he is, the best and be prepared for the traded once to New England been promised a start at wide
(10-7).
thusiastically. "Engel is the Carson insists fans are going Atlanta first baseman simply worst. I like to go in between.
"But, we're progressing as I best man at his position I have to see a lot of similarity in claps a pair of ear phones over I'm not afraid of anything. Why
I
things?
about
his head so as not to disturb worry
expected," Carson said. "This ever seen and Lantz isn't far their performances.
the other patients and keeps think I can come back, but if I
Is my fifth year as head coach behind."
Tech plays eight of
listening to his cassette player don't, I don't. It's only one life.
at Georgia Tech and all of our In order to exploit the larger Georgia
at home this seagames
11
its
which is right near his bed and I played professional baseball
players now are players my number of versatile backs he
big three on the sched- which he's more careful with 17 years and made a good
has, Carson has changed son. The
staff and I recruited.
Michigan State (Sept. than he is with his money.
living. I can't complain."
By VITO STELLINO
Montreai routed San Diego. lo-minute brawl in the fifth
"It's been a completely differ- Tech's offense. Now, instead of ule are
(Oct. 9) and
Tennessee
1.8),
Orlando Cepeda talks like
UPI Sports Writer
Ernie McAnally pitched a four- when Ron Hunt was hit by a
Orlando Cepeda, who loves to
ent four years than it would keeping one man on the flank,
kuburn (Oct. 16) but Carson listen to music so much they that sometimes, and although Remember Johnny Bench?
hitter for his first major league pitch and then swung at San
have been around here a dec- he Yellow Jackets will line up
out, "When you play a call him "Cha Cha," has spent he also talks about the Pro-Star
uoints
who
Bench
Johnny
same
The game featured a Diego catcher Bob Barton.
and
The
shutout.
backs
we
that
feel
running
to
like
three
with
ade ago. I
like ours, you can't
most of the past few nights clothes line he's in with jockeys seemed ready for direct shi•
then send either the left half- ichedule
have more muscle.
Ake any team on it for grant- catching the latin rhythms of Angel Cordero and Eddie ment to Cooperstown last
"There is no doubt in my back or the right halfback wide. ?A.
"
the
is
Cunningham
stronger
be
will
"Brent
we
Ray Barretoo, Mongo Santarna- Belmonte and his attorney1 summer when he was the best
that
mind
feels one of the big
Carson
Walter Lustrin, saying how he hitter on baseball's best hitting
most,"
around
ria and Tito Puente.
than last year," Carson contin- Tian we'll move
alusses at Georgia Tech is more
"All good people," he says. wouldn't starve no matter team with 45 homers, 148 RBIs
ued. "We have a much more said Carson, speaking of the 5positive attitude which was "I could listen to 'em all day what, you can tell baseball still and a .293 average at age 22.
mature team and it should be foot-7 speedster who ranks as
brought about by going 9-3 after and all night."
comes first with him and he's He was the National League's
Georrunners
finest
the
of
one
solid over-all "
straight losing seasons.
three
Not at St. Vincent's Hospital pretty sure he can play again MVP as Cincinnati rolled to the
Carson is counting on a bet- gia Tech has had—and a fine
"Now, our people know what anymore he can't.
next year.
pennant.
ter offense, even if the Yellow receiver.
can do," Carson said. "Of
we
a
Horne,
But this season that same
Greg
Orlando Cepeda is being
Sophomore
Jackets did gain more yardage
Cepeda*s latest trouble came Johnny Bench is playing just
course, winning creates a new discharged today.
last year than ever before av- 206-pounder who had an outabout after he twisted his knee like a 23-year-old struggling
once you get up,
By PAUL CORCORAN
"He's going back hofn4 to
standing spring, is slated to be problem:
eraging 308 per game
going after a ground ball in catcher. And the Reds are
you've got to stay there."
Copley News Service
with
starter
and
quarterhalfback
days
eight
for
that
other
is
Rico
reason
Puerto
the
The
Philadelphia in April. Despite struggling right along with him.
then he'll come back here for
the injury he played 71 games
Bench, who's hitting .240, IRVINE, Calif. — If you are young and in relatively good health,
three-four weeks of physiofor the Braves and had 44 brought back memories of last summer is the time you head for the beach or the mountains for a
therapy," says Dr. Anthony
RBI's, 14 homers and a .276 year when he cracked a tw vacation. You might even take a trip to Europe or Hawaii.
Pisani, the New York football
The knee was giving out, two-run homer in the ninth But for the professional football player, July and August can be
average.
Giants' orthopedic surgeon who
it is the time of preseason
him difficulty though.
inning to give the Reds a 5-3 the equivalent of Chinese water torture:
did the operation. "It turned
training camps scattered throughout the land.
26
in
practice
Louis
St.
the
over
victory
some
had
He
out very well.
"It got to the point where it
The athletes may have little reason to complain. Most of them
loose chips in the knee and the was swelling up all the time, I Cardinals. It was the 23rd
extremely well paid for six months' work, and the scenery in
are
his
to
back
in
move
treatment
unsatisfactory
This is the fourth in a series spot, or perhaps
medial ligament was stretched. was getting needles every few homer for Bench and the Reds
of the camps is really not that bad.
most
ei siezenps on the 26 National one of the safety positions, with new contract.
but I see no reason why he days and I could hardly walk," are hoping he'll surge back in
But a professional football camp is somewhat like the isolation
side.
other
the
on
Clark
year
the
The
of
Phil
weeks
teams:
six
final
the
League
back
Football
Wallace and shouldn't be able to come
booth on the old television quiz shows. The outside world is shut out
he says. "They were using me
Ron Smith, Joe Taylor, or While both
'Chicago Bears
and play again next season. He only as a pinch hitter and to get in the groove for a 1972 so that players and coaches can concentrate on preparing for a
to
return
to
waited
have
Hester
Garry Lyle or rookie Charlie
gave up the crutches yesterda talking about me having an comeback.
season that will run for at least 19 games, including five
the lineup, rookie Earl Thomas
Ford also figure.
Bench's homer came off' exhibitions.
By ED SAINSBURY
his full weight on veration at the end of the
putting
is
and
end
tight
at
good
'One bright spot on offinge has looked
Chuck Taylor after Lee May's. For a rookie like running back Mike Montgomery, a fine prospect
UPI Sports Writer
year. But this is my knee. Why
and perhaps could be the the leg already."
me-out single set the stage for' from Kansas State, the San Diego Charger camp at the University
CHICAGO (UPI)—Coach Jim could be the receiving corps
similarities
several
are
There
answer at that position.
!Wait' So I just went."
the winning blow. It ruined the of California might be as remote from San Diego as Tibet. About
Dooley enthusiastically expects with George Farmer, Cecil
In the cases of Orlando Cepeda
line
offensive
interior
The
1.-ards' shot of gaining a game; the only part of Southern California that Mike has seen is the redimprovement in his Chicago Turner or Linzy tole at wide
will include Jackson, tackle and Joe Namath.
the East Division race as the brown rolling countryside of the Irvine Ranch. It is not a time for
.n
Bears in 1971 despite so many receiver and Dick Gordon,
ACQUIRED
RECEIVER
on
surgery
underwent
Wayne Mass or Jeff Curchin, Each
three teams all lost. sightseeing and the city, or village, lights are out of bounds.
.op
.,unknown factors that he must when and if he signs his
guards Jim Cadile and Glen his left knee, each was
be using a crystal ball to guide contract, or Jim Seymour, at
As do many other professional teams, the Chargers find a college
NEW ORLEANS !UPI)—The Pittsburgh suffered a 6-5 loss to
particularly good
a
center
anticipating
and
Mudd,
or
Holloway
split end. Gordon led the league
Houston but remained five campus a desirable place to conduct a camp. The team can be
his prediction.
the
of
Saints
Orleans
Nev.
had
actually
and
(Cepeda
season
experience
Bob Hyland, all
as the Cards lost housed in a dormitory that can be compared to a Spartan
As of now, Jack Concannon is in receptions last year but
gotten off to an excellent start), National Football League Tues- games on top
of improving.
complained
has
Chicago 5-4. monastery. The cafeteria food is wholesome, if not suited to the
edged
Atlanta
and
the quarterback for the first again
receiver
wide
and despite all talk and day acquired
642 taste of a gourmet, and the diet is closely watched to make certain
Bobby
remained
games.
Francisco
San
exhibition
few
conjecture each has little doubt Charlie Williams from the Los
West with the athletes will not get too much of the wrong thing.
the
in
front
in
games
Douglass has been guaranteed
for
in
return
Rams
Angeles
back.
coming
about
It is obvious that most universities have excellent gridirons and
a shot at the job in the last
"Between him and me," cornerback Gene Howard and a 5-1 triumph over Philadelphia training facilities.
New
blanked
Angeles
Los
while
few. The first unknown for
Major League Standings
59 65 .476 14 Cepeda says talking about tackle Clovis Sv•anney.
Cincinnati
It is also a fact that holding camp on a campus gives coaches like
York 4-0 and Montreal routed
Dooley is which one will be the By United Press International
27
.371
78
46
Thego
San
Tom Landry, Green Bay's Dan Devine, Baltimore's Don
Dallas'
San Diego 11-0.
starter for the regular season.
American League
giula and San Diego's Sid Gillman a chance to keep close watch on
New
League,
American
the
In
Or whether rookie Ron MadeEast
with the help of assistant coaches.
Tuesday's Results
York beat Kansas City twice 2-0 their athletes —
jowski or rookie Buddy Lee,
AV— L. Pct. GB Atlanta 5 Chicago 4, night
and off the field, often is treated much like a small
on
athlete,
The
Bdsten
and 8-5, California edged
now injured, can break through. Baltimore
73 44 .624
afternoon, giants like Merlin Olsen of the Los Angeles
the
In
boy
3,
St.
night
5
Louis
Cincinnati
4-3, Washington routed Oaklan
Seven players, including Gale Detroit
65 56 5.37 10 Houston 6 Pittsburgh 5, night
Rams and Bubba Smith of the Colts retire to their rooms for a nap.
8-1, Baltimore edged Milwaukee
Sayers, are returning after Boston
65 57 .533 lOta Los Angeles 4 New York 0,
And it is not unusual for Gillman to admonish his charges, like a
them
twice
Detroit
of
beat
3-2, Chicaglo
knee surgery. Most
62 61 .504 14 night
New York
father, to be sure to take their salt pills after a heavy workout in the
6-5 and 4-1 and Cleveland edged hot sun.
have been kept out of uniform Washington
50 70 .417 24ka Montreal 11 San Diego 0, night
always the 1' with the so- Minnesota 3-2.
on training, and most won't Cleveland
49 73 .402 2611 San Francisco 5 Phila 1, night
A young man like Montgomery does not have some of the
By MIKE BRAHAM
called naturio Ability athletes.
St. Louis jumped off to a 3-0 problems that go with "old age" — which in football can come in
play in the exhibition games.
West
Copley News Service
Along with Sayers are All"It's hard ,A hen you can't see lead over Cincinnati with the the late 20s or early 30s. His playing weight is 202 and he was only
W. L. Pct. GB
Today's Probable Pitchers
League linebacker Dick Butkus, Oakland
Quite: a few inside of someone," Lowrey help of a two-run homer by Joe 205 when he arrived in camp.
78 43 .640 ...
CHICAGO
a former All-League offensive Kansas City 63 57. 525 14,
The aches and pains that are associated with reconditioning
t Philadelphia (Short 7-13) at years ago, when a man went said about some of these Torre. But Cincinnati tied it at
guard, Howad Mudd, tight Chicago
1 San Francisco (Cumberland 6- around constantly scratching talented players he was unable 3-3 in the sixth when Hal reluctant muscles trouble almost everyone, however: it is largely a
59 63 .484 19,
ends Bob Wallace and Jim California
his head, rubbing his elbow and to help. -They i.iet discouraged McRae homered and Tommy matter of individual circumstance and how well the'athlete has
57 67 .460 2242 2)
through to Helms singled in a run. The taken care of himself in the off season.
Hester, offensive tackle Randy Minnesota
54 66 .450 234'2 Houston( Wilson 11-7) at Pit- touching his ear, he was either and you an 't Oct
For a man ti ying to make a comeback, sometimes there is not
game was then scoreless until
Jackson and defensive tackle Milwaukee
a nervou.s wreck or a baseball them."
51 69 .425 261.2 tsburgh (Blass 114), night.
Lowrey cites Alex Johnson, Bench connected.
at coach.
14-10)
(Pappas
time. Chip Oliver, former starting linebacker for Oakland,
enough
Chicago
Bill Staley. Which of them will
Results
Tuesday's
Sometimes he was both, but the suspended Angel who also
eittsourgh was leading Hoas- tried to play this year after sitting out a full season. Oliver said, "I
be ready, and how ready, is New York 2 Kansas City 0, 1st Atlanta (Niekro 13-9), night.
St. Louis (Gibson 11-10) at at least he didn't have the played at Philadelphia. as one ton 4-1 but the Astros rallied just can't take it," after finding his reactions were dull and his legs
another unknown.
New York 8 Kansas City 5, 2nd
Cincinnati (Gullett 13-4), night. added duties and respon- of those players, but he quickly 'or five runs in the seventh weak. He left camp.
Hope For Rookies
Chi 6 Det 5, 1st, twi
Allen,
Bob Jeter. long one of the finest corner backs in the National
New York (Sadecki 5-4) It sibilities of today's baseball pointed out that Richie
Dooley obviously places great Chi 4 Dot 1, hid, night
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whom
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Cleveland 3 Minnesota 2, night
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incoach
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a
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Today,
night.
Moore, Jim Harrison, Dennis Baltimore 3 Milwaukee 2, night
',uke Walker, the starter, and Chicago.
structor and perhaps a ha of a natural athletes.
Ferris and Willie Lewis, to Washington 8 Oakland 1, night Montreal (McAnally 4-9) at
power. Bob Miller, Bob Veale and
tremendous
has
"He
Most footballers accept the necessity of practice as a valuable
guidance
counselor.
San Diego (Norman 2-9), night.
to stop
become dependable running California 4 Boston3, night
tool to—extend their careers. A poor season is a poor bargaining
Harry -Peanuts" I.owrey, He s a ball further than anyone Dave Giusti all failed
game
Thursday's
before
backs. Sayers, who once
of the else that I've ever seen hit a :he Astros and Cesar Cedeno argument for a salary increase. And to play badly because you are
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night. the third base coach
returned from knee surgery to
Today's Probable Pitchers
ball. We almost won a pennant greeted Giusti with a two-run not in the best of physical condition or otherwise properly prepared
Chicago Cubs,has been a coach
lead the league in rushing in a
California (Wright 11-12 or
for the last 11 years and looks with.hun at Philadelphia I and single that scored the deciding is inexcusable to the sensible athlete
season when the Bears won May 7-81 at Boston (Lonborg 6runs. Roberto Clemente drove
he's a real hustler.at the job as a varied one. vital
only one of 14 games, might
TREVINO A WINNER
to the development of new,
1.owrey, in his 26th year of in four of the Pirates' five runs.
become sensational again.
Zoilo Versalles, a pinch-hitter,
Cleveland (Dunning 8-9) at
baseball, is glad to be back with
NEW YORK (UPI)—Lee young players.
If he doesn't, some of the Minnesota (Luebber 1-3), night. Trevino, who captured the
"Years ago, a major le;igue the Cubs after breaking into led off the ninth inning with his
rookies have to come through
Runs Batted In
Baltimore (Cuellar 14-6) at British Open and Canadian Open club had 20 to 25 minor league coachimz with the Phillies in fifth homer to give Atlanta the By United Press International
since the rest of the bears Milwaukee (Slaton 8-4), night.
victory over Chicago. Versalles,
National League: Stargell,
championship today was clubs," Lowrey said .2‘ kid
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87; B. Robinson. Bait,
Minn
Kansas City (Drago 15-6) at
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two
the
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Cubs
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Horton, DO 112 429
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experience alone. Butch Davis Atlanta
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bases loaded in the fifth inning May, Mil
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l'nfortunatel% Ma! :: not
might take over a cornerback Houston
61 61 500 11
for the most spectacular hit as

Sixth in a series of previews
of major college football teams
In the Southeast: Georgia Tech.
By DAVID MOF'F/T
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI)—Bud Carson feels his rebuilding program at Georgia Tech is squarely on target.
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Sports Parade

Bench Homers To Give Reds
5-3 Victory Over Cardinals
SPORTS UNLIMITED

Footballers feel
heat of training

Coach Jim Dooley Expects
Bears To Improve This Year

AY

Baseball Standings

Peanuts Lowrey
more than coach

E.
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Major League Leaders
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MOHR ON MODES

Boggess-Jourden Vows To Be Read

1

CMUI
:
444 6
,,CCC219/
2

Shirtwaist fashions
get new versatility

ednesday, August 18

Open House Held At 0
The Garland Home I
I
To Show Gifts
I

ems. 71111-1917 or MANI

Mrs. J. B. Burksea ... .

L

611,4940r4iP

1

I
.1
I

i
Mrs. Eurie Garland and Miss
.4
Pamela Kaye Garland entertained with an open house at
their lovely home on South Ninth
Street on Saturday, August 7,
By BETH MOHR
from two to five o'clock in the
Copley News Service
afternoon.
Neatest follower of fashion's
The occasion was to give an
Roy Beasley, minister of the
The Baptist Women of Elm
return to the "civilized look" is
opportunity for their many
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Church
Baptist
will
Grove
meet
the shirtwaist dress.
Christ, was the guest speaker at
friends and relatives to see the
IR the church at 7:30 p.m.
Smarter than the old stanmany lovely gifts received by
the regular meeting of the
dard that was turned out in
Miss Garland who will
Murray-Calloway County Senior
be
The Murray High School 1971
cookie-cutter dullness through
married to Leo F. Rogers on
Citizens Club held on Friday,
up
pick
may
seniors
graduating
decades of fashion trends until
Saturday, August 21.
August 6, at noon in the social hall
their 1971 annuals on the stage
the shifty '60s, the new shirtFor the event the bride-to-be
of the First United Methodist
waist is a versatile baby.
auditorium from-three to six p.m.
wore a green top with green,
Church.
Designers generally remain
Please bring receipt and any
white
and
navy
The speaker presented a
slacks.
Her
dosing,
front
to
the
faithful
balance owed on the annual.
mother wore navy and white
program of self-photographed
accented waistline and easy
colored slides of his recent visit to
skirt. From there, variety
Clean up day will be held at the slacks with a blue top.
The
many
lovely
Egypt, emphasizing the sites and
gifts
were
takes over.
Hazel Elementary School from
displayed throughout the house
scens of biblical and religious
A two-piece look brings the
nine am. to three p.m.
and were shown by Miss Sandy
significance. Among the slides
most cbissic version up to date.
Bodices and skirts are in
Garland,
viewed by the group were scenes
Miss
Rhonda
Garland,
19
August
Thursday,
contrasting solid colors or
of Cairo, the Nile River, the
Murray High School students and Miss Sherrie Smith. The
solids with prints or plaids.
guests signed the register at the
pyramids, the city of Thebes
may pick up their 1971 annuals
Belts frequently contribute
table
in
the
Luxor), the temple of
entrance
(Modern
hall.
the
on
from three to six p.m.
interest. Some are in new
Amon-Ra,the Valley of the Kings
Please bring Beautiful arrangements of
auditorium.
stage
contours and greater widths.
and Queens, the tomb of King
receipt and any balance owed on daisies and gladioli were placed
at
vantage
points
Tut, and many others.
throughout
the
Others add a third color to
the annual.
Roy Beasley
house. Refreshments were
Mr. Beasley told the story -ktf
bodice-skirt contrast or go
served from the beautifully
Pharoah Aktmaton(1380 B. C. ‘, )
further in embroidered or
who tried to lead his people, 11
woven patterns.
Clean up day will be held at the appointed table in the den.
awe flulas p/Mits)
Egyptians,
away
fr
In other variations, the
Hazel Elementary School from
Thomas W. Redden of Murray polytheism
to monotheism. Be
button front and belted
nine am. to ten p.m.
Sharleen
Boggess
Vicky
Miss
Route Eight has been dismissed said many scholars believe
*I;
waistline are all that allow the
from the Western Baptist was due to the
shirtwaist name. Shirt sleeves
influence of MoSeis
barbecue for the Baptist
A
'
Paducah,
Hospital,
where
he
and collars are exaggerated,
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis Elmo Boggess of Murray Route Three
and the ten plaques. He also told
underwent surgery on Tuesday, the
narrowed down or replaced announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their Women and their families of the
story of Hatsheput, (150C B.
August 10.
with entirely different looks. daughter, Vicky Sharleen, to Robert Alan Jourden, son of Mr. Sinking Spring Baptist Church
C.) the only woman pharodh,
will
be
held
at
the
City
Park
at
Skirts are long, short, flared, and Mrs. Harvey Hall of Louisville.
whom many scholars believe
Miss Peggy Jean Forres,
seven p.m.
pleated or stay with the classic
was the "Pharoah's Daughtef4'
The bride-to-be is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
Mr.
laughter
and
Mrs.
of
William
Mrs. Stephen Wood of Murray
dirndl.
School.She is the granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs. Dock Boggess of
who adopted Moses.
The Murray Business and
Materials help play the Murray Route Three and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Duncan of Allen Professional Women's Club will A. Forms announces the com- has been a patient at the Western
pleted
her
plans
marriage
for
to
Hospital,
Baptist
Paducah.
variety game. Matte jersey Park, Mich.
meet at the Woman's Club House James F. Johnson.
The local minister will
gives
the
silhouette
The groom-elect is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High at 6:30 p.m.
The vows will be exchanged at Mr. and Mrs. Don Newberry hosting another tour of Egypt
sophisticated ding, especially
School and attended Murray State University. He is presently
seven o'clock in the evening on have returned home after the Bible lands in July 19f2.
in long evening versions.
A Swim-Cookout and dance for Saturday, August 21, at the Hazel
Synthetic knits are crisp and employed at Emerson Electric Company, Paris,Tenn. He is the
spending six days vacationing at Those interested may contact
trim. Gingham and calicos are grandson of Mr.and Mrs. Ray Jourden of Lynn Grove Route One. members from grades ninth Baptist Church with Bro. B. R. Silver Springs, Jacksonville, and him for a colored brochure.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, September 4, at through college and their guests Winchester officiating.
in the mood for country-girl
Preceding the program,
Daytona Beach, Fla. Enroute
demureness. Silks give the eight o'clock in the evening at the Elm Grove Baptist Church with will be held at the Calloway
A program of nuptial music home they traveled through the delicious potluck luncheon
shirtwaist feminine softness for Rev.Roy Green officiating. A reception will be held at the church County Country Club starting at will be presented by Mrs. Oneida Great Smoky Moutains.
served at noon with Chu
immediately following the ceremony.
five p.m. Music will be by Iron White organist, and Miss Jane
late day and evening.
Guthrie giving the invocation. He
No formal invitations are being sent, and all friends and Stone. Admission is $1.00 stag Shoemaker
is youth director of the First
soloist.
Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howell
B.
relatives are invited to attend.
and 81.50 drag.
Shoemaker will sing "Walk Hand Thurman and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. United Methodist Church.
MOUNT SHASTA.
in Hand", "We've Only Just Burkeen spent the past weekend
Guests present were Mr
CAL (UPI): Swarms of
Friday, August 28
Begun" and the "Wedding at Mammoth Cave National Beasley„ Mrs. Stella Goski, Mrs
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oieyMrs
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Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Delmar
and Ruby Jewell will be held at be played will be the theme from
across southeast SiskiCollier of Hamlin are the parents
the Murray City Park from four "Romeo and Juliet" and the
you County today.
and Mrs. Lectra Andrus.
$
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd and
of a baby boy, Eli Damian,
p.m, to dark. All firends and theme from "Love Story".
"Jillions of them."
weighing nine pounds fourteen
said Police Chief Jack
relatives are invited. A potluck
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Methods outlined
Mrs. Ben Humphreys Hguhes, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Dr.
Delmar V. Collier of Bangkok,
group will be held at the Calloway Tanya Phelps will be the flower
ed countryside from
Soviet educators accept the
and
Linda, Rebecca, Horton, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
da
ters,
Thailand,
and
Weed to Mount Shasta
Mr. and Mrs. theory that the most important
The school buildings gen- County Country Club from 7:30 to
and from Dunsmuir to
Emily,
been Tolley, Miss Erin Montgomery,
have
James E. Fteany of Phoenix, period in life for physical, erally are two-iitory brick or ten p.m. Each member may Serving as best man for Mr. and
McCloud.
Arizona. Great grandparents are mental and moral development stucco with big windows and Invite two guests and the ad- Johnson will be his brother-in- vacationing at Daytona Beach, Mesdames Mary Louise Baker,
Ruby Barnes, Essie Blalock,
The movements have
Mrs. Agens Walters of Ev
is from birth to age 7. A ma- large, pleasant rooms. An in- mission is 75 cents per person. law, Morris Parker. Groomsman Fla.
been going on for severFloy Cladwell, Lula Dunn,
sville, Ind., Mrs. Margaret jority of Russian parents appar- stitution may be strictly a day Music will be by the Merle Pride will be Mickey Hart and the
al days.
Martha Golden, Olive Hagen,
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and
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a
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California Highway
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the
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Billy Forres, brothers of the
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Robbie
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weekends
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only
at
nurseries
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Monday, August 23
said his men have been
bride-elect.
Lillian Hicks, Mary Knott, Mary
The nurseries accommodate
returning to the station
Robert Lance is the name throughout the country.
The Calloway County
Red
Miss
Cindy
Nance and Miss
Lamb, Olene Lamb, Edna
with the insects "clogMrs. Kitty W
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Harry
, world infants from two months to ags Cross Volunteers will meet at Vickie Collins will be at the
DENVER (UPI): A 'foot McReynolds, Meme Mattingly.
3 Kindergartens see for 3 to
ging the cores of our
Allison of 103 North 17th Street, traveler and , student, offers a
1:30 p.m. in the conference room register and Mrs. George James, specialist
says
pregnant
b year olds.
radiators."
Parker, Hildred Sharpe,
Murray, for their baby boy, detailed description of the
women may find them- Birdie
of the Murray-Calloway County Miss Carol Russell, and Miss
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program
of
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with
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Convalescent
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feet
plan
after
their
turist of the State Fish
Debbie Miller will serve at the
outlines methods to be used in
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giving birth to a child—and
()Imes,born on Saturday, August centers in her book 'Lenin's rearing
and Game Department's
the children, and a work which will begin in Sept- reception which will be held in
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it
could
become
hatchery here, said,
14, at 7:49 a.m. at the Murray Grandchildren."
permanent.
"handbook of preschool edu- ember. All uniformed Volun- the fellowship hall of the Church
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was
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immed"I've never seen any"It
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not unusual for the
Calloway County Hospital.
cation" defines details of build- teers, former Volunteers or Gray Immediately following the
thing like it. We could
feet to grow longer after
Their other children are Lind- iately after the 1917 revolu- ings, equipment and personnel. Lathes, and those interested in ceremony.
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1 teaspoon ground cumin
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
still know their children are basis of our system.1 can (1 pound. 4 ounces) red
Mrs.
Weaver
completed
for
saw
has
plans
Garland,
the
prcinisc
being well cared for, and in the
Steamed Rice
Fast Chili
kidney beans
company of other children. put to work when an 18-month her wedding to Leo F. Rogers,
Green Salad with
Downtown Muay
rr
1 can (1 pound) stewed Is"lie love our childn;n," the baby received a guest of ap- son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Marinated Artichoke Hearts
matoes
proximately
the
same
age in his Rogers of Covington.
director of a center told Mrs.
Fresh Peach Compote
In a 10-inch skillet user Weaver. "We
The wedding will be an event of
Beverage
call them our playpen. They stared at one
moderate heat reek butter add privileged class
because we trv another for a while until finally' Satruday, August 21, at sevenFAST MU
mashing
with a lurk
beef; cook,
to five them the best of what the visitor smiled and said thirty o'clock in the evening at
Quick to assemble and cook,
until beet loses its red color. we have.
something in Russian Kalov talk
bat flavor isn't sacrificed.
the Murray Woman's Club
that sounded like 'Goo.'"
Stir in chili powder, salt, garlic
1 tabiespom butter or marga"We
haven't
always
had
so
House.
powder and cumin. Add beans
The
nursery
staff was pled,
rine
we lost 20 million eel by
The bride-elect has chosen her
and tomatoes including liquid in much
the babies' first meeting
1 pound lean ground chuck
both cans. Reduce beat and sim- people and many of our cities
The Russian attitude toward sister, Miss Rhonda Garland, as
beef
mer, stirring occasionally and in the last war alone. The treatment of toys is ty pica, of her maid of honor. Her matron of
2 or 3 tablespoons chili powbreaking up tomatoes, until hildren are our future, and we SOviet ideology. Mrs. Vi ra%.1' honor will be Mrs. Steve Sexton
der
thickened and very bot-20 to 30 want that future to be a happy said, and is one of the basic and her bridesmaids will be Mrs.
1,4 teaspoon salt
Boaz and Miss Kathy
differences between Russian Dan
minutes. if you lam, skim cif one.
14 teaspoon garlic powder
Rayburn.
excess fat. Makes 4 'errings.
Mrs. Weaver's report drew and American children.
SAVE 98c WHEN YOU BUY BOTH!
"Look. %lllan. hoe von has,
The best man for Mr. Rogers
warm praise from Alexander V.
Zapomzhets. director of pre- spoiled this toy,- a Russian will be Steven Wright, with Kevin
school education in ihe Russian child may be told. -Do You McGann, John Draeger, and
Academy of Education. He know how much work it took Larry Brock serving as
took exception to some critical in the factory t( mike such a groomsmen.
rid you have
brothers,
statements,but said evens long pretty autob
The bride-elect's
bat of the book's "shortcom- broken it an lu4h. 111 of Johnny and Ronnie Garland, will
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its indisputable overall merits. and now they will iio has,- service.
The Soviet nurseries and a bus."
Judge Robert 0. Miller will
In America, Mr, S1 .tocr
kindergartens, which can acPreside at the candlelight sersaid,
a
teacher
is
more
pt
to
commodate children three
vice. Mrs. R. W. Farrel will
say, -Now
W 1111 get
months old through age 6,
another toy. sun yllii 11110 furnish the music and Mrs. David
are not compulsory or free. know
how to take care of it." Berry will sing two selections.
family may send
Any city
The
.iimerican
All friends and relatives are
child is not
time,
children to them at any
ntade ti) feel he has lirtray
invited to attend both the wedand about BO pet rent of thew
ding and the reception imThe his country liy 1u-caking .1 to%
children are enrolled.
REGULAR $3 99 EACH
mediately following at the club
small
in
institutions
supply
of
— AGES 4 AND UP —
Classes
towns and rural areas cannot PREMATURE HOMECOMING home
WHEN YOU BUY
RAMSGATE, England
learned they were being taken
yet meet demand. The Soviet
Instructors.
ONE
REG. 399 _
government now is opening —Being adventuresome, Bill to Margate, about-dour miles
mon preschools in these areas. and Nora Farmer decided to from their Ramsgate home.
Lyndia Cochran,
Skutt & Owls, slacks & tops
Moe 'n
The state bears 75 to Ms. end their vacation by taking a Instead of enjoying new sights
matchable fall fastoons . from CO/O'S, of
COW,. New, now ityling and color,
Suzanne Fitch,
per cent f 1h.. school cost. British rail "mystery trip" with fellow passengers, they
JUST SAY
S•res for 'most all'
apartment
'Use parent.1* share is determin- from their South Wales resort. went
to their
"CHARGE IT"
Trina Nicks
PHONE 753-4647
lama'ss
in
But their first spirit of opened their mail and had a
the lia.istif a
ed
WHEN YOU SHOP
oinc and tttttMier ut cliiitlreit adventure vanished when they cup of tea.
Calloway
County
Thi,
Homemakers will have their
Officer Training meeting at 9:30
In the education building at the
First Methodist Church. A
potluck supper will be held.

Roy Beasley Shows Sliaes Of Travels At
Meeting Of Local Senior Citizens Club

Pe4.4oicalt

Peggy Jean Forres
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

Butterflies
swarm m Cal.

TBIRT_HSj

Pc
WE 11/
Br

Privileged class
in Russia: kids

WE
OIVE

Bigger feet
for mother?

Wedding Plans Are
Completed By Miss
Pamela K. Garland

AaboodA

Fast Chili

Cato-s

LYNDIA COCHRAN
DANCE STUDIO

Announces

REGISTRATION

Thursday, August 19
2:00 to 6:00
Studio Located
S. 9th Ext. & Fairlane Dr.
In
Tap, Ballet, Jazz,
Acrobatics

savgagatimagswgnwio,
•
k

CAMPUS or CAREER

MIX 'N
MATCHABLES

2

FOR $7

3.69

WE

WYE

F
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U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED WE

RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMI
Miss Liberty
Grade A Med.

avI
_EGGS

FRYERS

wit cups

25 7m

CUT-UP
Family Pak

lb.

SCOTT TOWELS 3P1 CHUCK ROAST ums:
BABY FOOF:10 99c HAMBURGER
Roll

WE
lIVE

CORN
* MISS LIBERTY

SKED

*BREAD

39?

SLICED

SMOKED JOWLS Sliced
BEEF LIVER Sliced

IEa a
HAMS

19c
29C
DOL 29

Pound Loaf
1 4 Pound Loaf
WE 1/
Brown 'N Serve Rolls

COLUMBIA

/$1 BACON

Cream Style

9!

Growl
Beef

Pride Of Illinois
3113 cans

I.

Pre

4%-ez.

"
fr*
. Be
tbis

1 M
ta

Double Stamps All Day
Tuesday & Wednesday
WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF

,
-ttf

)tad
DO B.
rnah,

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

PORK STEAK

529; GIVE
-F-49;
•59; WE
39 GIVE

Sliced

49r.
SALMON
Mc ROUND STEAK
9
ir
3
FRUIT COCKTAIL
PICNICS
39!
ICE MILK
39c /
1 4 PORK LOINCUT-UP CHICKENS
5

Mr
Mrs
iuer,

CHEF CHUM

c PORK LIVER

PShl

Sliced

U.S. PRIME

tall can

I.

Hunt's

Ivy
'aul
C.

300 cans

FffSi

:nee
'Tan
ery,
keel

Sliced
Mixed
cirts

TURNER'S

nut,
Be%
-ell,
rris,
tory
na

1/2 Gal.

LARGE

HORMELS

VIENNA SAUSAGE 1"4/$1
KELLY
CHILI w/BEANS 300 can 3P1

rp
ker.
ims

AMERICANA

ng

NMI/

WE
SIVE

Lemons fimga 39
CHIPS
POTATO
Applerm
19
TOMATOES
Peaches nEsa
0
COCA-COLAS
DELSEY
Onions
29; TISSUE
I 5; SHORTENING
Cabbage
Cantaloupes-m-3/s 1 BEEF STEW
SUGAR
LIBERTY

Psmi

WE
GIVE

1

28-OUNCE

3-1b. bag

RICHTEX

"
GEEN

FRESH

DIRTY MOORE

* LIBERTY COUPON *

WE
GIVE

Twin Pak

No. 21
/
2 cans

Yellow

GIVE

STATE FAIR

59c
49c
3/89c
4/$1
2 33c
69c
59c

5-1b. bag

Ms
EGGS Liberty

1$

Doz.

with this coupon and add. $5.00
or more purchase, tob. & dairy
prod. exc.
VOID AFTER AUG. 24

WE
lIVE

* LIBERTY COUPON *
FOLGER'S

Rolls

3-1b. can

12-oz. can

BOLOGNA
39;i

VVIENERS

BREAST
b. 59'
THIGHS
lb. 55'
LEGS
lb. 49'
BACKS & NECKS
-lb. 10'
SKINLESS
Elm Hill All-Meat
12oz. pkg.

9;

CRACKERS
PE
DETERGENT D'
MACKEREL
CAKE
PORK & BEANS
PEANUT BUTTER

lb. box

LARA LYNN

ACHES SACRAMENTO

* LIBERTY COUPON *
Pillsbury

WE

Na 2'? cans

25c
3/1

Gt Size

Tall Can

JACK

MIX PILLSBURY

with coupon

25c

3
8/1 Egi
boxes fol

PRIDE OFioll.!.00 cans

1"

21
/
2 lb jar

99c WE

* LIBERTY COUPON *
FOLGER'S

CAKE MIXES
with this coupon.
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Without Coupon — '1.69
VOID AFTER AUG. 24

White, Yellow, Chocolate
With this coupon
$00
1
Boxes
VOID AFTER AUG. 24

3

with this coupon.
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Without Coupon — 81.15
VOID AFTER AUG. 24

WE
GIVE
L
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Prehistoric Cave In Downtown Nashville TELEVISION SCHEDULE
Seen As Valuable Archaeological Find
usie-1
WLAC-Tv
WSM-TV
Chassid
Clisanel 5
4
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Channel

*ROADSIDE GARDENER-Mrs. C.W. Parsons of McAfee is doing her share to "Keep
lzKentucky Beautiful." For several years now, she has planted assorted flowers in the
i{median of U.S. 127 which runs in front of her Mercer County home.
(Steve Mitchell Photo)

NASHVILLE, Term.(UPI) —
Bones and teeth, some of which
could be 10,000 years old,
turned up in a cave in downtown Nashville last week as
workmen dug foundations for a
new skyscraper.
A hole a full city block long
had been carved out of solid
limestone to a depth of nearly
40 feet when the top of the cavern was opened.
As a backhoe pulled clay and
mud from the hole, it churned
up a collection of bones and
something else that startled
workers.
Everybody who's seen it says
it is a tooth from a saber-toothed tiger, a prehistoric animal
which roamed the planet until
8,000 or 10,000 B.C.
Along with it were some teeth
which several experts believe
are human.
If those possibly human teeth
are linked to the tiger by investigation, it would place human
beings in North America long
before present records indicate.
"We're not archeologists,"

HITTING THE SILK

e

Gal parachutists jump for joy
By JEANNE VAP
Copley News Service
ANTIOCH, Calif. — Chuting
*arsflh1edthe sky. Hitting the
they floated softly to earth
under billowing canopies
-,,named Blue Max, Midnight
and 007.
Asthe parachutes collapsed,
wind knocked out of them,
escurly heads emerged from
ewhite crash helmets.
1 -Jumping is like floating on a
n of air. It is very
zing," said Tanya Mconald, one of those who
'
bailed out" at 7,200 feet.
a "Your stomach doesn't sink
Ie way it might on an elevator.
CTh
The feeling is more like
, eking your hand . out the
ewindow of a fast-moving car."
.. Although her husband thinks
that women's place is in the
Isome — not jumping out of

s

re

r

airplanes — he understands her
enthusiasm. He also is a been skydiving for only a year,
skydiver. "Our first kiss was were jumping right along with
(hiring a free fall," said Mrs. Jeannie McCombs and Susie
Newman, both former memMcDonald.
In the last nine years, Mrs. bers of the U. S. parachuting
McDonald has attended a lot of team.
Why are girls attracted to
parachute meets — and found
very few women tracking this Space Age sport?
across the sky. There aren't s Maybe it's that "I can do
many females in "free fall." anything an airplane can do"
The closest they come to feeling or the independence
"terminal velocity" is driving that comes with pulling your
own rip cord.
a car on the freeway.
Perhaps parachutes are a
So Mrs. McDonald decided to
try something that had never status symbol — for getting the
been done before — she jump on the Joneses.
planned the First U.S. All
Or, as one girl put is, "Well,
Women's Parachuting Meet see, there was this guy who was
held here recently.
a jumper and. .."
Twenty-five silken angels
With a first prize of $20, and
attended. They came from an entry fee of $17, one thing
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, was certain. Those
attending
Idaho and California. Two the meet weren't in
it for the
Sacramentans, Diane Devlin money.
and Janey Frohlech, who have
The competition was divided

TV CAMEOS: Art Metro's°

flew Vogue Ahead For Roaring Twenties

"The Chicago Toddy Boars" is a CBS spoof of the 1920. and also the name of
a gang that includes (left to right)- John Banner, Dean Jones, and Marvin Kaplan in the front seat with Hunt: Hall, Art Metrano, and Jamie Farr standing.
Bears" offers. Adults will be watching the show
By BILL DUNN
IF YOU wait long enough, no matter what out of interest for the days they lived through
it is, it's bound to come back into style. Take and perhaps in an effort to recapture good old
for example the Roaring 20s. Actor Art Me- times.
trano for one predicts a new vogue for the
As for Art's generation, be recalls, "We grew
fashions, music, and expressions of the 19205. up on Edward G. Robinson." He has never forBut then he may know something that we don't gotten the film scenes of George Raft flipping
For instancy., he expects his forecasted vogue. a coin with his thumb or James Cagney putting
to be helped along the way by his new upcom- a grapefruit into the face of a girlfriend.
pg CBS comedy series, 'The Chicago Teddy "They're our heroes." And he expects his own
ars."
contemporaries to watch "The Chicago Teddy
ei 14etrano calls the show "a period piece for Bears" today to see Art and the others spoof
ners," a spoof on the Roaring 20s complete
all that "we dug" years ago.
th speak-easy, flappers, flagpole sitting, and
And young viewers are not to be discounted.
:hiesenberg racers And in keeping with the Known
for their love of lavish and outlandish
)pra. Art and the show's other stars, Dean Jones, clothes, young people should be attracted to the
:3ohn Banner, and ' Bastaide Kid" Hunts Hall, show's
typical 1920s wardrobes. Then too, hav*ill be appropriately outfitted in double-breastabout the Roaring 20s, they
suits, spats, two-tone shoes, and wide- ing read and heardinterested
in a caricature of
will no doubt be
trimmed fedoras of the day.
what it was all about. So in the end, regardless
• • •
2.
of motivation, there seems to be a ready made
• TO SET the scene somewhat. Art gave a quick
just waiting for "The Chicago Teddy
,
,,guridovm of the different characters in 'The audience
Bears."
*Wag° Teddy Bears." Dean Jones plays Line
• • •
)11cCray, part-owner in a speakeasy. Art says
PREMIERING September 17, the show will
peen will be playing the foil for the others.
not be the first Art has appeared on regularly.
,THe's straight." John Banner however, will be
etting laughs as Line er,, Ic ,,nd speakeasy Last fall he was with the shortlived "Tim Conway Show," playing the guy always humming
rtner. a guy with no al,',,,. for running an
"da da da da" to the tune of "Fine and Danicgitineds business.
e Then there's Art with lit, ' V.dentino side- dy." He says, "I never got tired of it." Never,whir" playing Big Nick, a vo,.d t.ot endearing
theless he was eager for a change. "I get to
oed who continually demands • no violence." speak with this show, like I'm an integral part
of it," which he certainly is.
,
:k is similar
:Art thinks the character of Big :
And now only weeks away fn the schedto Phil Silver's role in the old l':'-crgeant SiIko
-*how." Like Bilko. Art says the I..uchs will not uled fall start, Art !intim himself en a middle
tome directly from his character but rather ground between "da da da da" and "am integral
part." CBS expresses confidence in the show
"from the guys around me."
As fok the audience reaction. Art says. "I and Art's career. Art though with a slete of detachment says, "I'm wondering whiff will hap'think tbey'll really dig it." It's a matter of
pen." He might be on the verge of great things,
"perfect timing.- Art points to the success of
But rather than speculate, Art says, "I always
Proadway hits. "No, No, Nanette" and -Follies."
said when I get up and hit a home run, I'll
es proof of the public's eagerness for a return
know when I cross the'plats.Z.
'1,, the old days. which -The Chicago Teddy

0

;t

into individual and team efforts. In the accuracy event,
each contestant stepped from
the plane "at her own
discretion" and aimed for a 6inch yellow disk on the ground
2,500 feet below. By steering,
turning and stalling out her
canopy, she hoped for "dead
center" — which is like making
a hole-in-one in golf.
Judges and spectators,
mostly male, stood on the
ground and watched with
binoculars, telemeters and
stopwatches. They measured
from the jumper's "first point
of impact" to the disk. "It's
better to land on your feet than
on your seat — you're usually
closer to dead center," ex•
*lined Mrs. McDonald. "Nice.
soft pea gravel" surrounded
the disk to make landing more
comfortable.
The relative work probably
was the most thrilling. For this,
contestants formed into teams
of three. Two girls stood in the
open doorway of the GeoWli..=
as it leveled off at 7,.W0 feet. A
third crawled outside on the
step, holding the strut. They
dived one after the other in
rapid succession. From the
ground observers could see
three black dots moving toward
each other in the sky
Flat on their stomachs and
falling through the sky at 120
miles per hour, the divers
clasped hands, forming a star
— but separated immediately
"Blessed are they that delay
in pulling their rip cord — for
theirs shall be a lasting impression" is a well-heeded
slogan.
The "caterpillar" was
another team effort — as was
the "kiss pass" novelty jump,
for which the girls chose male
partners.
There
were
beautifully executed "aerobatics" — heavenly loops,
figure eights and rolls.
The women even added a
touch of beauty pageantry to
their meet — a Miss
Congeniality was chosen.
Only 600 of the 14,000member U. S. Parachuting
Association are women. Among
the experts, girts are even
scarcer.
Not many women are willing
to pay the price of free fall
Equal time in the air brings
heavy responsibility — like the
40-pound pack carried off the
field by the 110-pound lass in
the multicolored eimpsuit

High-Style
Goes Public
Chicago (NFS) - Some ot
the finest contemporary furniture designs produced by an
American designer are expected to be made available to
the general public at popular
prices.
The designs are those of
John Mascheroni who works
primarily with tubular chrome
and aluminum, as well as with
acrylics.
Up to now, his designs have
been in limited production and
range in price from $125 for an
acrylic stacking table to $3,100
for a pedestal base occasional
table. Two of his designs are in
New - York's, Museum of
Menem Att.
Recently, Mascheroni's
entire contemporary collection
was purchased by the Vecta
Group, Inc., a Kalamazoo,
Mich., manufacturer, which
expects to increase production
of the designs and make them
available at lower prices.

said George Spence, supervisor samples a few
inches farther
for the firm of Foster and down in the
mud mat fills the
Creighton. which is construct- cave and
date them by the
ing a new building for the First radiocaroon process.
American National Bank.
But the huge deadly-looking
"We're in the construction fang is easy to pin down.
business. If nothing had turned
"We have a cut-off date for
up in the mud but the bones, the saber-toothed animal, which
we would not have thought any- is 8,000 to 10,000 B.C. There was
thing of it.
a zoological shift at that time,
"But when we saw that saber and many large animals died
knew
something was off, including the saber tooth."
tooth, we
drawn there."
SIAS members have been
Bank officials called the earnestly digging in the hot sun
Southeastern Indian Antiquities since last Friday afternoon, and
Survey, Inc., a local society hope to continue for several
composed of amateur and pro- weeks, waiting each weekday
fessional archaeologists, includ- until construction crews have
ing some professors at Vander- left.
bilt University.
Ferguson said such locations
The group has now set up a as this so called "first Americomplete excavation plan for can site" can easily take 25
the site, and trowels and sieves years of archaeological poking,
are now scraping carefully but the construction timetable
through rocks and mud that for the new bank building will
was pushed around only a few intervene.
days ago with bulldozers and
Nashville sits on a huge slab
dynamite.
of winter-gray limestone, which
Robert Ferguson, President of is riddled with cracks, fissures
the SIAS, is an amateur arch- and hidden caves. Faults in the
aeologist who produces records smooth gray rock are easily
'for RCA on Music Row.
seen around the construction
"We really don't know what's site as orange-brown smears on
going to be here.
the stone, where water and
"Something like this is always earth have seeped down over
a dramatic find, but we really the years.
can't say what we have yet."
Ferguson says this may be
Radiocarbon dating, a process how the bones and other
of setting the age of once living
objects settled into the cavern.
tissue, has not been employed
Or, they could have gone in
because the samples found so through an opening and died.
far have been contaminated
"Right now, what we are
with oil and waste from the
looking
for is flint, such as the
construction work.
Ferguson hopes to find more snail points that were used as
tools. Yesterday (Saturday) we
found a little pink flake of
flint, which is another heavy
Indication that humans were
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Cottage Pare nts Try To
Mold Citizen From JDs

The youths Dalton supervises
are "sophisticated" delinquents,
15-to 18-years-old. They are at
Down on his knees in the
work or in school from 7 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. each weekday. The 40
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The baking sun, Bud Brehm of the
SIAS meticulously carved layboys are divided into groups for
rally on Wall Street sparked by
ers and chunks of black from
guided
group
interaction
President Nixon's decision to the
chocolate mud. The black
sessions. Two groups meet with
freeze wages and prices in his lumps and
smears are believed
This appraisal of cottage counselors in the afternoonsand
new economic game plan may to be the remains of a fire.
not be sustained as it was three
"If the cave was a dwelling, parents,the non-professional full- two have the sessions in the
years ago when President where the black smudges are time guardians for boys com- evenings.
Dalton supervises the youths
Johnson announced he would could represent a human fire- mitted to Kentucky's juvenile
not seek re-election, because place, or a fire that washed facilities, was given by Ben who are not having "group." If
Mossbarger, an official with the they have not planned extrathe institutions do not have the down," said Fergimon.
State
Archaeologist
money on hand, says Alan R.
Mac state Department of Child curricular activities, Dalton may
suggest a game of volleyball.
Shaw. The vice president and Prichard has gone down sev- Welfare.
Mossbarger, assistant director baseball or basketball.
director of research for Upham eral times to view the site and
& Co. said "We have advised muddy his hands with the dig- of the department's division of "You have to keep the boys
ova- clients to get excited but gers. He said the problem was residential services espial/0d involved," he said. "If they have
evaluating the finds because that cottage parents hdee:a too much free time they start
it to get carried away."
Oveitything has turned up back- 'different kind of inflUence- Bias thinking of going AWOL or of
counselors, who usually have some delinquent act to perform'
What surprised Bradbury K. ward:. *
Normally, a dig will begin in brief relationships
Tburlow, Hoppin Watson & Co.
"Mr. Dalton is on the move
with the
the front of a cave and pro- wards.
vie president-research, was
constantly, and he always knows
ceed back.
Counselors are professionals in where all the boys are and what
"that the President combined
The construction firm's acso many decisive
actions cidental find has put archa- the treatment of juvenile they're doing," Camp Superintogether in one package." He eologist in back of the cave, delinquents, usually with a tendent Joseph W. Osbourne
said Nixon's decision to impose and they are working in re- 'nester's degree in the field. observed. "He's always around.
a 10 per cent import surcharge verse, with the extra problem Cottage parents, on the other even when they are just talking.
amounts to the United States that blasting and construction hand, hoist only have a high but he doesn't 'nose in'.
serving notice on "other leading machinery have somewhat school diploma, and they serve "What a delinquent has never
the boys more as a substitute had is someone who has been
trading nations that we are scrambled the mud.
parents.
fair, firm and consistent and this
going to play the game by the
Monday, the construction
"A cottage parent has the time is what Mr. Dalton is," Osbourne
same rules as they do."
firm had promised to show and opportunity to develop an said."He's not wishy-washy, he's
"The thing to which the SIAS officials where it has individual
relationship," solid. The boys know he'll be the
same every day. He's like a 'Big
market reacted most decisively been dumping the mud taken Mossbarger said.
Edwin Dalton is a cottage Daddy' to them."
was (Nixon's) wage-price from the hole.
Spence
said
75
to
BO per cent parent at Lake Cumberland
Osbourne noted that a cottage
freeze and its meaning," says
of the ooze has been hauled Boys' Camp
near Monticello. A parent has to "keep on his toes
Monte J. Gordon, Bache & Co. away,
and there may be more Wayne County
farmer, he applied all the time and not get angry
vice president, "because it was bones in it.
for the job when the camp opened when the kids harass him.
the concern with inflation that
in 1965 "just to see what it was "The kids have to know that
was holding the market back
like."
you care about them as human
and kept everyone on the
He said, "It's a rewarding beings and whether they make it
sides." Gordon said the new
experience to work with a team or not (when they return to
economic plan "can be comChicago (NFS) — To keep
trying to make something out of community life)."
pared to a small starter engine those fancy "special occasion"
designed to kick on a much cookie cutters clean and ready these boys. If a delinquent goes "He also must avoid putting the
larger engine and the larger to mse,Apin, dry thoroughly on not getting caught doing little kids down," Mossbarger said.
engine is the U.S. economy." after-washing and store them in things, later he'll get caught "He must avoid censuring or"
He said the Nixon decision has airtight plastic containers such committing a more serious blaming them.
_es large Freezettes.
crime, and he'll go to prison."
"He has to help a ward exset the stage for a new
perience successes without
international monetary strucallowing the ward to discover he
tue that will not emerge until
Monetary
International
is being manipulated. If a youth
the
thinks he is being manipulated he
Fund holds it meeting in
may go out of his way not to
September.
succeed.
Dalton, through
Theodore Butkovrski of E. F.
he readily
admits his job is not one that
Hutton & Co. said President
would appeal to everybody, finds
Nixon's new economic plan
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA (UPI). Police
the rewards from his work more
"should give the stock market
arrested three fugitive "poets" Saturday
than sufficient.
a psychological uplift, and now
who diversified and escaped from the
"When you know at one time
the only thing to do is sit back
Breckinridge County Jail at Hardinsburg,
Ky., on July 8.
that they didn't care for anything
and enjoy it." He said Nixon
In custody were Gary Carman, 24, Larand you get a call or a letter
attacked the three things that
ry Lucas, 24, and Everett Mercer, 31.
saying they're doing well and
have hurt the market recently
Before fleeing the Kentucky jail, they
thanking you for your help, it's a
—"the slow economy recovery,
wrote the following on a wall:
gratifying experience," Dalton
stubbornd inflation and the
From behind these bars we all flee
said.
weakness of the dollar abroad."
Because of the way they treated me
Tharhalf fed us all day
Maybe we can eat this way
Michael E. Metz, OppenheiBANQUET FOR MAMIE
One sleeps on the floor and six in a
mer & Co. analyst, says he
WASHINGTON (UPII—Mrs.
bed
expects "an up market from
Mamie Eisenhower will be
The one on the floor is almost dead
here" both on a near-term and
honored on her 75th birOday
I'm here and can take no shower
long-term basis. But he says a
So now we'll show them a little of
Sept. 79 with a Diamond Jil:
"buying stampede is ..unlikely"
our power
banquet that
will
because institutions do not have
All we asked was to be treated like men
entertainers Red *Mee.
But all they want to do is sentence us
the money they had last year.
Merman, itsse„
to the pen
He says he looks for important
Welk.'.BolgerLawnc
It's
about
time
to
make
the break
changes in foreign investing
President
Nit0h iieekkie
Hope
we
can
make it for joodness
strategy. He predicted currency
Lady are honorary patr.
sake
for
will
more
sPeculation
be
We bid you'all good-bye.
the dinner, along with 14 Of
volatile and the result of
Breckinridge County Sheriff James T.
cabinet members who servted
attitude changes abroad will be
iShorty) Stinnett said Sunday the verse
during the Eisenhower adminisan inflow of money in the U.S.
remains on the jail wall.
tration.
Officers here said Mercer ind Lucas
stock market. Further, he said
were stopped for a traffic, violation
while business might not like
and
subsequently booked when they were
igh speed movie equip.
wage-price controls, individuals
identified
as
fugitives. Carman was picked
men is used at Wayne State
will tend to favor it and this
up later.
llnive ity in Detroit to study
will result in the public coming
head ntion on impact in auto
back into the stock market
collision
FRANKFORT, Ky.—"Because
they are with the youths eight
hours each day, cottage parents
have a greater influence on
delinquents than any other adults
they come in contact with while
committed to the state."

Kooky Idea

Escaped 'poets'
are back in jail
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NBC Happy

NABISCO

With Whims
Of Carson
By VERNON SCUTT
UPI Haywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Talk
show viewers, and thane
citizens who have a remote
idea of who and what Johnny
Carson is, generally conclude
he frolics on and off the air at
his own whim giving NBC a
rough time.
For whatever reason he gives
the impression of irresponsibility.
Comedians have a stock joke:
"I wish I had a Job like
fohnny's. I wouldn't have to
work."
The gags and criticisms
emerge from Carson's on
appearances on his
own "Tonight" show. He takes
•
frequent vacations,occasional
four-day weekends, and aeons
to be forever having a "guest
host" sit in for him.
One would think NBC would
be infuriated with its Peck's
Bad Boy.
Network Adores Remote
To the contrary, the network
defends him as a mother might
a mischievious son. It may not
be that the corporation loves
Johnny. But it cannot be
questioned it adores and the
immense revenue he harvests.
At least one NBC executive
loves Carson. He is Dave Tebet,
bead of talent for the network
who was instrumental—with
chief of programming Mort
Werner—in bringing Johnny to
the Job nine years ago.
"I'm sick and tired of jokes
`about whether Johnny will show
up for his program," said
Tebet, a New York based big'Wig. "He's just signed another
three-year contract with us.
Does that sound like friction?
"This vacation thing began
after Johnny had been on the
air for three years without a
single week off.
He was Tired
"He was tired and wanted to
leave the show in favor of a
'weekly musical variety series.
He'd already signed a contract
for the variety program when
him with
we approached
another contract for three
years of Tonight' but with 11
weeks off a year.
"Johnny tore up the old
contract and returned to his
own show.
"If you want to know why a
man gets exhausted doing what
Johnny does, look at it this
way: He's on the air for 90
minutes five nights a week.
Almost everything he does—
except the monologue--is unrehearsed. That really drains a
man.
"In my opinion, and NBC's,
Johnny Carson is the absolute
champion at what he does.
There's nobody else who can be
funny and entertaining for 90
minutes every night. What
network wouldn't be happy with
that?"
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COCONUT BAR
LEMON RING
SUGAR RING
CINNAMON SUGAR
YOUR CHOICE

3P1®
WOODBURY MILD BEAUTY
BLUE BONNET

SOAP Reg. Bar 4/29'

MARGARINE
with 5.00 purchase or more, excluding
tobacco and dairy products.
Limit One Per Customer
Med.

3Doz, $ 1 00
PRIDE OF ILL

CREAM CORN

5P1

17 °z

'
ARMOUR DEVILED

TREET
loz. can

2/39c

RAINBO HAMBURGER

CHIPS
Pint Jar

331
CAKE
MIX

Lemon flavored
1,1

S.

ktki
Guaranteed Ripe

MELONS

Guest Area
Is Readily
Improvised
Chicago (NES) - A convertible sofa in the living room
or family room takes care of
most overnight or weekend
guests comfortably and gracefully.
But when a distant relative
pays a longer visit, such accommodations may be found wanting - in privacy, if not in
comfort.
That's the time to consider
creating a temporary "spare
,room" for the guest or the
farhily member willing to trade
quarters, suggests interior design consultant Mary Ann
Wills.
"REARRANGE the furniture - and family living patterns, too, if necessary - to
turn a corner of some room
into a separate sleeping area,"
she advised.
"You could give up part of
the dining room or area, for
example, and simply plan to
eat in thcAliachen or family
room for iltw week" she
pointed out.
Use a floor-to-ceiling divider
to screen off the area from the
rest of the room and give it a
feeling of privacy.
GALWAY divider systems,
comprised of spring tension
poles and decorative panels, are
made in styles and finishes to
blend with most furnishings
and color schemes. Easily
insulled. they are Just as easily
removed without scarring walls
or ceiling
When the isit ends and it's
time to return to "normal.•VTIOkit't using the (ialv..*
our home
kit% Iktet elSeV4 here in
initead ot storing it IA j . Miss
suggesic,1

"•

)

UCe

First Cut
lb.
CHOICE Beef
SHOULDER

ROAST
4
ARMOUR STAR

Sliced Bacon
cjitc.KEN PARTS JOWL BAC
3„b. ON

494

5 2/25t
-oz.

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Shopping Center,
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
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By JEANNE LESEM
UM Food Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-Soprano Elinor Ross sings in six languages
and cooks in seven. Or eight, if you count the Jewish specialties
in her kitchen repertoire.
In an interview, the acclaimed Metropolitan Opera star said
she finds cooking a tremendous form of relaxation. She said she
often invents as she goes along, but also gets recipes from many
sources, including clippings and her neighborhood fish dealer,
who told her how to make gefilte fish.
"What are they but quenelles en brochet in the Jewish idiom
instead of the French idiom?"she asked.
(Both are poached fish dumpling.!
, Miss Ross, born Elinor Rosenthal in Tampa, Fla., said she
didn't learn anything about cooking at home, although both her
mother and a grand-mother were marselous cooks who prepared
many Eastern European dishes they'd learned before emigrating
to the United States.
hfias Ross' recipes include some of these, plus Cuban dishes
popular in Florida; traditional southern U.S. foods, classical
pariish and Latin American specialties, even "forays into
French cuisine, but the sauces take so much time."
She said she's started doing SOW Chinese dishes but that
her real favorites are Italian, many of them acquired durinp
concert and opera tours abroad.
"I'm so hooked on Italian food. Bolognese cuisine is divine,
with its meat sauces and cream sauces with bechamel (herbflavored milk and stock sauce)," she said.
She said some of her recipes came from the wife of an Italian
whose husband shared a hospital room with her husband, attorney Jerome Lewis. Lewis died last year during open heart
surgery, just a few weeks after her Metropolitan Opera debut.
Learned early
Miss Roes said she had learned to cook early in their marriage,
when she was a music student here.
"I started with steaks and salads. My husband ate the most
awful things," she said, recalling an undercooked breast of veal
that was "so tough I thought I'd found a new patent for rubber.
But he was so much in love and so sweet that he ate it."
Now, she cooks for their son, Ross, 14, and his friends.
She said they share her appetite for Italian food.
"They're getting more away from the Franco-Ameritan
things," she added.
"He's a real food snob. He knows the things he likes and how
to order. He'll try anything. We started taking him abroad when
he was about nine years old."
Although many of her favorite dishes are foreign, she also
cooks a lot of southern American ones, to which she adds a personal touch.
"I grew up in a house where we had fried fish, grits and collard
greens every Friday night," Miss Ross said. "What I call regular
food is soul food now.
She uses one of her mother's favorite recipes for grits, cooked
with fresh orange juice, grated orange rind and eggs, to make a
souffle-like accompaniment to meat and poultry.
The Cuban recipes she's mastered come from Ybor City, a
suburb of her native Tampa where many Havana cigar-makers
settled years ago. Among these dishes are black beans and rice
and chicken in cream sauce flavored with fresh ginger root.

Cool It Ideas
To Enjoy Now
By JOAN O'SULUVAN
ON A HOT summer day,
play it cool and, instead of
heating up the kitchen with
stove or oven, serve a salad
for supper. Make it substantial and you can be sure even
a meat-and-potato man won't
complain.
•Colorado Salad is a super
$tuggestion, one you can save
/ip for during the week because it utilizes leftover lamb,
beef or ham.
LAnother good entree is egg
but one a dash differis molded in a pastry
hisell to make a main dish pie.
r• Round out your salad menu
cake for dessert—but
bakee it in the cool of the
arning.
ok
For something difrent, try Chocolate Fig
e.
OLIVE AND EGG SALAD
PIE
1% cups mayonnaise
1% cups dairy sour cream
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1% teaspoons salt
sh teaspoon dill weed
% teaspoon Tabasco
I envelope plus 1%
teaspoons unflavored
gelatin
% cup water
1 chicken bouillon cube
6 hard-cooked eggs,

eat tiat

re

coarsely chopped
1 cup chopped celery

SUMMER DINNER IS SERVED: A hearty Colorado- Salad
for the main course and Chocolate Fig Cake for dessert.

cup sliced pimientostuffed olives
3 tablespoons finely
chopped onion
1 (9-inch) baked pastry
shell
Combine mayonnaise, sour
cream, lemon juice, salt, dill
and Tabasco in bowl.
Soften gelatin in water in
a small saucepan; add bouillon
cube and stir over low heat
until gelatin and cube are dissolved.
Stir gelatin mixture slowly
into mayonnaise naixture; Stir
in chopped eggs, celery, %
cup of the sliced olives and
1

a 'a.,

COLORFUL RED and green Spanish olives make attractive garnish and provide flavor for Olive and Egg Salad Pie

the onion. Chill until mixture
is thick enough to mound
slightly. Spoon into pastry
shell. Chill until firm. Garnish edge of pie with remaining olive slices. Serves 8 to 10.
COLORADO SALAD
3 cups slivered cold roast
lamb, beef or ham
1 cup bottled Italian
salad dressing
Cucumber slices
Cherry tomatoes
Slivered Switzerland
Swiss cheese
Green pepper rings
Crisp salad greens
Marinate meat in salad
dressing for several hours in
refrigerator. Combine meat
and dressing with remaining
ingredients; toss well or arrange as desired. Serves 4.
CHOCOLATE FIG CAKE

4 cups sifted all-purpose
flour
3 cups sugar
1 tablespoon baking
powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 cups butter or
1.
margarine, softened
1% cups milk
6 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
4 squares (4 ounces)
unsweetened chocolate,
melted
% cup (6 ounces) chopped
California dried figs
(stems removed)
Is cup chopped walnuts
In large bowl of electric
mixer, combine flour. sugar,
baking powder, salt, butter
and 1% cups of the milk. Beat
at medium speed of electric
mixer 2 minutes, on beat by
hand for 300 vigorous strokes.
Add remaining milk, eggs,
vanilla and chocolate. Beat 2
minutes or 300 strokes. Stir
In figs and nuts.
Pour batter into a greased
and floured 10-inch tube pan.
Bake in 325• oven for 1%
hours, or until cake tests
done. Cool in pan 20 minutes;
remove from pan and cool
thoroughly on rack. Sprinkle
with confectioners sugar.

* * *

Southern.grits prepared from soprano Elinor ROM
'recipe
can be served alone or its a side dish with meat or poultry.
Pour 1 1/2 cups of wits into 4 cups. of boiling water. Add
.1 1/2 teaspoons of salt and 1/2 teatspoon of grated orange rind.
' SWEIMIeslantly natil-atixtuffilpthick but sot dry.- RelflOVK
from heat, add 6 tablespoons id" leitter or margarine and 1 1/2
cups of orange juice. Stir until butter is well blended. Gently
stir in 5 slightly beaten eggs. Pour into greased 2 1/2-quart
casserole. Bake in preheated 350-degree about 55 minutes Of
until knife comes out clean when inserted one inch from center
of casserole. Garnish with orange slices. Makes 6 to 8 servings.

Nautical
But Nice

traverse City, Mich. Clock and
barometer,are superimposed on
a vintage anchor with weather.
beaten wood stock and sturdy
chain.

Chicago (NFS)•- Nautical
but nice sums up the appeal of
wall plaques with a seafaring
theme that are making a hit
with homemakers.
A new treatment of a perennial favonte is the Ship's
Anchor battery clock and
barometer by Arabesque of

Louis Pasteur was the first
person to show dearly the
relation between microbes and
disease.
The Soviet Union spends
about 8 per cent of its Gross
National Product (GNP) on
the military.

Great Expectations
Inspired Book, For Pregnant Cooks
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHEN EACH was expecting her second child. Carolyn
Lane and Pamela Zapata, two
young wives who live in the

same New York apartment
building, gave birth Li an idea
--a book based on the. subject

that's an absolute phobia with
most mothers-to-be. Diet! Thus
was "The Pregnant Cook's
Book Or. I'm Not Fat, I'm
Just Pregnant- conceived.
411 It's a cook book of another kind -one that not only
keeps an eye on calories and

caters to the appetite ups and
downs of the lady-in-waiting
but, more importantly, gives
full attention to the balanced
diet that is SO important for
her to follow when she's figuratively (hopefully, not literally) eating for two.
•Remembering their own
experiences when pregnant,
the authors divided the recipes
Into three sections: the first
three months when, because of
morning sickness, noon sickness or any-time -of -the-day
sickness, the expectant mother
has little interest in food—if
not a downright aversion to
It; the middle months when
her appetite returns and caution with calories is definitely
Indicated; and the last weeks
when waiting Urns seems endless, fatigue sets in and cooking is such a task that quickand-easy recipes are a must.
While the recipes differ de-..

Ataiiv

Qat

Ifr

pending on the needs of each
month, the authors stress the
Importance of eating properly at all times and In all the
phases of expectation.
•Being mothers twice
over, each author feels that
pregnancy is a time for personal pampering.
"You should be the one that

WHILE 'EXPECTING their two yom.emmare.rwaildigigl. Carolyn

Lane and Pamela Zapata. pictured with their offspring,
gave girth to an ides for a recipe hook for mothers-to-be

gets babied," says co- author
Carolyn.
What she suggests: plenty
of sleep, morning and afternoon naps, plus extra grooming to keep you extra attrac.ive as your figure expands
• Like m •n y another
.,,ther. who discovers the
beauty of baby products with
her first infant. Carolyn found
herself borrowing" them for
personal grooming when she
was pregnant the second time.

PAMELA ZAPATA and Caroiyn Lane weigh some grapes
selected for Monarch Mold, a lime gelatin salad featured
in 'The Pregnant Cook's Book" which they co - authored.

Baby oil, she says, is a good
lubricant to smooth stretched
skin and minimize permanent
stretch marks; baby powder,
sprinkled on after the shower,
Jselps ease prespiration probtilems and prevents under-gar-ment chafing, a common eon)
plaint of pregnancy.
She also suggests using
baby oil In the bath to make
skin feel silky and smooth
and baby shampoo to give
hair highlights. A short cut, is
her beauty tip for hair shurt
locks are so much easier to
care for.

•-The important thing
.vhen you're pregnant," says
,'arolyn, "is to baby yourself.
vie anything - a wig, new
makeup. some singy Jewelry
that will zip up your apI sarance and make you feel
,
While "The Pregnant Cook's
pook" doesn't offer beauty
pa per se, it does tell how to
wisely and well to safelard your health and your
while playing the wait, g game. Published by Vik• g Press, it can be ordered
rough your local bookshop.

,
:
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LAST BROADCAST — Two men were killed when a traffic control helicopter
(wreckage shown) hit a telephone pole (background) during a storm in Bellwood,
a Chicago suburb. The dead were Chicago pohceman Iry Hayden, who broadcast
WGN traffic reports, and the pilot, David Demarest.

Many-careered
lady looks back
By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
LOS ANGELES(UPI)-Born
a Russian aristocrat, Kyra Petrovskaya has been a concert
singer, an actress, a soldier in
the Red Army, a war nurse, a
farm wife, a lecturer, and an
author, as well as twice widowed and twice divorced.
Now the wife of psychiatrist George J. Wayne and the
mother of a pre-med student,
she sat in her rambling Bel-Air
mansion here and mused about
what her life would be like if
she had not come to this
country as an American war
bride.
"If I had stayed in Russia,"
she said, "I probably would
have had a few more husbands,
a couple more decorations, and
by now instead of playing
Juliet, I'd be playing Juliet's
mother."
Mrs. Wayne was a wellknown performer when World
War 11 interrupted her stage
career and she became a military officer and field nurse
during the siege of Leningrad.
She was shocked and hurt
when she was unable to resume
her
Anierica
after the war.
"I would go to read for
parts and they were so cold
to me," she said.
"They said I didn't look the
part or ,my accent was wrong.
"In Russia, the theater is
permanent employment for actors and actresses. It is almost
like going to an office everyday. You begin by playing
Juliet, then as you grow older
you play her mother, and finally you play her nurse. If you
start in the theater, you die
in*theater.
'I was brought up to think
of the theater as a temple_, and
to venerate actresses. I thought
at was terrible that actors here
were .out of work and had to
jerk sodas
"I wondered how could it
be that they didn't need me,
when. I had talent that had
been proven. It was a great
shock to me and for the first
five years I was very miserable."
Although she played some
roles on 'Playhouse 90" and
did some guest appearances on
television shows, Mrs. Wayne
decided she would find a new
career.
Lecture circuit
She took to the lecture circuit to support her small son,
traveling for several weeks at a
time and speaking about life in
the•Soviet Union and the theater in Russia.
After an appearance on the
"Grouch° Marx show she was
contacted by a publisher who
thought she should write a
book about her experiences.
"I told him I happened to
have 14 chapters already written," she said with a laugh.
Her
autobiographical
"Kyra" was a best seller. Sinee
then she has written "Kyra's
Secrets of Russian Cooking,"
and "The Quest for the Golden
Fleece," about mythology.
Her new book, "Shurik,"
which tells how Mrs. Wayne
temporarily adopted an orphaned boy during the siege of
Leningrad, has been selected by
Saturday Review as one of the
season's top IS books for
young

Patio Supper 2
Hamburgers on Toasted Bens
Olive Carrot Slaw
Potato Cats
Strawberry Cfnke
Beverage
OLIVE CARROT SLAW
You can make this well ahead
of serving.
OLIVE CARROT SLAW
% cup salad oil
1-3rd cup wine vinegar
% teaspoon salt
111.
% teaspoon chili powder
Dash of onion salt
1 pound carrots, Pared alld
coarsely grated
% cup sliced pimiento-stuffed
green olives
1 jar (2 ounces) pimieeto,
drained and chopped
2 tablespoons chopped green
pepper
In a large mixing bowl beat
together the oil, vinegar aid
seasonings; add remaining Ingredients and toss lightly. Cosier
and chill several hours or overnight Makes about I quart.

than he does. They do not
recognize my American citizenship, so why take chances?'
She admits to nostatra
when she sees Russian ballet.
"And some time ago UCLA
(where her husband is on the
faculty) asked me to Five &party for a group of visiting Russian theater people," she said.
"They knew their hostess
was to be someone named
Petrovskaya, and they wondered, could it be our Kyra from
our theater? When they got
here, they thought I was my
own daughter.
"In the United States we
take such good care of ourselves, with good diet and good
makeup, that we look much
younger than we should," she
said.

Odd-Sized
Beds Boom

Homes Get
'76 Spirit
4

Chicago (NFS) - Starting
the bicentennial countdowi
Chicago (NFS) - The boom
well in advance of America's
in sales of antique beds it
birthday celebration,
causing a corresponding boom 200th
with-it home decorators are
in orders for custom-made mat- rallying
messes and box springs, accord- and blue.around the red, white,
ing to the Spring Air Mattress
The flag colors are turning
Company, Chicago, a national
up literally everywhere in new
bedding manufacturer.
home furnishings and houseOrders for odd-size bedding wares,
reports interior design
at premium prices are consultant
Mary Ann Wills.
especially prevalent in the
"ONE FIRM, Arabesque cg
South and New England which Traverse
City, Mich., has
have many pre-Revolutionary
launched a special 'Spirit
and ante-bellum homes with '76'
collection of decorati
built-in beds.
COMPARED to a accessories to be develope
conventional double-bed size over the next five years," sh
of 54 inches wide and 75 said.
inches long, custom mattresses in The flag colors are featured
both modern and traditional
have been made in almost
every conceivable dimension to battery clock designs and in
fit the antique bed frame: 52 x new deep-dimensional plaques3
58 inches, 44 x 72 inches, and including a skillful interpre.
up to 65 inches wide, approx- tation of the flag itself.
imating the trend to super-size
A person standing six feet
bedding.
above sea level can see about
three and a quarter miles.

SF
Ril

STRA
CUT
FREI
ORAl

CI

Red &

POTI
CHI
Twin Bag

31
81/4
Ammo

.

"'Ira W
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s

people.
1..".

blonde author
never has returned to the
II.S.S.R.
"My husband and son have
hero there, and my husband
thinks it's silly f.ir me to lac
afraid to go back there. But
according In Soviet law, I am
Ain a So4iel cilium,. Ile sin
tItus lune no reason to delain
Tbeautiful

lint I Lon% diem

8
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W

I
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FACE PIRACY CHARGES—Three min who allegedly pi.rated a luxury yacht and set its ccew adrift in the- IVcific are brought back to Honolulu. They are
Mark
Maynard (top left), Lewiston, Idaho: Kerry
Bryant
(top right). Los Angeles. and Michael Melon (2nd
rrim
right. lower). Bakersfield. Calif... escorted by a Coast
Guardsman arid two FBI agents

1

Good Or
Expires
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Prices Good Thru Tues. Aug. 24th

Swift Premium ProTen

ARMOUR STAR

WIENERS
49;
PICNICS

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

MGE SMO ED

* PRODUCE

* FROZEN FOODS *

STRAWBERRIES Plc'"
CUT CORN
FRENCH FRIES
ORANGE JUICE

10-oz.
PACK
20-oz.

FROSTY ACRES

DEEP FRI CRINKLE CUT

12-oz.
12-oz.

FROSTY ACES

Red & White

Nabisco Ritz

CRACKERS

DILL
PICKLES

4/9.
33'
4/99'
37'

RED POTATOES
BANANAS
FRESH PEACHES

59'
10'
25'
Bag

39'
19'
39'

LEMONS
POLE BEANS
COUNTRY EGGS
Red & White

Pride of Illinois

CORN

SUGAR

:XISYellow

3/29' 43'
Red & White

Red & White

1-lb.

Twin Bag 91/2-oz.

Kraft

4 Roll

Family Scott

10 lbs.
Limit: 1

4 COOKING
OIL

39
Kraft
s
Minikture

12- oz.

Hunt's

Kelly's

Red & White, Lemon

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

DEirlisaNT

2/49

2-oz.
/
101

JOHNSON'S COUPON
VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE 204
WITH THIS
COUPON

SOA
PADS

Every Red & While product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded • •

Linit;,l Coupon per purchase

Good Only at Johnson's- Expires 9/25/71 Price Without Coupon 85'

Brillo -IU

RED &
WHITE

Pack

1-1b.

ALUMINUM
FOIL

69s

Lemon Flavored Instant

GOMA

VALUABLU COUPON

25 NESTEA 59t 1is total
I1

OLEO

Alcoa Heavy Duty

SHORTENING
3 ibs

Parkay

24-oz.

Richtex

Qt 39'

95'

Red & White

pt.

39' 29' Dinners87'14maar oll;
4 oz

*

a THE DELICIOUS
a
: VITAMIN CEREAL

JOHNSON'S

E 12.;
SAVcouoon
wnen

with this
you buy the 1 lb. can of

0

MAXW

a

JOHNSON'S
1 b. CAN Only75'with Coupon
Cash value I/204

Eit
0

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE f4 HOI

eoupon txpires 8-2811

WITH COUPON Imeg ilk

5it

Coupon Expires 9/26/71
JOHNSON'S —
Good at

0
00000

0
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20th Century Pioneers Went West Too!

NATIONAL FARM FAMILY OF THE YEAR
• PANTEGO,N.C.—It's been a
long time since America's
farmers began their westward
trek, opening new lands to
agriculture while battling adverse conditions that would
have made less hardy men
give up in despair. Gerrit and
Tina Boerema faced a different set of adverse conditions in 1949 when they began
a westward trek from Holland
to America, and these conditions, too, might have caused
less determined people to give
up.
Instead,the Boeremaa dung
to their belief that America
offered them hope if they
worked hard. As a result, they
have been named "National
Farm Family of the Year" by
the Farmers Home Administration (FHA).
It's quite a success story
that Gerrit and Tina have to
spin. After graduating just
prior to World War II from a
Dutch University where he
studied dairy husbandry, Gerrit worked on his family's 50acre farm which supported his
parents, five sisters and a
brother. He knew his future
was to be in agriculture; but
in Holland, that future just
didn't appear to be too promising.
DECIDE TO COME
TO AMERICA
At the close of the war, land
in Holland was selling for
around $3,200 an acre. Acreage was rarely available, and
when it was, any piece of land
attracted 125 to 150 bidders.
Gerrit and Tina were married
about this time and, realizing
that opportunities in Holland
were becoming more and more
acarce, made the decision to
come to America.
"We certainly didn't leave
our homeland because of financial hardship," Gerrit
recently said,"we just felt that
America offered a good opportunity for us." Reflecting
on this country's free society,
he said "Communism was constantly coming closer to us,
and we felt sure that Communism would never come to
America. At that time, many
people in Europe felt the same
way and they just wanted to
get away from it."
They migrated from their
native Holland while they
were in their mid-twenties and
anxious to see what the "new
world" had to offer.

When the Boeremas first
arrived, they were understandably homesick and, just to
complicate matters, they
couldn't speak English.
Tina tells of one of her first
American "experiences": "We
tried ordering from a menu
once in a restaurant, but we
really didn't know what we
ordered until it came. And we
couldn't stand it! Finally, we
ordered from others plates—
indicating to the waiter that
we wanted some of this on this
plate and some of that on that
plate!"
Springfield, Mo., was their
first home in America, where
Gerrit had a job working on a
dairy farm for a small wage,a
free house, and a half Mare
in a flock of chickens. After
nine months, they moved to
Minnesota where they settled
on another dairy farm. Gerrit
took a part time factory job,
and for seven years, they
worked hard, saved, and built
for the future.
"HEAVENLY LAND"
The Boeremas always
wanted to have their own
farm. Opportunity to realize
this came through their active
affiliation with the Christian
Reformed Church. A newsletter mentioned that land was
available in the Grassy Ridge
section of Hyde County, N.C.,
in.an area known as Terra
Ceia — translated 'Heavenly
Land' in their native Dutch
language.
A trip to North Carolina
convinced Gerrit that there
was the opportunity he had
been working for, and he
moved his family to Tar Heel
Country in 1957.
There was very little "heavenly" about the land they ultimately leased: it was marshland heavily covered with
reeds and scrub pine. High in
sand and organic matter, the
low, black, tidewater soil
requires tremendous amounts
of lime to adjust the acidity.
To make matters worse, wood
from centuries of decay lay
just under the surface, making
tillage of any kind all but impossible. But, just as their
Dutch ancestors had pulled
back land from the sea, the
Boeremas started to reclaim
land from the useless marshes
•shout them.
The first livestock they were
able to acquire was seven dairy
cows, a number they raised to

thirty within a year. "We
didn't have any feed, too I
looked everywhere to find
peanut hay," recalls Gerrit.
"And the cows lived on this
until spring. We worked hard
to get some pasture established and the cows used this
pasture and helped clear the
land of marsh reeds during the
summer months."
Commercial credit was unobtainable; they simply didn't
have the required collateral.
The land wasn't worth anything unless cleared,and clearing land — leased at that—
without heavy earth-moving
equipment was a backbreaking, endless task.

Doctors help
dieters eat well
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
How about beef bourgignori tonight, or coq au vin, or maybe spaghetti or chile for dinner?
No way,you say, because it would derail your low-fat and no-salt
diet so important to control blood pressure and prevent heart ailment recurrences.
Not so, says I. W. Jann Brown, professor of pathology at the
Medical School, University of California at Los Angeles.
A specialist in the pathology of the nervous system,I.Brown also is an avid amateur chef, often referred to by his friends and colleagues as the "galloping gourmet of the cardiac set." He insists
his diets, while they sound way out, won't stray a single calorie or a
milligram of sodium from most diets prescribed for heart or blood
presenre patients.
To achieve this node mission of liberating cadiovascular disease
victims from the bland and boring diets usually imposed on them,
E. Brown has collaborated with a Stanford University gastroenterologist, Dr. Daniel Uebowitz, and a San Jose, Calif., dietician,
Marlene Diners. Together they have penned what you could call a
cardiac cookbook. They entitled it appropriately "How To Cook To
Your Heart's Content."
Each recipe lists the number of calories and sodium count in a
serving, making it easy to substitute one foodstuff for another to
hold to diet levels.
As a result, a lot of people who haven't enjoyed eating for years
have a chance to do so now, Dr. Brown Chinni. And the book, if you
will pardon the expression, is selling like iludium-free, calorie-free
hotcakes.
*
*
*
A New Hampstnre posts:Baiter believes ne can solve the mailman's chief °eruptions! hazard — dogs which don't believe their
owners need any letters Wily, thank you.

HARD WORK PAYS OFF
There are no barren fields;
he harvests two and sometimes
three crops each year. His
dairy herd numbers 125 cows,
phis nearly as many replacement heifers which are sought
by regional dairymen. His
yearly herd average has topped 16,000 pounds of milk per
cow.
In managing his productive
and profitable family farm,
Gerrit Boerema has taken a
rational view of a risky business, doing all he could to
reduce the odds in his favor.
He cleared, ditched, limed and
fertilized the land to make it
productive. Self-feeders, madem farm machinery, artificial breeding and computerized
record-keeping all boost the
47-year-old farmer's net income and reduce his risk.
Each member of the family
—all six of them now—has
had a part in the advancement
of their well-respected dairy
operation, which has grown to
228 acres with a spacious,
modern brick home.
The Boeremas competed
with thousands of other American farm families for the
honor of being chosen "The

FHA HELPS OUT
In 1959, ten years after coming to America, they turned
to the government for help.
And help came in the form of
an operating loan from the
Farmers Home Administration. FHA makes operating or
land loans when, as was the
Boeremas case, no other lending agency will take the risk.
Using his dairy herd as collateral, Gerrit and Tina were
approved for the loan that was
the toehold they needed for
success.
About the same time, the
land company that had leased
them their tract offered to lend
the Boeremas a considerable
amount to purchase the 176
acres, and to equip their farm
with the necessary machinery,
livestock and fertilizer. Gerrit
and Tina accepted.
Now four in number, the
family worked hard to dear
"their" land, often spreading
the necessary lime by hand.
Most of the work was manual
labor, and the hardest chore
was working the submerged
wood free and burning it.Overcoming adverse conditions was
a daily ritual. For instance, in
the area it's not uncommon
for more than a foot of rain to
fall in a single 48-hour period.
Such torrents can undo in two
days what took months to
build.
Yet, by 1962,the hard-working family, now with five members, had cleared the land and
made it productive enough to
qualify for a FHA land loan.
With the FHA behind them,
and commercial credit sources
giving them a second look, the
Boerema family started building what is now one of the

,
7t.
NATIONAL FARM FAMILY OF THE YEAR relaxes in the living room
of their Hyde County, N.C. home, L to R., Gerrit Boerema, daughters

GOOD NEWS TODAY

most successful dairy farm.ha
North Carolina.

National Farm Family of the
Year. Eligible families were
• selected from those who have
turned to the FHA for farm
loan assistance -3,600 new
farmers each year.
HONORED BY
PRESIDENT NIXON
As a fitting tribute to being
selected The National Farm
Family of the Year"—the first
ever presented—the Boeremas
were awarded a trip to the nation's capital. The trip to
Washington was provided by
a farm equipment manufacturer, the New Holland Division of Sperry Rand. which
also awarded plaques to all of
the state winners. The Boeremas were received by President Richard Nixon; Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M.
Hardin: James V. Smith, national FHA administrator and
originator of the award, and
all members of North Carolina's congressional delegation.
Back home, in North Carolina, the state legislature
adopted a joint resolution recognizing the Boerema family,
noting that their "dedication
to the soil and their love of
their adopted country stamped
them indelibly as the farm
family of North Carolina and
America."

MODERN FARM MACHINERY,self feeders and computerized record-keeping have made the Gerrit Boerema
family farm one of the most successful dairy operations
in North Carolina.

mn't.416

Roger Brassard, Manchester postmaster, says New Hampshire
postmen were bitten more than 10,000 times last year. If owners of
truculent canines don't come up with an alternative solution, Brassard says his mailmen simply will quit delivering mail in districts
where dogs roam free.
The mail for those districts will be returned to the post office
marked "undeliverable," he says.
"We think this would persuade dog owners to keep their animals
tied or in the halite or Nick yard," Brassard explains. "If it works
for us, it should work in other places."
Some mailmen on their own have operated this way in the past
with some success in many cities, but it has not caught on as a general policy.
*

*

Four years ago Bachelor Days, a convention of elderly unmarried, began as a sort of practical joke in the little cow town of New
Salem N
Now it is becoming a tradition among the nation's lonely
senior
citizens because of the onivesitIon's success in matching
elder
bachelors or widowers with widows or spinsters.So this spring hundreds of "eligible" candidates for "November"
marriages
crowded into New Salem.
For the over-50 set love blooms there against a
backdrop of
rodeos, country music, carnivals, barbecues, and beer.
Bachelor Days was born in 1967, when a practical joker wrote
a
letter to several people in the East reporting that some 40
bachelors
near New Salem owned prospering ranches.
Women soon began inquiring about the reports until
town officials decided to give Bachelor Days a whirl. Now every
spring it attracts participants from both coasts and the rest of
the country as
well

L.A. considered
counterfeit capital
counterfeiters appear to
have made I.os Angeles their
home base. The Secret Service
announced that half the
counterfeit money seized in the
United States in 1911 nad been

Pre

Savage
DOING THEIR PART: Brownie Girl Scouts may be young- but not too young to help. In
a park playground, these youngsters lend a hand and collect litter in large plastic bags.

Ecology Apology
What You Can Do About What You've Done

Winches
&28

Winches
26" I.C.

By

•

Rene_a and Barbara, wife Tina, and sons Dennis and Eddy.

*

FOR &

round there.
Since Jan. 1, more than 200
persons have been arrested in
the city and charged with
counterfeiting.
•
El Paw, Tex., and Ciudad
J uarez, Chihuahua, Mex.,form
an economically integrated
metropolitan area with a population of 783,157.

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is WednescLy, Aug. 18,
he 230th day of ,1971.
The moon is between its last
luarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are MercurY. Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
Virginia Dare was born on
Aug. le, 1537. She was the first
white girl born in America.
On this day in history:
In 1856 the U.S. Patent Office
approved condensed milk but
doubted it would ever be of
much commercial use.
In 1914 Germany declared
war on Russia in World War I.
In 1916 Abraham Lincoln's
birthplace in Hodgenville, Ky.,
was given to the U.S. government as a national shrine to the
16th president.
In 1940 the U.S. and Canada
established a plan of joint
defense against possible enemy
attacks.
A thought for today: Rudyard
Kipling said, "Youth had been a
habit of hers for so long, that
she could not part with it."

JOAN O'SULLIVAN
EACH OF US owes an apology for the ecology — we've
all contributed to pollution —
but it's not too late to make
amends. Here are things you
can do that will literally improve a frighteningly bad situation.
Don't Waste Paper
Swear off paper plates, paper napkins, paper towels.
Use the cloth kind.
Don't waste scrap paper.
Write on both sides.
Keep giftwrap simple—and
when you receive a present
save the wrappings for re-use.
Save newspapers—they can
be recycled. Check with Boy
Scouts, Girls Scouts or environmental groups that will
pick up newspapers.
Discourage "junk mail", a
great source of paper waste,
by marking "refused" on it
and slipping it back in the
mailbox.
Save Water
Have leaky faucets fixed
immediately. A constant drip,
drip, drip can waste gallons
of water.
Put two bricks in the tank
of your toilet so less water
will be needed to fill the tank
when you flush.
Don't let water run unless
you're actually using it. For
example, turn it off when you
answer the phone and for the
minute or two when you're
brushing your teeth.
Keep a large bottle of drinking water in the refrigerator
so you don't have to turn on
the faucet every time you
want a drink.
Don't run dishwasher or
washing machine unless you
have a full load.
Come clean with a shower
-it uses leas water- instead
of a bath.
Save Electricity
When not in use, turn off
the juice -- don't let lights
burn, the radio or TV blast
unless you're using them. If
you leave the room, turn them
off.
Use low wattage bulbs for
all except reading lamps.
Resist purchasing unnecessary electrical appliances and
gadgets.
Avoid Throwaways
Disposable products offer
convenience but add to pollution so avoid using plastic
utensils. Instead of plastic or
foil food wrap use dishes to
store leftovers.
Return metal hangers to
your dry cleaner.

SHO'

LARGEST VAR=
in Kentucky. No
ices. Country Bo
,Army Surplus Fol
from Hopkinsville,
117 & 164. Open Sund
p.m.

SAVE ALUMINUM beverage cans for recycling. Reynolds
Metals has 423 collection centers across the United Stator.
Shopping Cues
Buy soft drinks in returnable bottles or in aluminum
cans that can be saved for
recycling.
Don't buy products that are
over-packaged — a tiny, comb
on a giant cardboard; a pair
of panty hose wrapped in unnecessary paper and plastic,
individually wrapped slices of
cheese. Excess wrapping adds
to pollution. and price.
Do buy laundry products
with little or no phosphate
content.
Keep Outdoors Great
Teach your tots not to litter.
Start a clean-up campaign
in your local park — and you
may trigger a chain reaction.
If you must use insecticide,
lead the fine print and look
for pyrethrina, rotenone or
ryanicl—all biodegradable.
Add greenery to the scenery
by planting trees around your
home, growing plants on your
windowsill. Trees and plants

produce oxygen, filter dust
from the air, reduce noise and
make your living atmosphere
pleasant.
Transit Tips
When possible, use mass
transit or a bicycle or your
own two feet to get where
you're going. If you must use
a car to get to work, form a
pool. Do your part to keep extra cars off the road. Use
lead-free or low-lead gasoline.
At The Office
Speak to the purchasing
agent about using recycled
paper.
Don't make unnecessary
Xerox or carbon copies.
Suggest that bicycle racks
be installed in front of the
building or in the lobby or
parking lot.
There are countless small
things you can do to help —
and each one counts. Do your
part and you can really help
make the world a better place
in which to live,

Action People Use The
WANT ADS

26 inch girl's bit
terested call 7534011

TELEVISION, RC,
screen, wood ca
condition. 607 Oily
6587.

DON'T THROW th,
Clean it with Blue
can rent a shampi
$1.00 at Big K.

TAPPAII_RANG/
condition. Phone 751

SADDLEMARE, 14
Good easy gait. See
Crass Furniture, or
after 5:00p.m.

FOR LONGER we
pets clean with Blue
New electric she
Western Auto, Ho
Wishing Well".

CASH AND CARE'
loads distressed st4
room sizes, wall t
jute back, some
type, HI denisty
Values to $615 sq.
starts at $2.50 sq.
$3.95 sq. yd. None
anything in house
Paschall's Disci::
Hazel,Ky.492-9733.

GIRL'S CLOTHES
Phone 753-5394.

12'x10' GOLD Rt.
condition,$30.00. Ph
1770.

READ the WANT ADS
ER 6g.
Murray. Kentucky 42071

AC n COMBINE,g
Phone 7534506 or 75

TWO HORSE fi
trailer, saddle, wa
horse. Hackney am
yearling, saddle
• Thone 753-1348.

ZUNAC:1-1:tt.€7,,Zfroriegp,
It's estimated that by 197980 the yearly cost in publicly,"trolled colleges will be $2,
119 per student. In 1959-60,
ir was $1.476.

12'165'-1970 MO'
Spanish deco, fully
bedrooms, two ha
conditioned. Excel
Very reasonable
753-4456 after 6:00 p

Phone 753 1916

1968 HONDA SUPI
753-2237.

_
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
i753c-119'16SHOP THE WANT ADS WAY
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753-1916
Call!

•

••

•••••
FOR SALE

•••••••••••••••
•••••• ••••••••• •••••••••• 0.0.0..00...00.0.0.0*•
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment, near downtown area.
Rent reasonable. Mae Hinch,
phone 753-3582 days or 753-5705
nights.
A20C
NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

HELP WANTED

WANT TO BUY

WANTED AVANT TO BUY; lots and
SPACES TO park your trailers at
AUCTION SALE: Saturday,'HOMEWORKERS
August 21, 10:30 a.m. rain or part-time,full-time work at home standing timber. Also have for
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
shine at Beane's Grocery,8 miles mailing our circulars. For details sale lumber and sawdust.
quiet, paved street. Telephones,
East of Murray on Highway 290, rush self-addressed, stamped Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
Gas, Electricity, and Cable
TFC
one mile from old Pottertown. girwelope and 35c to US En- Co. Phone 753-4147.
vision. Available at $22.50 per
Due to ill health Mr. Beane will terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, W
month. Water furnished & garTO
,
__,,BUY girl's bicycle,
the entire stock of fresh Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC 22,, thru Ze
bage picked up. Married couples
Cheap. Phone 767SALES
&
ELECTROLUX
SerA23C
meat
slicer,
2
only. Call 753-4539.
sets of
groceries,
A20C
4787.
TRUCIC DRIVERS
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. scales, cash register and other
(Straight or Semi)
3824468,
FarSanders,
phone
stock
of
Items.
This
is
a
real
new
bedroom
MODERN
TWO
BUY small or medium
TFC groc reies, also fishing supplies. Experience helpful but not WANT TO B
ladeside furnished
home. mington,Kentucky.
house in county or on
sized
extremely
813' minnow box, several pieces necessarY• Can earn
Married students or faculty
,,t., ,_.
for Kentucky Lake. Phone 753• •
after short training,
'
r- reaur_new.t° deliver °r of household goods. 1951 high pay
desired. $80.00 per month. WIll "
r- r'"'
Al9P
local and over-the-road hauling. 3624.
take
for
order
Your
six
vein
Chevrolet
truck,
fair
tires,
lease September 1 through June
SEMI
WIDE
NATION
mgc
Write:
stoker
or
four
by
seven lump (junk). Drinks and eats on the
30th. Phone 436-5587.
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & ground. List your grocery needs DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road WANT TO BUY; aluminum
screen storm door, 32" x 80";
and be with ea. Not responsible N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
TWO BEDROOM house, fur- c
C?!1 Service,
"
Scluth ath
,_
Auto. Electors
Myers well pump; bathtub4ixMir
Street.
Douglas °r call 666-296-6612.
aePLIIC for
accidents.
nished, air-conditioned, large
tures; light fixtures; Surveyors
of
Shoemaker
associate
yard. Available September lat.
7
7 3iladelphia leveling rod. Phone
and DELIVERY AND STOCK man.
li:r.)1:iqi...);).JR.-. ' 2-iirigiTO.i'di Shoemaker
Auction
$135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
2959.
Al9C
P.O.
Bpi
426,
writing
to
of
Apply
in
in
charge
Livestock
will
be
Drive. Phone 753-2527.
A23C "t--*3i
• ,rA
A18C wANT TO BUY ear corn. Contact
sale. Phone 763-3375 for in- Murray,Kentucky.
Al9C
formation.
Stella Feed Mill, phone 753NICE TWO bedroom furnished ?E•.1
.
A20C
apartment, near University. --;i
WANTED BABY-SITTER in my 1255.
AUCTION SALE: THURSDAY, home. phone 7634610.
A18C Phone 753-7550.
A23C
5:00 p.m. next to the Bunny
FOR SALE OR RENT
Bread _..___ on
IIIRRn
_ ...w.....,...........,..
'
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
place
HilaiwaY 121
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,marr
apartment,shady back yard, lots
windows,
electrical
or
Doors,
woman to supply consumers THREE MONTH old custom built
of storage space, carpeted
supplies, ceramic tile, floor tile, with
Rawleigh
Household mobile home. 3 bedrooms, 1%
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days
nails and nail bins, counters, products. can earn gso weekly baths, expansion-on living room,
or 753-8096 nights.
.
1:___ marble, walnut lumber, scales, part time. Write giving phone air-conditioned. Phone 753A21C
. , ---- - .........--............'.
door locks, Paint, storm doors, no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., Mtn
A19C
- scrap lumber and metal pipe.
Freeport, III. or call 815-232-4161
TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake, FOUND-HOW Jackie Burkeen, sale from 8th 4:30.
to reduce Your Owned
Aloc TRAILER: ELECTRIC heat, airw by Was)
large lots, air-conditioned. Phone medical bills. Let us quote yon _
n. For further
by Wayne
a
conditioned, 3 miles from
Al8P
436-2427.
price on your next prescription. information call 753-3263 or
WANTED: DAY car hostess arid Murray,two bedroom. Phone 753No obligation. Uncle Jeff's Safe-T Jackie Burkeen.
Al9C cook. Apply in person to K-N Root 7858 or 753'2583.
A24C
NICE FURNISHED apartments Discount Pharmacy.
A21C
cY.
August
Beer
Drive-Inn,
401
Sycamore.
and
reasonable
campus,
near
AUCTION-Saturday,
A19C 10'x50' TWO BEDROOM 1967
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
21-10:00 a.m. Aunt Lola Hen- I No phone calls please.
for college boys. Please call, we MAPEMAKERS!!! THE only son's home-/
1
4 mile west of 1
Regent mobile home. Located in
may have what you need. Day, easy way.-to lose weight and in crossroads in Olive, Ky.
WANTED: SOMEONE to live in University Heights Mobile Home
TFC dies fast. Make an appointment This is the hest country sale with elderly person. Phone 753- Park on North 16th Street.
753-8365, night 753-2891.
for Free figure analysis. Phone that I have had the opportunity to MOfrom 8:00aln. till 5:00
A20C
$72,500.00. Phone 753-7410.
753-2962.
A19C
A2SNC list in a long time. A few items Pm.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
aret
two and three rooms, with
LOST & FOUND
WANTED, full or part
.
G. E. Frost Free Refrigerator LADIES
complete kitchen and private 10 percent OFF ALL mer- ith
large
freezer
across
the
top
time.
No
experience
necessary
DOG.3 months old.
1,
:
BIRD
bath for college boys near chandise through September
We train. Phone 753-3056 or 7137-. White, lemon spots. Last seen
I
campus. Phone 753-5921
Al9P Willie's Antique and Gift Shop, (used only 7 weeks), nice electric 4476.
10 miles Southeast of Murray off stove,chrome Dinette Suite, drop
around Broad Street.If found call
121 on 614 Junction. Open 7 days. leaf Breakfast Suite, Admiral
A19P
HOUSEKEPPER- 753-5946 after 6:00 p.m.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
A19P Television (used only a few
436-2128.
Phone
Pekingese
dog,
bon,
BABYSITTER. Keep three and
living room, kitchen, bathroom
BROWN
nice couch and chair,
months)
, ni
days per week. male, in Almo Heights vicinity.
four-year
old
5
with shower and bath. 1 or 2
cash odd chairs, nice Maple % bed, mono: Thswg2.
A2OP Answers to name of Mike. Phone
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- SAVE 15 percent on
HOLLAND'S. dressers, chest of drawers,
prescriptions
at
753- 56 1 7
ments, South 16th Street.
A20C
Let us quote you a price on your rockers,lamlui,Pictures, electric WOMAN To uu housecleaning, 753-8282.
753-6609.
AMC
floor buffer, lots of other furnext prescription. No
Phone 491.112115 after LOST OR STRAYED two
Amc niture, large collection of China part-time.
TIP obligatioe.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols ONE SET of 14" Mag wheels, AKC REGISTERED - male
Ion
p.m. Must have Ini° tran- registered Bird Dogs, one brown
500
.
Carnival
and
glass,
(Some
and
in Kentucky.
en
No increase in $75.00. Phone 753-4908.
A19P Chihuahua, one 'year old. House
sportation.
A2°P and white Pointer, one black and
ces. Country Boy Stores, the
AS OF this date, I am no longer some Depression ) Pitcher and
broken. Very nice, $25.00. Phone
white
'
Liberal reward.
Glasses18th
cen
tury,
a
t
h
e
f
r
o
m
responsible for any debts other
„Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles 14' BOAT, 75 H.P. Eyinrude 753-3536.
A20C
EXPERIENCED COOK, days, Phone Parvin
Setter'Craig 492collection
item
Large
Collector's
own.
Danny
withams,
than
my
Nice furnished
Mout Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. motor and trailer. Phone Golden
part-time
and
full-time
.
A2OP
of Fancy Quilts and fancy waitresses and dishwasher.
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Pond,924-5636.
A19P TWO CHOICE lots in the apartments for 3, 4 and Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky.
lamp,
Aladdin
needlework,
Anp
Aug30C
p.m.
Danny Williams.
Memorial Gardens at a reduced
Saucy B-B-Q & Pancake House.
kerosene lamp, dinner bell, flat phone 7bs4441 or 753.8„73. A20c
STROLLER & CAR seat, ex- price. Phone Hazel,Ky.4925 college girls,
dutch
oven
iron,
iron skillets,
A31C
BALDV7IN PIANOS and organs
12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME cellent condition. Also girl's 8117.
•
RESOLUTION
for rent or sale. Rent applies to with lids, Preserve stand, trunks,
swish deco, fully carpeted, two clothes, 6x to 10, including coats.
bedroom
2
all
kindsA19C TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80,
Purchase. Lonardo Piano trinkets of
Whereto, the Senior Citizens
bedrooms, two baths, also air- Phone 753-6400•
• •
Post I could not begin to list all of the Club of Murray and Calloway
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See furnished apartment
Company, across from A20c
conditioned. Excellent condition'
good
items
as
this
is
a
very
good
WASHER
and
4ESTINGHOUSE
Jack
Tenn.
Norsworthy
or
call
489Paris,
Office,
County, with profound sorrow
Very reasonable price. Phone
sale. Tell all of your friends. For
A31C for 3 or 4 college boys.
Chicago (NFS) - While the
notes the death of one of our most
TFC dryer, matched set, 2 years old. mgt.
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
Chester's
call:
Otto
information
to
Tappan 30" electric range, GE
Need Transportation
active and beloved members, dropouts are making headlines
ALSOService-435-4042
Lynn
Auction
by flaunting almost every
refrigerator, 2 antique pulpit 6 HP BOAT motor, $50.00. Used
Louisville. Call Hildred Sharpe,
Jessie Houston Roane.
26 inch girl's bicycle. If inAnc Grove, Ky. or 354-6665 Fairknown tradition, it's reassuring
chairs. Phone 753-5397 days or refrigerator, $25.00. Phone 7537534173.
Whereas,
the
Senior
Citizens
rooms
Private
terested call 753-6016.
A VINC
to hear that a great majority of
.dealing. Not responsible in case
A2OP am.
753-5501 after 5:00 p.m.
A20C
1TP Club joins with every civic the under-25 age group is still
of AccidentsSERVICES OFFF.RED
with
kitchen
privileges
organization
and
church
group
in of a more conventienal mind.
TELEVISION'RCA deluxe, 21" FANCY DUCKS; young white REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
They're still marrying at the
AUCTION,- Saturday, August expressing our gratitude for the
screen, wood cabinet. Good
and
tanks
septic
INSTALL
WILL
Bantams.
for
college
Guineas;
boys.
k hens;
life of Christian leadership and rate of more than two million
condition. 607 Olive Street, 753- Hubert Alexander, 3 miles South TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine Z,1971 at 10:00 am. at the late
civic service displayed by Jessie couples a year, and they take
6587.
Construction Co., Murray, Betty Orr Place, located ap- ci
A18P Sedalia. phone 3284661
their home decorating plans
A20p den, living room, bath. Range
Houston Roane.
proximately
19
miles
north
of
AMC
very seriously, noted Barbara
Kentucky,753-8986.
and refrigerator included. All
Whereas,
a
woman
of
Jessie
Brody,
style consultant to a
Paris,on North Fork and Midway
After 4 p.m.
DON'T THROW that rug away. Appi.F,e, gi,00 per bushel. Bring new carpet. Large lot with outFURNITURE REFINISHING. Roads. From pads, go 69 High_ Houston Roane's ability tp serve, major manufacturer of dining
Clean it with Blue Lustre. You container, you pick them. No side storage. Call Gene Landolt
midway
and
turn
churell
hild
any
furniture.
pick.
way
north
to
dedication
to
her
Free
work_ guaranteed.
All and
.
.can rent a shampooer for only Sunday sales please. Phone 753- at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00 NICE FURNISHED apartment
High on the list of first
d
delivery. Free estimate.
Watch For the Auction cause she deemed worthy and
$1.00 at Big K.
p.m.
A21C 95441
home essentials is 'a table that
it
*
and
Z
A20C
TFC for rent, on Kentucky Lake
Riglit
Whereas
the
Senior
Citizens
e or natural finish. JTY
eI
Signs.'From Puryear go to Jones
can seat four within the cononly $90 per month. 17 miles from McCoy,753_3045.
Au924C ma then go northwest 3 miles to Club is aware of this tragic loss, fines of a small dining L or
TAPPAly..._RANGE, excellent TWO NICE Ponies, bridle and APPROXIMATELY 7-eight- Murray. Completely furnished
to not only the Club,but the entire foyer.
condition.Ph°11e 7534345. Mile saddle. Phone 436-5535 after 6:00 tenths acres, about 3 miles South- including TV., A.C. and elec- PROFESSIONAL, EX- the Sale'
community,accepts with deepest
COUPLES thinking of a
-Selling
83
acre
farm
and
lots
A2op west of Lynn Grove and
excellent
tricity for cooking and heating. pERIENcED painter, evill wort
p.m.
future home
from above
humility the
, often. try to find a
.
nuniUlty
we
Chifof
--Dressers,
antiques
:
contract
jobs,
an
location
for
SADDLEMARE, 14 hands high.
basement. On good Will accomodate 2 or 3 people,
bonny basis
perpetuating set that will be suitable for use
ferobe
Sewing
Machine
Old
and
is
desirous
of
Good easy gait. See A. B. Crass at AKC REGISTERED black road, mail route and school bus Phone 436-5320.
in the larger kitchen or family
'Frames,
A21C has ovrnequipment.Caltair'.• Picture
- Rockers,'
3 Oak her memory and traits of room they hope to have someCrass Furniture, or call 753-4010 Poodle puppies, 10 weeks old. route. Contact Earl Spann, Route
Sept.7C Beds, with springs and mat_ character to posterity, do day.
2287.
after 5:00p.m.
A18C Champion background.Sired by 9 2, P°ehahootas,Illinois
TRAILER; to couple only. See
therefore j resolve that
in
pd•
Roane
Miss Brody, who advises the
A26C Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer SEPTIC TANKS Installed. Call tresses' Couch, chest' Trunks'removing
•
inch Silver. Fully weaned, 62275.
esale
B. Brody Seating Company,
Mirrors,
Oak
Dining
Old
Lamps,
FOR LONGER wear keep car- dewormed. Male or female.
Court after 4 p.m. No phone calls for free estimate, Gene Steely,
••
pointed
dthe
out
Suite with 4 chairs, from our nu-cist,do hereby record Chicago,
pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent Phone 753-8329.
Al9C 75348.50.
A21C Room
Senior Citizens space-saving advantages of a
- - - -"
IC SMALL FARM; good location; Please.
of
the
condition,
the
feelings
Stove,
in
good
Electric
New electric shampooer $1.
resolve that -pedestal table and swivel chairs
business or future investment TWO
.
Refrigerator,Old Flour and Meall Club and further
for cramped living quarters.
Western Auto, Home of "The BELTONE FACTORY fresh
BEDROOM furnished
person
elderly
organ
these
resolutions
be
entered
with
upon
,.Choose • a round or
One mile East Murray,TAY
urrayaphouse
Safe,Dough Tray
Bin The Safe
octagA18C hearing
• aid batteries for all make
10 minutes from Murray. ut night. Call Mary Edmonson
Wishing Well".
f‘,,a
,
i
',
0
7
3
.
0
d
the
permanent
minutes
of
the
proximately 10 acres pasture. Couples
' only. Phone 436orig.,shape," she suggested,
(Walnut),
with
Stool
•
•
•
ia..
sal.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC Bog • fencing,
5
"
---753-1417.
For
Senior
Citizens
Club
a
at
copy
day
the
s Dies, water • 2147.
"that will lend itself as well to
.
condition, Daisey Washington
A24C
CASH AND CARRY-Two truck
reference contact Mrs. James Wood Cook Stove, Center Tables, transmitted to Dr. and Mrs. Hugh a game of bridge as to Sunday
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
436_
appointment
call
for
pole
For
CREOSOTED
POLES
breakfat or a beef fondue
loads distressed stock, full rolls,
Al6P Dinner Bell, Spinning Wheel, Old L. Houston and t° the news media supper.
THREE ROOM furnished houSe Rudy Alihritten.
room sizes, wall to wall, some barn construction, utility poles 2173.
'
Several Churns so that the heart felt reactions of
Kettles,
Box,
Ice
heat,
kir
TFC
with
electric
bath,
A LAMINATED plastic
jute back, some commercial and boat docks. Murray Lumber
my home and crocks, smoothing Irons, the individual members shall not
care
in
CHILD
DAILY
table top makes good sense in
garage. On old
type, Hi denisty rubber back. Co., Maple Street, Murray, THREE BEDROOM frame house conditioner,
•
'
terms of easier housekeeping,
near University.Phone 753Fruit Jars,Old Bott/es, Lawn Set, be lost.
cite
Benton Highway,
inside
,
,ww
Values to $6.95 sq. yd., our price Kentucky.
A19P Old Dishes, Pink Glass, Green Presented and adopted by the and so does vinyl upholstery
ITC with air; electric heat, drapes,
Pe
a,
limits.
Married
couple
preferred.
'
'
I
starts at $2.50 sq. yd. and up to
garbage disposal and basement. No
Glass, Pots and Pans, Hand unanimous vote of the Senior for its resistance to spots and
AMC
pets. Phone 753-6632.
$3.95 sq. yd. None higher. Pick GOOD USED dryer and used Phone 753-3440 for apWILL DO house painting, outside Tools, and many more items not Citizens Club the 6th day of stains.
"Most brides - and a growanything in house while it lasts. wringer washer. Reasonable. potntment.
Edwards listed. This is a collection of over August 1°71.
AlaP HOUSE AT 304 North 4th Street or inside. Truman
ing number of grooms, too Paschall's Discount House, Dunn's TV & Appliance,118 South
_
A18P
phone
Resolution
Conunittee
'75 years.
753-6587•
consisting of 3 bedrooms, 1%
would far rather spend their
Al9P 12th Street. Plenty of free
Hazel,Ky.492-9733.
Oliver C. McLemore
AUTOS FOR SALE
time perfecting a gourmet dish
You Antique Dealers don't
baths, modern kitchen, dinette,
A20C
parking in rear.
Celia Mn Roberts
than polishing furniture just
YOUNG MAN needs part or full want to miss this one! Farm will
1964 COMET, automatic, power dining room, living room on main
GIRL'S CLOTHES, size 7 to 9.
before guests arrive," Miss
Harrison
time work.Can do any work from be sold at 1:erins
Sharp!
200
T
.
on
floor,
R°1/hie
Mir CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, girls steering, air. Have never had to
Brody concluded.
Phone 753-6394.
fur_
Phone
767Erin
farm
to
office
.
10
percent
day
of
ground
floor
3
room
Real
Estate:
MoritgomerY
•••••
A19P °Iie
Because metal dining sets
size 8, boys size 7. Regular and add oll. 747 Riley Court.
20
Deed.
Sale
nished apartment, bath, air- 4255.
A P Sale - balance with the
have proven so popular among
12.:10' GOLD RUG, excellent Toddler girl's tdze 3. Phone 753conditioned. Another furnished
held Rain or Shine! Sale handled
younger shoppers with limita3903 or come by 1305 South 16th 1965 CHEVY SS convertible,
condition,$30.00. Phone 753lions of budget and space to
A20c factory air, power steering and apartment, bath, air-conditioned WILL BABYSIT in my home, 2 by: Beecham & Roberson Aucan
Al9C St.
1770.
.1
consider, Brody has developed
4Also 1964 Ford All private entrances and Years and under preferred. non Service and Mac Donald
brakes,speed.
a full range .of pedestal styles
1626 Magnolia Custom, 2 door, standard tran_ parking space. Pretty shady Phone Hazel, Kentucky 492SALE
at
GARAGE
and
Auction,
Realty
Paris,
AC 72 COMBINE,good condition.
to harmonize with almost any
Administrator,
Mrs.
yard.
House
suitable
for
large
A20C
Tennessee.
032
1
decorating scheme.
numerous smLssion. Phone 753-1951. Priced
Phone 753-5506 or 753-9810. Al9C Drive. Many item kw
Orr.
Phone:
or
for
Leafie
642-0919
or
to mention.Come by and
rental
by
apartPrices for five-piece sets, in
Al9C family,
to sell.
A20C
browse.
Ira•
merits. Good for home-busi _ SEPTiC TANK cleaning, back 6424344.
1TP
a wide choice of finishes, tableTWO HORSE factory built
Rex
Camp,
753work.
Phone
top patterns, and upholstery
arrangement. Newly decotra
trailer, saddle, walking quarter
Sept.2C
fabrics, start at about S2 10 in
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20 1963 MERCURY, good running Shown by appointment. Mrb. 5637.
RIPE
horse. Hackney and saddle horse
department and furniture
A20C
. tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a condition. Phone 753-9429. Al9C George Hart,753-1602.
bri
yearling, saddle and bridles
stores.
*-----------._
automobile
and
Volvo
chain
.1961
WANTED
TO
RENT
..._....,.419C
-Phone 753-1348.
A24C
saw. Phone 436-2147.
BEDROOM -115use;
TWO
The Agricultural and Mech.
8550•00. Can available now. Good location. WiCtlik,TO RENT; barn for air
1963 Mau
anical College at Stillwater,
1968 HONDA SUPER 90. Phone 200 BALES WHEAT straw, 50c be seen at 1501 Oak Drive or Couple or couple with one child cured tobacco. Phone 753Okla., began its first classes
•Bell!
753-2237.
ITC per bale. Phone 753-3387.
A19P
A2OP Phone 753-3806•
A20C preferred. Phone 753-3903. AC 2263.
Dec. 14. 1891.

BILBREy,s

Pre-Season Hunting Values

GUNS

Savage 444 Over-Under - 12 ga. M/F V.R.
Reg. 4289.95 - Now
$19995

Winchester Mod. 1400 Auto. 16 ga. V.R. 26 I.C.
& 28 Mod. Reg. '189.95 - Now $15995

Lock Up :-,
Your Booze ,..

Winchester Mod. 1200 Slide Action 16 ga. V.R.
26" I.C. & 28" Mod. with Win. Choke
Reg. '149.95 - Now
$ 1 3450

PREACHE

....

Is Coming -to Murray!
,.4.

REMINGTON 1100 and REM 870 ALSO
AVAILABLE AT SALE PRICES!!

SHOTGUN SHELLS - 10% OFF
All Gauges -

These Special Bargain Sale Prices
Will Start Aug. 19th thru Aug. 31st

Bw
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

210 E. Main Street

Phone

FOR RENT

Newlyweds
Preserving

Phone 753-5108

,.,..,
Custom,

BARGAINS!
In the Ledger's

Classified Ads!!

fhp
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Mrs. Hartsfield 1
Dies On Tuesday

Quotes
From The
News

Anything can happen
at a wild hog hun

NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
stock market opened lower in
Mrs. Maude Stamps Hartsfield
active trading Wednesday.
Shortly after the opening, the of Murray Route Four died
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
By ROLLA WILLIAMS
Dow Jones industrial average Tuesday at six p.m. at her home.
Copley News Serivce
was off 1.24 at 898.66. Declines Her death at the age of 92 By United Press International
WASHINGTON—Labor
illness.
extended
Secretopped advances, 123 to 106 followed an
The deceased was the wife of tary James Hodgeson, respondRED BLUFF, Calif. — You
among 300 issues across the
the late Walter Hartsfield who ing to AFL-CIO President crouch in the dank darkness of
tape.
Kennecott Copper was un- died in 1934. She was born May 30, George Meany's criticism of an oak thicket alongside a pig
changed at 31% at the opening, 1879, in Calloway County and her President Nixon's economic trail, and here comes the pack,
John B. moves:
led by a black devil of a boar,
while City Investing tacked on parents were the late
Elizabeth Geurin "Mr. Meany appears to be right at you.
% to 22%. Merck & Co. gained Stamps and
Stamps. Mrs. Hartsfield was a sadly out of step with the needs
"Don't move, don't move!"
V4 to 103. Williams Brothers,
Spring and desires of America's whispers the guide — and you
however, surrendered % to member of the Sinking
freeze, but you don't want to.
working men and women."
44%, with Teledyne down 1,4 Baptist Church.
These are not tiny Arizona
Survivors are two daughters,
to 25%.
javelina, but 200-pound range
(Verona)
of
Arnett
C.
Mrs.
DALLAS
Alabama
M.
—
Gov.
In the steel group, Armco
and Miss George C. Wallace, on U.S. hogs which can scratch you just
added les to 18%. U.S. Steel was Murray Route Four
passing close. They look fierce
unchanged at 31. Bethlehem Wilma Hartsfield of Murray; two District Court Judge Sam. C. and the leader
probably is
E. Hartsfield of Pointer, who overturned a
Fred
sons,
block
of
a
25
on
xx
to
gained
slavering through four-inch
and
D.
Mich.,
Warren,
Roy
anti-busing
order:
Wallace
13,100 shares.
tusks right now.
Among the aerospace issues, Hartsfield of Murray Route "He is just another narrow,
Suddenly, involuntarily, you
Four;
sister,
Pearl
one
Mrs.
legal judge who doesn't have
Lockheed rose % to 10%, but
remember all the hairy,
Riverside,
two
of
-Calif.;
Jones
brains
a
the
to
chicken
try
Boeing slipped % to 16%.
probably untrue, stories you've
Shell Oil added % to 44% in sisters-in-law, Mrs. J. C. Stamps thief."
heard about wild hogs: How
Mrs.
Stamps,
J.
and
M.
both
of
its group. Mobil eased % to
they've ripped hounds from
49%, and Standard of Califor- Murray; six grandchildren; eight NEW YORK—President Nix- belly to brisket; how a wounded
nia fell % to 53%. Occidental great grandchildren; one great on, speaking about his econom- one stood on his hind legs and
ic moves at a Knights of came right up a hill after a
was unchanged at 16%, with great grandchild.
hunter; how the injured huntJersey Standard up % to 71%. Funeral services will be held Columbus convention:
In the electronics, Burroughs Thursday at three p.m. at the "We are not about to ease up ers seem always to be standclimbed La to 134. Telex fell % chapel of the Blalock-Coleman and lose the economic leader- ing right where the hog wants
to 15 on a block of 13,600 Funeral Home with Rev. Terry ship of the world. We are not to run.
about to turn inward and fall
No, thanks. With the lead
shares. Honeywell surrendered M. Sills officiating.
to 104%, but Control Data Interment will be in the Gard- prey to a new isolationism. We boar as ominous now as a
Cemetery
with
coiled rattlesnake and barely
the should stay No. 1."
was unchanged at 61%. Sperry ner
six feet away, you rise and poke
Rand added La to 32% on a arrangements by the Blalockthe rifle toward him. Pure
block of 10,000 shares. IBM fell Coleman Funeral Home where
reflex.
friends may call.
13.4 to 314.
(Continued from Page 1)
It is bedlam.
Federal National Mortgage
The boar, so close now you
eased Llf to 67.
remains on much of the patio
think you can smell his startled
until after 9:00. The tall Post "Wulf!" as he snorts, springs
Oak is the reason. Earlier this four feet into the air,
twisting
summer the sun shined to the left direction in flight, and landing
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 17— Mrs. of it, but now it is directly behind
at the full gallop within rockInez Burkeen, 42, wife of Wi(-. it for awhile.
(Ceatinued from Page 1)
kicking distance. He speeds
ham J Burkeen. Benton Rt. 6,
along the side of the hill, gone
send the tax cut package to the died at 945 p.m. Monday at
Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher in an instant.
Senate before the end of Western Baptist Hospital.
have a bicycle built for two and
"That one Shoot that one!"
September.
Mrs. Burkeen was an employe they enjoy cycling in the late
The rifle flashes in the dark,
of
But a UPI survey
of the Ashley Corp., and a mem- evening.
and then again. The hogs, if
economists, businessmen and ber of Briensburg Baptist
anything, add another notch to
politicians across the country Church.
Fellow says he knows that Seals their running pace. There must
indicated doubt about what
In addition to her husband,
are very tidy because he is have been a dozen in all. There
would happen once the wage- she is survived by her mother,
always hearing about the Good is a parting pop at the heels of
price freeze is lifted Nov. 12, if Mrs. Edith Thompson of Benton
the final boar, just as he kicks
Housekeeping seal.
it is. Many of those surveyed Rt. 9; two sons, William Darrell
his feet to the left, clearing the
and
Phillip
David
Burkeen,
expressed a fear that there
both
edge of a green manzanita
baseball
The
season
was
just
could be a new wave of of Benton Rt. 6; two sisters,
about over and the team was sprinkled with sunshine. Three
inflation when the thaw comes, Mrs. Elwood Brown of Benton
firmly entrenched in last place shots, three misses.
Rt.
9
and
Mrs.
Mayme
Nell
maintains
his
Nixon
unless
Yet one can climb up the
Price of Wisconsin and two when the manager decided to let hillside laughing, wondering
momentum.
rookie
pitcher
get
a
little
major
grandsons, Martin Craig and
aloud through his mirth what
In other developments:
William Darrell Burkeen Jr. of league experience. The rookie, the airline did to his rifle, to
—The rift
between
the Benton Rt. 6.
who had more determination
throw it off that much — if it is
administration and organized
Funeral rites will be conduct- than skill, was in deep trouble
off at all. The leaping, startled
labor widened with Labor ed Thursday at 1 p.m.
before
long,
and
finally
the
at Filbeck
hog made the trip for the
Secretary James D. Hodgson and Cann Funeral
Chapel by manager walked out to the hunter.
calling AFL-0I0 President the Rev. T. L. Campbell
and mound and said: "Son, I think
George Meany "out of step" the Rev. Calvin Wilkins. Burial you've had enough for today." This is the passion of wild hog
hunting, where anything can
with American workers for his will be in Marshall County Mem"But I struck out this guy the happen, and often does. It is no
criticism of the new moves.
ary Gardens.
last time he was up," the young easy matter, usually, to run one
—Director J. Curtis Counts of
hurler protested violently.
of these persevering, hard-tothe mediation and conciliation
"I know," snapped the hit critters into the butcher
service asked labor to call off
manager, as he waved another shop.
all present strikes and prevent
pitcher in from the bullpen, "but
any new ones during the threethis is the same inning!"
month freeze. He hinted the
government might resort to
fines and court orders if
cooperation was not forthcomA car and truck collision ocing.
curred Tuesday at 8:20 a.m. at
Persons of Murray and
—Americans were reported Calloway County
South 4th and Elm Streets, achave been
buying up previously imported urged by local
officials to have Final rites for Miss Ora Belle cording to the report filed by the
cars and other imports such as the test for diabetes
Travis are being held today at officers of the Murray Police
either from
wines to avoid the 10 per cent their family physician
two psn, at the Brooks Chapel Department. No injuries were
or at the
duty on affected items that Calloway County
Health Center. United Methodist Church with listed on the report.
have arrived since Nixon Officials said the
Rev. John Bradley and Rev. Vehicles involved were a 1968
U.S Public
imposed the new tax.
Health Service estimates there William McKinney officiating. Chevrolet Y2 ton truck owned by
--The stock market ran are two million Americans
The pallbearers are Barry Murray Lumber Company and
.s
with
through another busy day, "hidden diabetes".
Travis, Joe Travis, Joe Pat driven by Donnie Gayle Tipton of
They said
carrying the trading volume for
hetes can be detected easily Jones, James Mark Ramsey, New Concord, and a 1963 Ford
Monday and Tuesday to 58.5
the tests are simple and Danny Hopkins, and James Fairlane 500 driven by Polly
million shares, the highest ick.
Williams. Burial will be in the
Kimbro Bury of Murray Route
church cemetery with the
volume on two consecutive days
Five.
in Wall Street history.
Four groups of people are most arrangements by the Max
Police said both vehicles were
—The State Department indi- susceptible to diabetes. These Churchill Funeral Home.
going north on South 4th Street
cated it may send a special include persons over forty, Miss Travis, age 30, died when the Bury car slowed
down
trade representative to Japan overweight persons, women, and Monday at 9:15 a.m. at her home. for a truck to make a right
turn.
to fill in Tokyo about the new persons who have diabetes in She is survived by her parents, Tipton was unable to stop in
time
economic plan. Japanese trade their family, the health service Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ed Travis of to avoid colliding with the Bury
officials estimated their country said. Diabetes may strike anyone Murray Route Three; sister, car, according to the
police
might lose as much as $3 billion and it can be controlled best when Mrs. Sue Taylor of Almo; four report.
in trade with America because detected early. Persons should brothers, Will Edd, Jerry
Damage to the Bury car was on
Thomas, Billy Ray, and L. A. the rear end, but no
of the new border tax.
have a test every year.
damage was
Travis, all of Calloway County. reported to the truck.
—In Rome, London and other
Residents
of Murray and
European capitals, American
tourists still were lined up Calloway County can get this
waiting to trade devalued important test from their family
the local physician or at the Calloway
dollars in for
currencies before the value County Health Center located at
By United Press International
margins changed any more. 7th and Olive Streets. Clinic
Tourists in Spain, Portugal and hours for immunizations and 38 U.S. GIS KILLED IN CHOPPER CRASH
In the Communist bloc coun- tests at the health center are
PEGNITZ,Germany—At least 38 American GIs were
killed
reporting
less from eight a.m. to noon and one today when a U.S. military helicopter
were
tries
exploded in flight and
p.m._to four p.m. For further crashed near this Bavarian city, police
trouble.
said. The helicopter was
flimitar Service information call 753-3381.
—The US.'
\
carrying 38 soldiers at the time of the crash, military
spokesmen
announced it would delay its
said.
planned $13 million-a-month
increase bi third class, or bulk,
27th PERSON KILLED IN BELFAST TODAY
mail postage rates until after
the freeze
BELFAST, Northern Ireland—British soldiers shot a
in a Catholic district of Londonderry today, bringing the gunman
—Ford Motor Co. went along
death toll
with General Motors Corp. and Federal State Market News In Ulster since Aug. 9 to at least 27. In Belfast, army'Sources attributed three daring daylight robberies to the Irish
agreed to sell all of its 1972 Service August 18, 1971
Republican
models at 1971 prices during Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Army, which, the sources said, apparently was running
short of
cash.
The
the freeze
holdups
netted the robbers $24,400.
Market Report Includes 9 Buying
Stations
Receipts Art 1010 Est. 1000
Barrows and Gilts steady to 25c ADMINISTRATION LABOR RELATIONS STILL SLIDING
THREE CITED
WASHINGTON—The Nixon administration's relations
iJwer Sows mostly steady.
with
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 118.75-19.00; organized labor continued to slide with an official of the Federal
Three persons were cited by US 2-4 190-240 lbs.
Mediation and Conciliation Service hinting at legal action to
stop
118.50-1815;
the Murray Police Department US 2-4 240-280 lbs. $18.00-18.50; the estimated 383 strikes now in progress.
Last night They were one for US 3-4 2641280 lbs. 817.50-18.00;
reckless driving at 8:59 p.m. Sows
Tuesday, one for driving while US 1-2 270-350 lbs. f15.00-15.50; ARMED CONFLICTS IN MIDDLE EAST REPORTED OVER
JERUSALEM—Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban said today
intoxicated at 1230 a.m. today. US 1-3 300-.550 lbs S14.00-15.00;
and a juvenile for disorderly US 2-3 450-650 lbs 113.00-1400 the Middle East conflict would be confined to the political arena
and would not erupt into another armed conflict.
conduct at 1 07 a m today
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I was at Dye Creek Preserve,
a 100-square-mile hunting
range in Teharna County, in the
foothills of Mount Lassen. It is
a country of deep gorges and
razorback ridges, liberally
sprinkled with pig-sized chunks
of lava spewed from the
volcano to the east. It seems
impossible to stretch a yardstick anywhere in this country
without touching some part of a
red-black boulder, just the
shade of some of the hogs which
roam here.
These are feral pigs,
domestic stock gone wild, in
some instances crossed with
European wild boar transplanted to California in 1924.
No vestige of domesticity
remains: a warning "Wuff"
from a sow and piglets as little
as 1 month old drop into cold
and sudden and unseen
stillness, indistinguishable
from their surroundings.
Hogs to 347 pounds have been
shot here, though the average
boar weighs around 150 to 180
pounds. Many 200 pounders trot
down the rocky canyons here,
rooting for bugs and tubers,
and there are so many bogs at
present on the preserve that
manager Wayne Long was
considering extending the
season.
The preserve is open to the
public for fee shooting. Long
guarantees a shot at a hog.
Only two hunters this season
have failed to take one. Both
were trophy hunters, and both
had — and missed — killing
shots, he says.
Wild bear hunting is,
primarily, road hunting to spot
the animals, then stalking close
for a worthwhile shot. The
guide — in my case, Danny
Patten — picks out the animal
you're to shoot. Barrows are
considered prime animals,
with non lactating sows next.
Old boars, with trophy tusks,
are for hunters interested in
wall decorations.
Curiously — and this will
surprise most hunters — wild
hogs are the second most
important game species in

California, behind deer and
ahead of bear, in terms of total
population and annual hunter
kill. The kill is within 15 per
cent of deer.
The hog is a smart animal
who uses natural camouflage
well, who is surprisingly fast
afoot, devilishly hard to hit
with a rifle, and able to
withstand considerable lead.
One, shot through the back
with a 7mm bullet, was on his
feet and grazing next day with
his family, just slightly
favoring his wound with a limp.
A hog missed is a hog lost for
the animals have been clocked
at 10 miles an hour for three
miles over broken, uneven
ground.
Long, the preserve manager,
compares the staying qualities
of the boar to that of a grizzly.
It
takes
elk-sized
an
tranquilizer load to put a hog
down, and the pigs grow fat on
browse that would keep an
antelope skinny.
"Some of them sleep as
soundly as humans," says
Guide Patten. "But when
something jars them awake,
they don't get up and dreamily
look around. They lie still, open
one eye, and never move a
muscle until they've located
the danger. Then, they'll move
away from it, usually into deep
Well, the thicket hunter, who
shot three times at close range
for a fat zero average, finally
got his hog. He walked across
an open field with the wind
whistling in his nostrils, and
stood shock still as a brindle
boar nervously cast about.
He took a sitting stance, held
low and dropped the hog with a
single shot of 150-grain, 30-06
ammunition.
The wild hog does everything
well — except see very far or
smell into the wind.
Now You Know
By United Press International
The first known exhibition by
Roman gladiators occurred in
264 B.C. at the funeral of
Brutus.

How to take terror
out of taking exams
day for a month will bring
better results than 30 hours
over a single weekend.
Cramming can be useful,
but only for reviewing and not
for absorbing new material.
And it shouldn't be allowed to
encroach on needed sleep before the exam.
Prepare emotionally by reminding yourself of the benefits that come with a good
call this
Fade. 'Athletes
psyching up".
If rules permit, take a little
candy or a sugar-sweetened
soft drink during the exam. it
will keep you from running
out of steam.

NEW YORK (UPI) — One
inevitable part of back to
school is back to exams, at
least in most school systems.
How to take and make the
best on an exam? Daniel L.
Sweeney, director of examinations of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, outlines a program which he designed for the
exams he administers, but says
could be equally helpful to
students, job seekers and
others.
His rules:
Spread your study over an
extended period. One hour a

Funeral Thursday
For Monroe Crump

Easy ones first

Funeral services for Monroe
Crump of Murray Route Three
will be held Thursday at one p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. Otis Jones officiating.
Pallbearers will be Ronald
Litchfield, Pete Joyce, Donald
Jones, MI Hoots, sonny Hoots,
and N.C. Hooks. Burial will be in
the New Ferguson Springs
Cemetery on Highway 80 near
Aurora with the arrangements by
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where firends may call.
Crump,age 72;died Tuesday at
two a.m. at the Murray—
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a retired construction
worker, but was employed parttime at Mack and Mark's Service
at Aurora until his recent illness.
He was born in Trigg County on
November 8, 1898.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Beattrice McCloud Crump; two
daughters, Mrs. Woodrow
Morgan of Murray Route Three
and Mrs. Joe McWhorter of
McAlester, Okla.; three sons,
Hale and Rhybon of Cadiz Route
Three and Earl of Hardin Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Gurlene
Harrell of Cadiz and Mrs. Luke
Franklin of Murray; three
brothers, Andrew of Hardin
Route One,Jack of Paducah, and
Robert of Cadiz; five grandchildren; one great grandson.

Deenvood Pieces & Stems 4-Oz. can
Pro Ten

Again if rules permit, tackle-the easiest questions first. This
bolsters confidence and insurea
that no questions you could
handle would go unanswered.
On essay-type answers,
don't be long-winded. This is
waste of time that may be
needed for tough questions
ahead. Also, you may give the
impression you're just spinning
your wheels.
But don't be too brief
either. You may omit impottant points. Try to strike
happy balance between brev.
and inclusion of all essent.
facts.
Organize answers in you,.
mind before beginning to
write.
Keep sentences and par*
graphs short and simple.
Even when writing skill isn't
being tested, good writing 4
most invariably produces a be
ter grade than would the sa
answers expressed in carell
language. The same for spe
ling, legibility and neatness. 7
LOVE AND MARRIAGE
DONCASTER, England (UPI
—Adwick High School negy
Doncaster plans to teach 14year-old marriage guidan;
next semester—with a touch
realism.
The pupils, both boys and
girls, will act out husband-wife
fist fights, rows with mothert
in-law and hubbies' tipsy nighl*
out with bachelor pals.

* MEATS *

39c Rib Steak
FRUIT COCKTAIL 3/99C
MUSHROOMS

Deenvood

lb,99
$ 09

No. 21
/
2 can

ProTen Rump or Sirloin Tip

Roast

Bush's

Bush's

lb

- II

lb.

79;

lb

79'

Center Cut

KRAUT
No 1 can 3/39c
Pride of Illinois

HOMINY Pork Chops
Loin End
No. 300 can 3/35c
Pork Roast
No 303 can

3/57c

PEAS
Franco- American

No. 300 can

,
rey

Hams

Canned

3 lbs. $289

Emge's Veri-Thin Sliced

......
11111110
.1
11 .
13.!
11

SPAGHETTI 3/57' Bacon

lb.

Kelly

JELL -0

VIENNA SAUSAGE

ALL FLAVORS

80

Bush's

No 300 can

CROWDER PEAS

3
345c CORN DIGGERS

Kitchen Kraft

Fixin's4

NAY'S

* NEW FLAVORS. . .

49c

MUFFIN MIX
Swanns Mkt

c

SAVE 25 WHEN YOU BUY A
6 oz tar of
INSTANT FOLGEWS
COFFEE CRYSTALS

ROOM AIR FRESHENER

WIZARD

45c

DUNCAN HINES BLUEBERRY

BIG JOHN
Fig Bars Beans
'N
14 oz

5c

Fa

NABISCO

Flavor Kist

3/sloo

3

No. 300 can

BUCKEYE PEAS

59;

•SPECIAL Pitt
WITH THIS COUPON

49c
LIVER or TUNA

PURINA CAT CHOW

ac

WNW COOMM

•
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Exiles
import
voodoo
By THEODORE A.EDIGER
Copley News Service
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MIAMI — Cuban-style
voodoo, called santeria, under
which African gods are interchangeable with Christian
saints, has been imported to the
United States.
Santeria, literally, saintnetts, is being practiced
secretly by a surprisingly large
number of Cuban exiles in
Miami. Refugees say it has
gone underground in Cuba also,
where Premier Fidel Castro
frowns on both "free enreligious
and
terprise"
meetings outside licensed
churches.
When a cultist has a problem
he goes to a santero, a kind of
witch doctor, who for a fee
intercedes with god or saint for
help. Then, after a ritual, the
santero prescribes a remedy.
A typical prescription for a
jilted maiden who wants her
man back, for example, is a
bath in water containing
escoba emerge,literally, bitter
troom. Now, this is really
something to sneeze at. In the
U. S. hayfever belt, the herb is
called ragweed.
Dried escoba amarga is for
sale for 50 cents a bunch at
most of the 20 botanicas or
"botanical shops" that have
sprung up in Miami's Little
Havana section. They sell
conventional medicinal herbs
as well as santeria plants and
images of saints, too.
Each orisha, as the African
gocis are called, has a saint
counterpart. To a devout
santeria cultist, for example,
Saint Barbara and the playboy
god, Chango (accent on the 0),
are the same. An explanation is
that when former slaves in
Cuba became Roman Catholics
they still dung to their deities,
since they viewed their total
religious life as a unity. The
practice continues.
The Vatican may no longer
recognize Barbara as a saint,
but she is revered by the
Cubans, both in their homeland
and in exile.
Chango, as goes the story
passed on through generations
and, Cuban exiles say, was
quite a ladies' man in his youth
and rebellious. He was so
troublesome that his mother,
Kalunga, banished him from
their home in Dahomey to the
Congo.
Chango left for exile with an
ex in one hand, a drill in the
other and a machete on his belt.
That is the way he usually is
portrayed in images. He is a
light-colored Negro and handsome.
Chango, perhaps the most
popular of the orishas, once had
to hide in the home of Oya, one
of his three women friends,
because enemies wanted to
chop off his head. His pursuers
surrounded the home, and
there was no apparent escape.
Oya cut her tresses and put
them on Cliango's head. She
gave him her clothes to wear.
He sauntered out, unmolested,
as his enemies believed he was
Oya.
That is how Chango qualifies
to be considered Santa Barbera; although male, he also
has a female side.
Santa Barbara, the saint of
artillery, is a particular
Cuban
of
favorite
revolutionaries. Her color is
red, like blood. As depicted by
Cubans,she has a sword in one
hand and a cup — supposedly
containing blood — in the other
Cubans on both sides of the
Florida Strait observe Santa
Barbara Day in December with
meetings of adoration at
homes. They wear red dothing,
candies are red, draperies are
red. Occasionally a chant is
heard: "Querida Chango"
1Beloved Chango).
In the mythology of santeria.
one of Chango's women, Ochun,
is the goddess of beauty. She Is
paired with Cuba's patron
saint, Our Lady of Charity of el
Cobre.
Oya. who helped Chango
elude his enemies, is the
counterpart of Our Lady of
Candlemas Oya is the goddess
of lightning. She is rainbowcolored

only upon the ancient and
a«.epted principles of in
ternational law only upon
those things which remind
nations of their duty to each
other and, deeper than that, of
their duties to mankind
Sound like Nixon in 1971"
The political implications of
Nixon s Peking ploy are. of
course far reaching It will
Network 'Spectrum corn• prove popular with liberals who
mental.
) of June 18 this
long sought to test their
colunist called attention to the
importance of Ziegler's above
statement
naive assumption that Peking,
'Strip this statement of its
guarded wording, we stated accepted "within the family of
un CBS. -and what it means is nations," would be easier to
that sometime before the deal with This assumption
November 1972. election the ignores the history of the
Nixon administration will seek Soviets and of the United
to establish full diplomatic States. And it remains a serious
relations with Red China The question whether the President
move will be preceded by the has now cut the last tie to the
in
the
United States approving conservatives
Peking s entrance into the Republican Party who have
grown increasingly angry at
United Nations
We wondered at the time his domestic and foreign
what pretext the President policies
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Nixon's Peking trip
a diplomatic gamble
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
-The President will later
consider," White House press
secretary Ron Ziegler told
Oba, considered Chango's
wife, corresponds to Saint
Catherine. She is the symbol of
conjugal fidelity.
Chango's father, Aggayu, is a
giant orisha, and owner of the
rivers. He is identified with
Saint Christopher.
Eleggua is a warrior orisha.
The santeria ritual opens with
an invocation to him. He is
paired with Saint Anthony of
Padua.
Babalu reigns over illness
and plagues. He is "Saint
Lazarus."

newsmen on June 11. 'further
steps in an effort to reestablish
a troader relationship with a
country and people who have
an important role for future
peace in Asia
This statement went largely
unnoticed by the nation's press
as a tip-off to the dramatic
announcement of the President
on nationwide television July 15
that he would visit Peking
before May 1972
Earlier. Nixon had mentioned that he had told his wife
that it was his 'fondest hope to
visit China " The surprise that
greeted the President's July 15
annoucement is one more
illustration of the fragmented
view of the press when viewing
public affairs
In a ..nationwide CBS Radio

would use to execute these two
dubious diplomatic moves A
presidential visit to Peking
offers the perfect setting, say.
at the end of the trip, to announce that the United States
will reestablish diplomatic
relations with the Red Chinese
What the President plate in
his moves to
normalize
relations with Red China must
be regarded as a momentous
historical watershed for this
nation and the West
Not since Franklin Roosevelt
recognized Soviet Russia in the
19305 has an American
president taken such a
diplomaui gamble as Nixon
proposes
with
Peking
However, in the perspective of
history FDR's recognition of
Russia and his World War ll
n•oncessions did nothing to
deter Moscow from its basic
aim of global socialism via
armed revolution
President Nixon is not as
naive as FDR was but. he may
suffer from some of the same
naive assumptions about global
power politics that afflicted his
favorite American president
Woodrow Wilson
Peace can be rebuilt -Wilson said on Oct 11 1915

Zero population
Churchman says
policy is coercive
WASHINGTON (UPI): A newly organized campaign for zero population growth is heading toward
government coercion of people to not have children,
according to a Catholic Church official.
Msgr. James T. McHugh, director of the family
life division of the U. S. Catholic Conference, made
the accusation yesterday, one day after Dr. Milton S.
Eisenhower and former Sen. Joseph D. Tyding,s. (D.,
MC unveiled a lobbying campaign for government
policies on population size.
McHugh said this coalition "is steering the country toward coercive government policies that will
affect the decisions of parents in regard to famny
size."
The current U. S. population is 203 million.
McHugh said Census Bureau projections "indicate no
size."
The current U. S. population is 203 million.
McHugh said Census Bureau projections "indicate no
more than 281 million by til„ year 2000 under
premosit fertility rates, anffirlirobable fertility decline for a population not exceeding 266 million "

FIVE-DAY SHOPS
VARDOE, Norway — All
shops will be closed in this city
for five consecutive weekends
in the first attempt in Norway
to introduce a five-day shopping week

DISNEY WORLD
More than 10 million visitors
are expected in the first year of
operation of Disney World, the
27,000-acre park near Orlando,
Florida, which opens in October.

WOFtTli REPEATING
Look in the face of the person
to whom you are speaking if
you wish to know his real sentiments, for he can command his
words more easily than his
countenance.
— Lord Philip Chesterfield

Gold fever forever

AuntSarah,
I love you.

Vacation 'prospectors'
respond to survey

Remember my 10th
birthday, when you
gave me that funny
piece of green paper
and everybody made
such a fuss over it.
(Except me.) Frankly,
it was a pretty disappointing present for a
kid. I couldn't eat it,
couldn't play with it,
couldn't wear it—and
Mom took it away from
me practically the minute I got it.
And every birthday
after that (and Christmas, too), you gave me
another one of those
Bonds, you called them.
I thought you were
pretty gooney.
At least, I never had
to guess what I was going to get from good
old reliable Aunt Sarah
And what I got was
good old reliable U.S.
Savings Bonds.
What I didn't realize
then was that you gave
me a gift of security for
the future. Thanks to
you and those Bonds, I
had extra funds for college. And they helped
when I bought my first
new car.
Next week, I'm giving my nephew, Harry,
his first U.S. Savings
Bond. I know the kid is
gonna think I'm some
kind of nut. But, someday . . .

WASHINGTON (UPI): The U. S. Postal Service,
thanks to the U. S. Geological Survey, has reaped a
bonanza. What the survey itself reaped might better
be described as a headache.
As it has done before, the survey this year put
out a little release noting that "prospecting for gold
offers a special excitment as a summer vacation
diversion."
The release made it _clear that American gold
fields have been worked over and over, and that
chances of striking It rich are practically zero.
But, said geologist William L Newman. if a
vacationer was willing to put up with hardship and
endure disappointment, a prospecting trip might
"prove to be an interesting adventure, profitable ta
him in other ways if not financially."
The survey thereupon provided some tips on
panning for gold and the most likely U. S. places for
picking up a few grains of the lovely dust.

One could only wish that the
President's projected Pelting
trip and inevitable diplomatic
recognition could achieve 'a
full generation of peace. as
the President has phrased it
The hard historical evidence
weighs heavily against Nixon's
unrobstic hopes

F.

THE ITEM made a lot of business for the postal
service. In one 10-day period, the survey received
more than 2000 requests for more information and
its mailroom is still flooded.
The survey was especially delighted by an inquiry from a Michigan man who wrote:
"Gentlemen: Please send me information on prospecting for gold. Thank you very much . • . P. S.
Would appreciate immediate response as I'm getting
married Aug. 7th."
The survey promptly sent him all the information it could lay hands on, and a staff member told
the prospective bride groom-prospector, "We wish
you luck.'

Wilson. FDR, Eisenhower
Kennedy and Johnson all found
that their efforts evaporated in
the face of the harsh realities of
the world as it is. not as each of
these presidents wanted the
world to be

A lot of letters, to the survey's surprise, came
from officials representing corporations, among
thin a large oil company, a Washington, D. C., bank,
and an insurance firm.

When President Nixon visits
Peking he will be meeting with
one of the most doctrinaire
disciples of Lenin alive in the
Communist world. Premier
En-Lan 'Every peace
program. observed Lenin. is
a deception of the people, and a
piece of hypocrisy, unless its
principal object is to explain to
the masses the need for
revolution

Some 50 dentists wrote for information where to
find gold. For inlays? They didn't say.
Inquiries about panning for gold in America
came from as far away as Saudi Arabia, Western
Australia, Calgary, Canada and Da Nang, Vietnam.
AS A SURVEY spokesman said, all this `siems to
show that, "even if there isn't any gold left, gold
fever still rages."
One letter came from Canada's Yukon Territory,
scene of the famous Klondike gold stampede of the
late 1890s.
Said the survey spokesman:
"lf we should put out a relies, on where to find
coal. I bet we'd get letters from Newcastle."

Si John is a CBS Radio
Network -Spectrum" commentator and is seta regularly
on the NBC-TV -Toda)'
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WEBSTER'S

PAPER
MATE
Now In

12
Colors

A

eismisief
QUARD

9,

Saleaf

the Family Deodorant
- oz. Spray

,

...... Reg. '1.59
......
Sale

Protein Conditions
SHAMPOO
7-oz. Plastic Bottle

2/48c

Sale

FLY and
INSECT
PULLES

-

Reg.
'1.49

5,

NIFTY

NIFTY

Subjec
Book

'
-:
•

Reg. '1.98

Sale

Includes . .

LOOSE LEAF

:
•
4\
•

58;

49;

Sale

1 88

101
/
2"x8"

49'

Free
................
CARTRIDGE 5 PACKS
ALISPREADER
WI4ITE
INK with Purchase of
I
p. 5-oz. Paste Jar
Pen
with

Reg. '1.00

1 Binder,
2 Theme books 3 Colors: Blue, Orange, Green
Swingy Fabric with Real Eye t
Grabbing
Reg. 53.47
Sale

by NIFTY

10414

INK
CARTRIDGE PEN

Reg. 29'
Sale]
.

13-oz. Spray

SCHAEFFER

WHITE
PASTE 2

4-oz Spray

SWEET THINGS, the Latest
FABRIC
Combo

Insect
Killer

sai•86;

88;

LEPAGE'S

P,4srE
OOOOOOOO

88

FLY &
MOSQUITO

• Regular
• Unscented
• Super Hold
• Super Unscented

Reg. '1.59

For MEN

Sale

MISS BRECK
HAIR SPRAY

GREAT BODY
Sale

7

Extra Hold
Dry Control

ADDS VITAMIN C
Regular
1.19

,

NEW FOAM

Reg. 49'

Fruit.
Pres)*

49c
NEW GILLETTE

Preserves
Fresh Color and
Flavor

DEODORANT

DICTIONARY
Over 50,000 Entries
Modem Definitions
448 Pages
Regular
1.00

— Quart Size 32-oz. —
Good Housekeeping Seal
Orchid - Floral Reg. 98' Sale
Spice - Pine

AND
SAVE

WE RESERVE THE BIGHT

AET SIDE OF THE SOLIAlti

CAPRI FOAMING BATH OIL

STOP, SHOP,

r,H,0

944.SSS
gaf

FILLER
PAPER

NIFTY

400 SHEETS

r
ift
::
- 4T:
000*

111t &MIN Wirt

i Hole & 5 Hole

4.4 -411kW--

Reg. 49'
Sale

28;

FIRST QUALITY

Sale

49; tU

BIC
Buy 49' Bic Pen,
Get

2 FREE
19' PENS

87' Value
e28;
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Responsibility linked
to students' rights
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
student rights and responsibilities statement developed by
'a'a National Education
non task force on student involvement rejects the theory
that "children should be seen
and not heard."
The statement says a sense
of resportaihdity is .a direct
outgrowth of a sense of personal rights.
"Sharing power does not
rily mean giving up
necessa,,
, power, says Dr. George G.
Gumeson,chairman of the task
'force. "In fact, parents and
iteachers, by giving young
people more rights along with
Stheir expected responsibilities,
may find that the youth power
movement with its awareness
of geo-political philosophies,
•
sensitivity to human needs
'rather than materialism, and
;long-nor optimism may be
; one of the most creative forces
• of American life."
Gumeson is a junior college
teacher from Aptos, Calif.
'The report famines a student's riOt of privacy, the
• right to an educalicas, and the
right tolfhe--kindsof education
he feels necessary to oope.with
the 20th century.
The privacy issue centers
around a complaint that teachers and administrators can include derogatory statements in
the student's personnel file
' without the knowledge of the
student or his parents.
Damaging information

about personality traits, association with campus organizations unpopular with the Es-
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Emotions
can ruin
investing
By CARL RITIER
Copley News Service

Business students go
right to horse's mouth
understand the environments
CA.IIBR1D6E, Mass. (UPI) of countries with which we
- What's going on in the deal," says M.I.T. Professor
Japanese housing industry that Richard D. Robinson.
"We're urged to train stuan American exporting firm
to meet this need," the
dents
know?
to
ought
Will the radical French stu- Alfred P. Sloan School of Mansaid, "arid
dent movement have impact agement professor
on American trade 10 years
that's what our new interculfrom now?
tural communication program
rechurch-state
Spain's.
Will
lationship influence American is all about."
firms doing business with In-depth
Spain?
The program provides M.I.T.
Burmese students at the
graduate business students with
of
s
Institute
Massachusett
an in-depth exposure to a culTechnology (MIT) are ponder- ture with which they have not
ing such questions in a new
had direct contact previously.
international business program
They spend two to three
to
two
spend
students
which
in
months in a country pursuing
three months visiting their sub- a line of inquiry that might
ject country.
generate useful information.
"United States business
The most important aspect
leaders tell us U.S. foreign
of the program, according to
trade suffers because too few
Robinson, is the insight the
\rslsrteSn
businessmen truly
students get into the businessinfluencing aspects of the culture.
The program begins with
intensive study in the language
and cultural aspects of the
target country at M.I.T. and
other Boston-area schools.
After this preparation, the students go abroad.
$3,000 a month. Lots rose in
The program began last year
price from $12 each to tens of with four students, one going
thousands of dollars. A cook to Japan, one to France, one
''received much honor" and $25 to Spain and one to Germany.
a day. A doctor got COO for a This year students are going to
house call; an autopsy cost $200 France, Poland, Yugoslavia and
and from $500 to $1,000 for Japan.
operations.
One miner reported he saw a
hunting rifle for $350.
-Of course we closed the bargain at once," he recorded
Salt at Yreka cost $10 a pound
When you damage a finat one time.
gernail, grab an emory
But as the easy gold became
board and repair it fast—
scarcer in the hills beyond the
that is if you want those
bay and more goods and more
lovely, long tapering finmerchants poured into the gold
gers again. An rough edge
country, competition worked to
nails will tend to slow
of
force prices down.
the growth, reports Dr.
That was no consolation to
Willaim B. Bean of the Dethe miner who paid $1 each for
partment of Internal Mediliver pills in 1849.
cine at University of Iowa
Medical School. He has
been studying the monthly
growth of fingernails for
the past 28 years.
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Emotions probably ruin
more investment programs
(
VIN14
than any other single factor.
counVeteran investment
selors, well aware of this fact,
usually try to guide clients into
certain stocks, or other investment areas, compatible with
the investor's emotional makeup, to the best of the adviser's
ability to interpret it.
Emotional reactions can
cause men and women to make
consistently wrong decisions in
mining camps, potatoes sold
the stock market.
By ARTHUR RIMEL
for 50 cents each, eggs for $3
The problem of emotional upCaptey News Service
each.
sets among investors gnawed
"Most people forgot what an
remarket
at one long-time
The
—
O
FRANCISC
SAN
searcher and counseling firm Gold Rush boys were hit with egg looked like," wrote one
founder to such an extent over exorbitant prices, but along- Gold Rush chronicler.
It was tough on the argonauts
the years that he has written a side inflated 1971 levies, some
who
arrived in the gold fields
matter.
the
with
book dealing
don't seem too shocking.
from across the plains or via
It relates investing in the
Like a haircut and shave cost the arduous Isthmus of Panamarket to the principles of
each, and no tip was ma, broke, sick and discourpsycho-cybernetics, in which only $1.50
is interesting aged. Many failed to find.
constructive input is employed mentioned. This
pays $3 for a enough gold to support themwho
1971-er
the
to
selfindividual's
to enhance an
Urges tax break
selves and had to lean on the
trim.
image and performance. The
Fresh beef, even if it were generosity of their more fortuSAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- term originated with Dr. MaxWhat parents of college stu- well Maltz, who used it as the from a skinny wild longhorn, nate fellows, and that was the
cost only 50 cents a pound. beginning of welfare in the
dents need is a tax break, says title of a best seller.
Tickets in San Francisco to a Golden State,
Jerome C. Eppler, chairman
Rosenberg
N.
Now, Claude
In San Francisco, the El
of the board of 1St Corp., a Jr., a Stanford Business School melodrama of the day, such as
nationid financial services or- alumnus who was in the "The Bandit Chief," cost from Dorado, a tent gambling
saloon, brought $40,000 a year
ganisation based here.
brokerage business for many $3 to $5 each.
in rent. A small store rented for
in
Hotel
Dorado
El
the
years before creating RosenUp at
"While deferred tuition
berg Capital Management Co., Hangtown, which is tow
• plans and government-backed
San Francisco, gets back to it Placerville, Calif., the gateway
loans are welcome," be said, in his book, "Psycho-Cybernetto the Sierra Nevada Moun"a system of tax credits to
ics and the Stock Market."
tains, the meal menu prices do
on
spent
for
money
parents
"All of the get-rich-quick not seem too painful:
education is the only way
books and all of the research
Codfish balls a pair cost 75
many children will be able to recommendations emanating
get college credits for gradua- from brokers and investment cents; grizzly bear roast, $1;
tion. We are talking about $12, services are useless without the grizzly bear fried, $1; jackrabbit whole, $1.50; baked beans
000 to $20,000 for....4911ege
right psychological reactions," greased, $1.50; beef tamed
education."
Rosenberg claims., -Convert- from Arimnsat $1.50; hash low
ing to profitable ends the de- grade, 75 cants; hash" "18
structive emotions that have karats," $1; baked beans, $1,
constantly inhibited investors and rice pudding with
is a most crucial task.'•
molasses, $1.
Rosenberg tackles the task
If the meal was served by a
people
many
too
far
because
pretty gal, 25 cents was added
CHIROPRACTOR
to
"yes"
would have to answer
to the tab.
Is now accepting
ll
-Payable in advance ... gold
at least one of the following
scales at the end of bar," read
appointments
questions:
El
Cordobes,"
office will be
— Are you holding on to the lunch counter sign at the
AMOR. AMOR, AMOR—Manuel Benitez "El
Dorado.
stocks you bought at higher
open, August 30,
world's richest bullfighter, says in Cordoba, Spain,- "She
a
meal
Francisco
San
In
levels merely because taking
has killed me with a straight sword going right into my
1971, 9:00 a.m.
Corlosses would constitute an ad- might be had for $5. Laborers
heart." the SHE being blond Patricia Lieben, 16.
got $1 an hour and skilled memission of defeat or poor judgnager in France.
Dutch'
the
Phone 753-9960
met
dohes
chanics from $12 to $20 a day.
ment?
— Do you settle for small Interest on borrowed money
3tep into the
profits, jumping from stock to ran from 8 to 15 per cent.
But most Gold Rush prices
Mock for quick emotional ex-

Jr., 25, Fort
GRASS CATCH' — William Lloyd Tobin
sign
Lauderdale, Fla., gives the cameraman the peace
agents for
(left) after he was arrested by U.S. Customs
his
allegedly dumping 775 pounds of marijuana from
Florida
the
in
airstrip
deserted
a
on
plane
ed
twin-engin
Everglades, An agent looks at the marijuana packages
(right) at Customs headquarters in Miami.

Gold Rush prices
weren't shocking

.0

DR. D. CHRIS
EMMERT

Wonderfu!

citement?
make even the WM inflation
— Do you huddle over your fighter wince.
Mocks, fearing to sell because
The Mercantile Trust Co. of
you might get rid of tomorrow's California reported that at
Xerox?
certain diggings where supof the
— Do you place unreasonably plies were short, miners paid
thinking
fire,
in
the
many irons
$800 a barrel for flour; coffee,
Voycçur
something is bound to ignite? sugar and pork $400 for 100
In one chapter, Back to the Pounds; picks,shovels and gold
DAYTONA BEACH Womb,
Rosenberg tells how pans $100 apiece; $100 for a galcash dividends can lull a stock- lon of whisky; liver pills $1
‘`
holder into a false sense of se- each.
curity. ("Many investors deMost everybody could get
we ceive themselves about their gold, but he couldn't easily buy
Bring your lighthearted spirit
supply everything eke to romp or poor choices through the ra- pans, picks, shovels and beef,
tionale that the dividend in- or carried oysters. Ofttimes the
rest by the sparkling seal.
come has remained intact. gold dust, the medium of ex•All rooms & suites are
Many American Telephone change, was measured out
oceanfront and have private
balconies
shareholders have justified carelessly by the fistful at $16
their investment this way. an ounce.
2 Olympic pools,
Whereas the cash payout on the
1100 ft. of private beach
Half-dollar pieces were used
100 shares of Ma Bell increased
TV,
room
service
Inphones,
•Color
from $180 per year-1n 1962 to only to buy gold from the
to
reported
who
were
dians,
• Air conditioned & heated
100
same
the
1970,
CO in
have considered gold only as
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop shares depreciated in value by
Indian would
a couple of thousand dollars. yellow dross. An
• Golf & Tennis privileges
trade a handful of it for a shiny
Hardly an ideal investment."
the time the
•9 hole putting green
In another chapter, Rosen- 50-cent piece. By
sophistimore
became
Indians
in
by
oneself
shuffleboard,
kicking
deplores
room,
GLIM
berg
•
had
numbers
their
cated
sitter service
the pants over past investpush
•Planned entertainment
ments. Elsewhere in the book dwindled in the inexorable
he delves into the vital matter of civilization.
• Across tram shopping center.
The miners who slaved in the
bowling, theatre
of establishing correct investual relations with the wife. cold water of the streams for
• Near Jai Sin Dog lacing
It involves the fair sex's sec- long hours roundly cussed the
Soto Racing
ng syndrome and profite4s in the towns and vilond-guessi
• Great deep sis fishing
Rosenberg terms it "almost as lages, A room near the center
Write fir free brochure, rest touchy as sexual relations."
of San Francisco cost $100 a
He also deals with the per- month. A butcher knife cost
Credit cards Neared
*ea Express. Driers Cleft sonality of the individual who $30.
An article in demand seemed
in gold
Asericant Master Charge consistently believes
and gold stocks. "Is the gold to sell at any price the buyer
wish the death wish" the was willing to pay and the conscience of the seller allowed_
writer inquires.
An interesting phenomenon
A San Francisco history said
examined is why some inves- it was almost as economical to
tors "'get "antsy- with th€4r throw away old clothes as to get
pr-ofits and at the same mo- them cleaned. The old boys had
ment are relatively undis- to pay $12 to $20 to get a dozen
BEACH PAOTIL
turbed by losses. One of seven articles washed,large or small.
reasons for selling too soon, Each brick in one San FranVoysie r Ileac Pi Morel Ocoonfroot assert
Rosenberg says, is the natural
cisco house was estimated to
Dept
,
2424 N At limit.c AMP
psychological tendency to in$1.
Diet./ INKY, Cisdds
load when one dollar has been mat
San Francisco minister
A
brings
also
He
Olan.a
1 turned into two.
said to have been voted
was
us
up .•commission-conscio
AIM re
"the princely sum" of $10.000 a
brokers who tend to prod
year by his flock In remote
_SY ate
ty
clients into moving."
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Rough edges
slow growth

Some of the information
he has garnered from his
findings include: Nails slow
down in growth as you age;
of growth also
low
dike* if yr have a stroke
or have to wear a cast on
your hand, nails grow faster on the hand that is most
active, pregnancy speeds
the growth rate of nails by
20 to 25 per cent.
▪ * *

jfk
natio

INDIAN SMOKE SIGNALS--Laksmi Kant Jha, (left),
Indian ambassador to U.S., and Agha Hilaly, Pakistan's
reambassador, traded charges as they defended their
on
situation
explosive
the
its
spective countries' position
the- _Indian subcontinent in view of the East Pakistan
civil war. They were interviewed separately on TV

I.G.A.
PASSING THE BUCK — A Londoner reads newspaper
headlines giving details of President Nixon's move to
revitalize the ailing American economy and dollar.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
— SPECIAL NOTICE

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
will be CLOSED Mon.-Fri., Aug. 16-20,
due to death in family.
However we will be open Sat. and Sun. as usual.
Phone 436-5496

Laughless learners
NEW
ORK (UPI) - College humor is nearly dead,
according to Dario Politella,
associate professor of English
at the University of Massachusetts and author of "The
Illustrated Anatomy of Campus Humor."
He cites students' preoccupation with the state of world
affairs as the reason and contends that "whatever humor
does exist is from innocence
rather than inspiration."
* 5.
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"the high school graikiation
rat. is going up. It's estimated
that 89.5 per rent of 18-yearolds will he high school graduates in 1979-80.
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Facade hides
fancy school
NEW YORK (UPI) - New
York City's PS. 211, serving
grades one through four in a
largely Puerto Rican neighborhood, is a fully carted,open
plan, non-graded sclwol.
The school sporting the
newest program in education
is not in a brand new building.
It is located in an old factory
loft in which everything from
candy and mattresses to dresses
and piastre flowers were once
produced.
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ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

99,

Reg. Box

99,
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'1.25 Value
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3 Pieces Chicken, Potato•s with Gravy,
Colo Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky rrial ekieket.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

/

STAR TREK
In suede vatl)
crinkie patent

star trim.
Red-White- Blue Combination

Burnetts Shoes
Open Friday Evening Til 8:00 P.M.
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On The Square
Paris, Tenn.
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Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday
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U.S.Choice
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Matchless

ROUND BACON Ib.491
STEAK PORK LOINNtb591 FRYERS
First Cut
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Family-Pak
CUT-UP

Sliced Into Chops

One-Quarter
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i SOLID

.Tropi-Cal-Lo
ORANGE

School Day

No. 303 can

/
1
2 Gal

25-lb. bag

$249

JIM ADAMS !GA STORE POLICY

Dick George

EGGS
3
Folger's
INSTANT

ALUMINUM

COFFEE

FOIL

JUST LOW PRICES !
Gr,

PEACHES

PUNCH
3/$1 00
Detergent

PAPER

CHEER

PLA
TES
100

Giant Size

6

25.ft R

loozJa $139

Jar

HAWAIIAN

NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
NO `.5( FORCED PURCHASES

1 00

Gerber

Wayne

tot
Ct. Pkg.

I.G.A.
Soft Drinks Richtex
Apple
58
c
Sa
15
uc
;
e
PRICES
Shortening

12-oz.

3-1b. can

can7

Ripe, Yellow

ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

BANANAS
lb.

White, Seedless

GRAPES

RED j'NOT
P ATOES

29b.

59'

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the hpl on the tape that counts!

%Masai+

Improvements
Are Made To
Fairgrounds

LONG DISTANCE — A
Standard Telephones and
Cables, Ltd., technician in
London assembles a deepsea repeater, one of 140
special amplifiers to be
,•• used at 20-mile intervals
;in a new submarine cable
I to be laid by International
i,. Telephone and Telegraph
'..f between Recife. Brazil, and
't Las Palmas, Canary Islands. The cables will carry
160 telephone conversations simultaneously.

1

Yang trees make
sxygeu fsr old Nes

Contrary to popular belief,
every tree does not absorb cork bon dioxide and give off oxygen for human and animal life
1 to breathe.
Over-mature, dying or dead
, trees actually consume oxygen
i In the process of decaying.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Visitors
to the 1971 edition of the Kentucky
State Fair will witness not only
the usual array of entertainment
on the midway but a close look
will reveal marked physical
improvements made to the
grounds.
During the past months, the
parking lot has been completely
repaved to accomodate 4800 cars
and Gate 4, which once caused a
traffic bottleneck for motorists
the
leaving
or
entering
fairgrounds, has been widened.
Included in a $39,561 project for
improvement of the facility are
repaving and additions to the
driveway, construction of a
concrete roadway and islands,
four tool booths, light poles,
electrical controls, new fencing
and an asphalt sidewalk and
curb.
The gate will now match in size
Gates 2 and 3. Used previously as
a press gate for events staged at
the Louisville site, Gate 4 will
now give better accessibility to
the grounds for motorists from
Southern Indiana or those using
the North-South Expressway.
"It will also be beneficial to
motorists traveling from any
part of town," said George
Meagher, director of the Exposition Center. The gate is
located just off Crittenden Drive.
The 1971 Kentucky State Fair
runs Aug. 19-28.
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new-

a)fer,s Ask IR
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions

most frequently asked by axpayers.
Q) I was out of work two
months because of illness, but
my employer paid me sick pay.
I know that to qualify for a
sick pay exclusion on my federal income tax return, my
length of absence must be
longer than a required waiting
period. How do I figure out my
"waiting period?"
A) The relationship of your
weekly rate of sick pay to your
weekly pay rate is a key factor in determining the waiting
period for your sick pay exclusion.
If your rate of sick pay exceeds 75 percent of your regular pay rate, your waiting
period is 30 days—whether or
not you were hospitalized at
any time during your aigsence.
If your rate of sick pay is 75
percent or less of your regular
pay rate and you were not
hospitalized at any time during your absence, your waiting
period is q, days.

DAU AT WORK
Spanish artist Salvidor Dali
is designing 15 etchings to illustrate a forthcoming book an
Charlemagne, written by
Andre Malraux.

If your rate of sick pay is 75
percent or less of your regular
Oky rate and you were hospitalized for at least one day
during your period of absence
there is no waiting period.
For more information on the
sick pay exclusion, get a copy
of Publication 522, Adjustments to Income for Sick Pay,
by sending a postcard to your
IRS District office.

claim for me next year?
A) Your parents will not
lose the exemption if you are
a full-time student during five
months of the year, or under
19 years of age at the end of
the year, and they meet the
other dependency tests including furnishing over half of
your total support. For additional information send your
IRS District office a postcard
requesting IRS Publication
532, Tax Information for Students and Parents.
(I) My income looks like it's
going to be higher than I expected. Can I increase wa

•tthholding or do 1 have to pay
estimated tax?
A) You may meet your increased liability either through
higher withholding or through
payments of estimated tax.
Amounts withheld may be
increased by not claiming all
the exemptions you are en\titled to and, if necessary, also
'having a specified additional
amount withheld. Changes in
o ithholding are made by filling
out a new Form W-4, which
may be obtained from your
employer.
To handle the increased tax
liability through the estimated
tax system, file a declaration
of estimated tax by September
15. If you have already filed a
declaration, you can adjust it
by September 15. If you need
copies of Form 1040ES and
instructions, you can obtain
them by mailing a postcard to
your IRS District office.

the
SEARCH CALLED OFF —A 26-foot pleasure cabin cruiser lies beached along
Ohio River at New Richmond, Ohio, as a search for six of seven possible victims of
a river collision is called off. One person was known dead and four others were injured, one seriously. The craft collided with a. large towboat pushing barges.

YOUR OTASCO MAN SAYS.

FULLY ASSEMBLED BIKES AT

ri IN-THE-CARTON SAVINGS!

Boy's or Girl's in 0
Ready to Ride"

"SCORPION"...•••.Your Choice

Q) I have already earned
over 1650 from my summer job.
Will this cause my parents to
",se the exemption they plan to

Deluxe Features:

AIRLINES - About 50,000 machinists
want what other unions have obtained
plus a pension program that will follow
them from one airline to another. Pan
Am and American already have settled
with the Transport Workers Union.

MINERS—Contract up Sept
30. United Mine Workers
leadership promises to increase daily wage $13 to
4 $50, and double pier ton
:
royalty to 80 cents for pension and welfare fund.

AEROSPACE — A McDonnell-Douglas
agreement will set the pattern, with
Lockheed getting no special consideration. Negotiations between now and
March cover about 275,000 blue collar
workers, most of them International
Association of Machinists members and
50.000 of them United Auto Workers.
Want 30 per cent over three years.
--

DOCKS—Pacific longshoremen, 15,000 on strike since
July 1, want 85 cents an
hour increase now, 75 cents
more next seem,..Rate now
is $4.28 hour plus time and
a half after six hours.

• Safety Cantilever Frames
• Chrome Saddle Supports
with Reflectors
- - ill
• Chrome Handlebeiit
Fenders and Rims
• White Striped Tires. Knobby
Tread on Boy's Rear Tire
• Reflective Tape on Head
and Reflective Pedals
• Deluxe Chain Guards and
Dependable Coaster Brakes

Boy's Model Finished in Bright
i 1,4
Flamboyant Yellow.

RAILS — The Congress-imposed settlement of a 13.5
per cent increase for the
Brotherhood of Railroad
Signalmen expires Oct. 1.
Signalmen want 54 per
cent o ve r three years.

I row litib•tn-huh this Cvi lone- is all sports
hike Boy's model sports a green glitter saddle
and flashing flamboyant green finish. Girl •
saddle is flowered. Flanibovant turquoise
18-6; I .42. I
finish frame.

Even at this loss, low price there's plenty
of mileage in this bike Other extra fea-

turrs include chrome saddle support.
chain guard and reflective block pedals.

SELECTION OF BIKE ACCESSORIES!
BIG
•

•••••••••••••••••1
•••
TIRE
SINE
_•
rails
;#1...,..i 4g9
••
:oat

hig
e:.ident Nixon's shock-the-economy
NIXON STUNS WORLD LEADERS - •Following
speech freezing wages, prices and rents, and calling for a "floating" ( devalued )
dollar. stunned world leaders and financial circles plunged into a period of turmoil. In Tokyo. stock Market clerks (right) gesture with their hands during fren/led trading in dollars. and the Bank of Japan intervenes to prevent the dollar
(rohi dropping below the government-set exchange rate with the yen.
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7 DAYS
A WEEK

8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

N.

COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Family

GIANT SIZE

DRIVE

WEDNESDAY—AUGUST lg. 197i

MURRAY. KENTLCKY

COUPON

COUPON

LIMIT: One Per Family

LIMIT: One Per Family
VIVA

CARNATION

69c

OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COFFEE
MATE

jar

59c

OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

ANGEL 2 =89c
FOOD MIX
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER SOUTH 12th STREETLGw"NLYATs113REY's
OF1r2( EXPIRES 8-24-71

LIMIT: One Per Family
GOLD MEDAL

LIMIT: One Per Family
GIANT SIZE

FLOUR 5-lb.

69C

BOLD

OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Armour Tender Tested Boneless

394

49c

DOG FOOD z. 5c
OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

$109

Armour Tender Tested Boneless
lb.

Rump Roast 99
79;

lb.

99; STEW MEAT

2-lb. pkg.
FAMILY

OFFER EXPIRES 8-28-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Chuck Roast 79th SIRLOIN STEAK

BACON
Corn Valley
SAUSAGE

$i

CAKE 4
MIX

WAYNE RAATION

OFFER EXPIRES 8-24-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

MORRELL

he
of
nes.

bag

2042-

COUPON
Limit: One Per Family

No. 21298

COUPON

COUPON

SWANS DOWN

SWANS DOWN

TOWELS 3 2p,r,:`,' $1
•

COUPON
I unit: 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Family

BREAST

Boneless

59

Fresh Fryer

Armour
WIENERS

Armour Tender Tested

PAK

49$

12-oz. pkg.

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

FRYERS Swiss Steak 89! T-BONE SMIC
29
ib.29'
LEGS & THIGHS t.49$1PORK LIVER
.
ps
Cho
ók
ops 59!
r
CHICKEN LIVERS ib 79c CHICKEN GIZZARDS49'
INSTANT TEA
GRN• BEANS
SmokedJow139911!
lb.

25,

Sliced

Fresh Fryer

$

lb

'A Loin

Center Cut
HAM SLICES

Reelfoot

WHOLE HAMS

lb

591

CREST TOP SHORT CUT

Fresh

Fresh

lb, 89

LIPTON

lb.

Sliced

No. 303 Can

3-oz. Jar

10,

Fresh - 4 lbs. or more

Beef

Limit: 6)
No. 303 cans
Libby
FRUIT COCKTAIL

3/'1

BRISKET

lb

29, GROUND BEEF 159'

S9*

Showboat
SPAGHETTI

9

No. 300 cans 8/$ 1

Fab
• RICHTEX TciAi
43' BISCUITS
GRN. BEANS 5/$1 ICE MILK
ssion a
o
49';
/
ce
Sau
DOWNY
SHORTENING

49-oz. box

Giant Size

Bush's Cut

-

BALLARD

Vanity

No. 303 cans

'7 gal

3-lb. Can

58

8-oz. cans

6

-. fis
8-oz Ca
(Limit: 5)

(Limit: 1)

Santa Rosa
PLUMS

lb.

King Size

29;

FOLGER'S

COFFEE
(With Coupon at Top of Page)

49

CREMORA

a
Borden's 22-oz 54

Home Grown
TOMATOES

Morton

et
lb.19'

3/29'

3n i;

CggsLynn Grove Grade A' Large

111,

15

MIRACLE WHIP

Yellow

CORN

lb

SALAD DRESSING

Cream Pies m 42
PEACHES

3-lb. Can

64 oz

7

Doz.

Qt.

49
(Limit: 1)

4
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Topdress Grass Pastures Now To Increase Fall & Winter Forage

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

phosphate, and potash you can
LEXINGTON,Ky.-"Put unimapply. Topdress these
profitably
work
to
proved grass pastures
along with nitrogen between
this fall. Proper fertilization will
forage August 15 and September 15. He
greatly increase
K. L. points out that your needs for fall
Dr.
says
production,"
and winter grazing should
specialist.
Wells, Extension soil
determine how much nitrogen,
Pull soil samples now to
up to 70 pounds per acre,to apply.
determine amounts of lime,

OTTAWA — The Canadian
ipvernment is delighted with
:he decision of President Nixon
to visit Peking and likes to
think it may have played some
snail part in bringing about
this important initiative.
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau says the President's journey to mainland China marks a
-very significant move." He
was very pleased that a dialogue was being established between the United States and
Communist China.
that
advised
Trudeau
Canada, which established
diplomatic relations with Peking earlier this year, did not
have any direct role in preparing the groundwork for the visit
of the President.
"The Americans are well
able to make these decisions on
their own," the prime minister
stated.
Yet Canadian officials believe the diplomatic exchange
;between Canada and China
jbelped to bring about the more
relaxed atmosphere in Peking
tuch led to the Nixon invite:lion.
* However, it was stated offi-cially in Ottawa that Canadian
mbassadur Ralph Collins did
not convey any messages to
king on behalf of the U.S.
vernment concerning the
visit.
The speculation about a
Zanadian involvement in the
President's plan to go to Peking
las arisen in Dart from disclosure in the Pentagon papers
that Canada carried a niunber
of messages to the Hanoi gov7ernment on behalf of Washing-

Nitrogen will stimulate fall
growth of grasses to give Maw
yields.
Sugar content of
passes,
especially fescue, increases
rapidly after freezing temperatures. By keeping livestock
off topdressed fields until after

freezing temperatures you will
113
ha',e higher quality forage
Use
grazing.
winter
more
Si
Well
temporary fences so fields can be
strip-aazed. This will increase
pasture utilization and reduce
wastage. UK research indicated
that the feed quality of fescue in

the field does not appreciably August 15 and September 1 along
begin to deteriorate until around with the needed lime, phosphate,
the first of January.
and potash for the legumes. You
will
You can profitably fertilize should graze the grass so it
the
pastures this fall that are to be use all the nitrogen before
renovated after the first of the clover is seeded the following
year. If additional fall grazing is spring. Otherwise, grass will
desired from a field which is to be crowd out the clover. This is why
renovated, apply 25-50 pounds a lower than normal rate of
nitrogen per acre between nitrogen is recommended.

New 'death row
at San Quentin
A third -death row" is being
opened at San Quentin Prison,
California, to house the growing number of condemned men
awaiting appeals of the death
sentences.
There are at present 101 such
prisoners, including four women, in California.

DEAR AB
asked you who
"Leo Duroc
Durocher
the late Dam
that
people attribut
Prices Good Thru 8/23/71
While Quantities Last

Make Begley s Your Back To School Shopping Headquarters
Lady cott
Bathroom
Tissue

VITAMIN
SALE

2/Roll
394 Value

VIETCONG SINK U-S SHIP
SAIGON ( UPI)—Viet C,ong
frogmen sank the 1.; S merchant ship Green Bay early today
in Qui Nhon Harbor by
exploding 600 pounds of explosives which had been attached
-to the ship's hull.
U.S. spokesmen said the four
men aboard the 11,000-ton
vessel were injured in the blast,
one of them an American. He
was not immediately identified.
ELEVATOR CRASHES
MANILA I UPI)—An elevator
crowded with construction
workers snapped its cable and
plunged 12 floors to the ground
today at a building site. Ten
persons were killed and two
seriously injured.
The elevator, attached to the
outside of the partially constructed Insular Life Assurance
Building in Makati Commercial
Center, was carrying workers
to upper floors of the 13-story
building

DEAR AS
grown woman
Yesterday
the refriger
for help and
children, ages
husband had a
I felt fool
couldn't help i
set the trap.
mice?—PETR
DEAR P
white. Then B
aryhdorable
flow to care
Sooti you and
creatures. f P.
females—oat

t

These U.S. declarations were
delivered by Canadian representatives on the International
Control Commission.
, Opposition parties have crit#46
cized the government here for
acting as a -messenger boy"
for the United States, but the
:Isrudeau regime says it was doring everything it could to help
bring about peace in Vietnam.
Trudeau is now hopeful the
conference between President
Nixon and the Chinese government will aid the restoration of
peace in the Far East.
Former Prime Minister John
'Diefenbaker has also lauded
Nixon for his decision to visit
Peking. But Diefenbaker has
warned that the Peking meeting is fraught with potential
. difficulties and frustrations
Diefenbaker says it would be
reassuring to have some indication the Chinese are really
:prepared to negotiate and that
the meeting won't turn out to be
"inconclusive and a disappointmerit.
" From the practical point of
view the Canadian government
_ will have to watch the U.S.China talks closely to determine what they may mean in
terms of trade. Canada has the
jump on the United States and
other countries lihortistralia
in boosting trade
China
because of its diplomatic ties
. with Peking.
For example, China now is
buying all its wheat from Canada — none from Australia
which has had troops serving in
Vietnam. But if the United
States establishes diplomatic
relations with Peking, to be followed by Australia and other
Western nations, Canada may
find its preferred position in the
Ouriese.markets of short duration

DEAR M.
Runyon or Du
(Where are
Runyon may
Durocher said

i Alophen Pills
.......... 100's 70C Value
a
- , Visine
....._
Eye Drops

DEAR AB
because her
be sure how
homes of re
Well, I ha
husband re
A hotel
always stay
a quick good
afraid that so
I think '
way. I don't
'EATING IN'
busband.—LO
•- .
cONFJE
Next daie get
can write.]

3 Ring Blue
Canvas Binder
a9
V8
I uCe

3

15cc 91.50 Value

BIG DISCOUNT
SALE OF
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

What's y
year chest.
MO. For a
eavelope.

Begley's
Multiple Vitamins
w/Iron
250's $4.89 Value

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
100:1TAIRFTS

Rexall
Minuteman
Multiple
Chewable
Vitamins

,Learning to Letter
, or WriteTablet
Bisodol
Mints "19

100,,

Rexall Vitamin E

87C

50 I.U. 100's

Bath Tub Washer
$1 00 Value

Brass Record Rack
$1 29 Value

Majors Photo Album
13 99 V•103.,

Mirro Electric Perculator
9 Cup

$9 99 Valu

730 1
990
$2.88

$7.77

By MICHAEL
Copley N
WASHINGTO
Richard Daley,
believes the poll
and sets on Chi
t
occasional
Washington, has
the mayor of
Democratic no
president in 1972.
An idle
powerful and
mayor? First an
indicate "yes." B
more than a pa '
the mayor's kno
with the nati
establishment fee
Daley,some
say, lofted the
didacy of Mayo
Maier of Milwauk
slap at his party
look no furthe
boundaries of the
Columbia or more
the U. S. Sena
presidential aspir
Daley's relat
national Democr
hurricane stage
during the 1968
when his hard-nose
developed into
story as the n
Hubert Humphrey.
Daley has been
mayor, tightened
Cook County's pol
and has had little
do with his national
power
He even has g
lengths to show
President Nixon
Those who have f
Daley whims say th

Great Wall reminds
Chinese of oppression

DEAR ABBY: Let's set the record straight Someone
asked you who said, "Nice guys finish last," and you replied,
"Leo Durocher said it."
Durocher wi tingly, or unwittingly lifted this quote from
the late Damon Runyon, and it's high time someone made
that correction publicly. It is amazing how many news
people attribute this quote to Durocher.—M. C.
DEAR M. C.: I am unable to lied pros' that either
Runyan or Durocher said it, but I would appreciate Inswing.
[Where are you, George SeWear] Ia aay case, Dames"
Runyon may have said, "Nice guys finish last," FIRST, bat
Durocher said it LAST!
DEAR ABBY: Please don't laugh at me, but I am a
grown woman and I am absolutely scared to death of mice!
Yesterday a little mouse ran out from under the stove to
scream
the refrigerator and I became hysterical, started to
two
for help and jumped up on the kitchen table. My
poor
my
and
hysterical
became
also
9
children, ages 7 and
husband had a terrible time quieting us down.
way, but 1
I felt foolish frightening the children that
refused to
he
me
at
mad
so
was
husband
My
couldn't help it.
fear of
childish
this
set the trap. How can I overcome
mice?—PETRIFIED
mice tor •
DEAR PET: Go to a pet shop and look at the
white ones
while. Then BUY[von heard me] a pair. [The
ary4dorable and they make great pets.] Get instructioas ism
cage.
Vow to care ter them properly, and keep them is a
the terry
of
fears
your
lose
will
children
your
and
you
8000
two
creatures. (P. S. Be sore yea get either tw• aides or
females—naless you want to go into the breeding business.)
complained
DEAR ABBY: A woman signed Eating Alone
couldn't
he
because
out
eat
to
refused
husband
her
because
for the
went
This
were.
kitchens
their
be sure how clean
restaurants.
homes of relatives and close friends as well as
worse. My
Well, I have a similar problem, only mine is
at home.
but
anywhere
me
to
love
husband refuses to make
on vacations we
A hotel would be fine but when we go
lucky if I get
always stay with friends or relatives, and I'm
is so
husband
idiot
my
because
a quick good night kiss
afraid that someone will "hear" us!
him to see it my
I think this is ridiculous, but I can't get
I just wanted
but
me,
help
can
you
way. I don't suppose
one with a nutty
"EATING IN" to know sbe's not the only
busband.—LOVELESS VACATIONS

PEKING — Roughly two
hundred years before the birth
of Christ, work began on the
3,100-mile-tong Great Wall of
China.
What started out as a high
mud embankment slowly
became a seemingly unending
defensive wall snaking its way
over mountains and valleys
stretching in both directions as
far as the eye can see.
It is impressive.
The wall is akin to the walls
of the old cities of Eur2pe,
broken at regular intervals'by
outposts twice the height of the
25-foot wall. It is wide enough'
for a truck to drive on.
Its present form was the
result of the labor of literally
millions of people who were
forced to work on it by the Ming
emperors who reigned frorn
1368 to 1644.
There are no records on the
cost of the wall in human lives.
The entire structure which
five
through
stretches
provinces from Inner Mongolia
to Shiansi province was, like
most things in China even
today; built by sheer human
labor.
And after seeing some of
their finished projects here (all
hand-made) it was easy to
imagine the place crawling
with people carrying dirt and
stones in baskets and carts,
literally building the wall inch
by inch.
We were shown movies, for
example, showing the construction of the Red Flag
Canal, a major irrigation and
water control project 1,500
miles long going through and
around mountains.
That project took 10 years to
finish. About 200;000 people,
this time volunteers, worked on
it. Everything was accomplished with primitive
manpower — but scientific
know-how.
We also saw the Ming Tomb
Dam a few miles outside this

city. I did not have to be toid it
,was belt bjimrmorpasveralone. I saiewlisit daftrbeing
built in 198.
The Great Wall is now
nothing but a tourist attraction
and a grim reminder to the
Chinese of the bitter lot of the
average peasant during the era
of the emperors.
At the tourist center about 60
WM, LAS miles outside this city, we saw
Box
Abby,
to
so
Seed
letters!
write
Hate to
"Hew I. Write Let- both Chinese and foreign
Aeries, Cal. ftilae. ler Abby's booklet.
tourists looking at, climbing,
ters tor AU Occasions."

k
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CONTIIDENTPAL -TO "HOT PANTS" IN DETROIT:
at least be sun he
Next Use get it is writing. [Thee yeaell
can write.]
you get it at
What's year problem, You'll feel better if
CeL
Angeles.
Los
Mee,
Bo:
year chest. Write to %RBI'.
stamped. addressed
enclose
reply
perseasl
•
For
MSS.
eaveispe.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Daley needles Demos
by proposing Maier
WASHINGTON — Mayor
Richard Daley, a man who
believes the political sun rises
and sets on Chicago with an

twilight
occasional
Washington, has proposed

in

that
the mayor of Milwaukee be the
Democratic nominee for vice
president in 1972.
An idle comment by the
outspoken
and
powerful
mayor? First analysis would

indicate "yes." But some with
more than a passing interest in
the mayor's known displeasure
party
the
national
with
establishment feel differently.
Daley, some Democrats here
say, lofted the potential candidacy of Mayor Henry W.
Maier of Milwaukee as a direct
slap at his party for tending to
look no further than the
boundaries of the District of
Columbia or more particularly
the U. S. Senate, for its
presidential aspirants.
with
relations
Daley's
national Democrats reached
hurricane stage in Chicago
during the 1968 convention
when his hard-nose floor tactics
developed into almost as big'a
story as the nomination of
Hubert Humphrey. Since then,
Daley has been reelected
mayor, tightened his grip as
Cook County's political czar,
and has had little or nothing to
do with his notional party out of
power.
He even has gone to great
lengths to show politeness to
President Nixon.
Those who have followed the
Daley whims say the exuberant

and spontaneous support for
Maier, an outgoing but toughminded liberal who heads the
U. S. Conference of Mayors, is
his way of telling Washington
Democrats they must put on
fresh makeup if the run against
Nixon next year is to be successful.

the
observers,
political
Democrats have strayed only
once in picking a member of
the Senate for some share of
the party's presidential ticket.
The single exception was Adlai
Stevenson of Illinois, whose
highest elective office was
governor.

discussing and taking picttires
of the Great Wall.
There were an elderly
French couple, a Frenchman
and his pretty teen-age
daughter, an Englishman, a
few Africans and scores of
Chinese tourists including
entire families out to see the
sights.
Members of the People's
Liberation Army, both men and
women, walked along the wall
going all the way up with the
rest of the tourists to the
highest point 1,000 feet above
sea level. Like the other PLA
members, it was impossible to
tell their ranks.
Like the rest of the tourists,
they took pictures of one
another, horsed around a little,
racing up the inclines to the
next watchtower.
To them the wall is part of
their ancient military history, a
time when walls could keep out
invaders.
Like everything else in China
today, Chairman Mao Tse-tung
and his "thought" preside over
the (treat Wall.
At the tourist center weir*
wall newspapers, pictures and.
quotations.
The wall itself is decorated

Nourishing dinners needn't
be a budget burden when
menu items are carefully selected. Boneless smoked pork
shoulder, for example, is a
nutritional bargain, contributing generously to the fans.,
fly's protein requirement. Is
addition, it supplies iron and
the important B vitamins:
thiamin, riboflavin and niacin.
According to Reba Stages,
National Live Stock and
Meat Board home economist,
pork is the top food contributor of thiamin, often called
the "pep" vitamin as it Is
associated with a healthy
nervous system.
Smoked Pork Shoulder

I to 4-bound boneless
smoked pork shoulder
Water
1 medium-sized onion, slice
6 whole cloves
I stick cinnamon
Cover the meat with water.
Add onion, cloves and cinnamon to meat. Cover tightly
and cook slowly PA to 1%
hours. Remove meat from
cooking liquid and slice.
Serve with Spiced Fruit
Sauce. 6 to 12 servings.
Spiced Fruit Sauce
can (17 ounces) fruit
cocktail
tablespoon cornstarch
1,4 teaspoon cinnamon
teaspoon ground cloves
1,4 teaspoon nutmeg
cup frozen concentrated
orange juice
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Drain fruit cocktail and
reserve both fruit and juice.
Combine cornstarch, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg', orange
juice and „cocktail juice.
Cook, stirring constantly,
until thickened. Gook. Never
low heat 5 minutes. Stir in
fruit and lemon juice. Yield:
2 cups.

other U. S. municipal executive
with the exception of Daley
himself and Mayor John
Lindsay of New York.
Daley, who takes great pride
in the power of big city midwestern politics, also may be
considering the introduction of
the name of Democrat Maier to
offset the favorable publicity
accorded in recent months to
Mayor Richard Lugar of In-

dianapolis, a leader of the
counterpart National League of
(Mies. Republican Lugar is
known to be a political favorite
of Nixon.
In pushing the candidacy of
Maier (Daley said he would be
pieased to place his name in
nomination for vice president)
the Chicago baron also may be
to
attempting
burst
the
national political bubble of the
Senate. Daley praised Maier as
a man who understands the
problems of the cities. There
also was a broad indication
from Daley that the election of
1972 will be won or lost in thc se

locales.

Senate-oriented, cannot be
discounted by the facts. In the
current memory of most

area was subsequently cleared
and the Chinese discovered
statues of various animals
carved from single pieces of
stone all along the road leading
to the tombs.
There were statues of
elephants, or horses, cats and
even camels.
The government has since
converted the place into a park
again to remind the people not
so much of the glory of the
emperors, but of the oppression
of the masses by the ruling
classes of the "pre-liberation"
days.
The exhibits in the buildings
around the tomb show how the
peasants were forced to work
on the tombs by the Ming
emperors, how they were
forced off their farms and
worked to death — literally.

Careful Meat Selection
Helps Keep Nutritious
Meals Within Budget

all
cir%Maier, under
cumstances, should not be
considered a pace horse even
though he is as unknown as any

Daley's bitterness with the
Democratic national leadership, and his belief that it is too

with a huge portrait of Mao, the
man they consider their savior
and intellectual guide.
A few miles from the Great
Wall is another reminder of the
period of the efflperors: the
\ling Tombs.
In 1958, the tomb of Emperor
Ting, his two wives and concubines was unearthed from
under tons of mud. The main
entrance to the Ming Tombs

MOON ROCKS—At the Space Center in Holeoon, Apollo
15 astronaut David Scott looks through a window at
rocks he gathered on the Moon. With him are geologists
(from left) Gary Lofgren, Leon Silver, Bill Phinney.

The exhibits consist of relics
from the tomb including the
emerald,1OT4and jade crowns,
gold coins, sWorde, spears and

other artifacts.
The message came through
very clearly: if the present
system is ever changed, things
will return to what they were
before.
The tomb itself is quite impressive. It is located about 50
feet below the surface of the
ground. The entrance was
sealed with a brick wall and
beyond that lay the tomb itself.

The gates behind the brick
wall are made of marble:
single slabs ornately carved
and set into huge brass mounts
at the top and bottom of the
outer edge of each gate.
The tomb itself consists of
four chambers with a corridor
connecting them all.

king has violated its principlei
plicated by Nationalist China's
seat on the U.N. Security Coun- not only in the past; the new,
increased emphasis on 'wars o4
cil and its veto power. Legal
national liberation' supports 4
experts argue vehemently
whether Taipei could veto ad- form of aggression which
mission of Peking. They also dearly falls under the illegal
argue whether or not a two- use of force referred to in the
United Nations charter.
thirds vote will be necessary to
"The United Nations General
admit the Chinese ComAssembly, in its last session,
munists.
was very specific in prohibiting
Britain has taken the official
view that the United Nations the use of force in violation of
can vote simply to replace one existing demarcation lines beset of Chinese delegates with tween countries and within dianother. This kind of solution is vided countries and in the obliBy RAY McHUGH
considered politically unac- gation to refrain from organizChief, Washington Bureau
ceptable for President Nixon. It ing guerrilla forces and otherService
News
Copley
would violate his pledge not to groups to cross boundaries and
"at the expense of old penetrate into other countries.
act
The
—
WASHINGTON
friends;" it would undermine The proclaimed policy of Pesearch for a "two-China"
the confidence of other Asian king today,therefore, is clearly'
formula in the United Nations
hostile to the basic concept or
reprefor
doors
could open the
United Nations."
already
erode
and
allies
sentation of all the world's diAmerican strategists, Mit,
confidence in
vided countries — West and wavering public
chael said, must find a way td„.
Nations.
East Germany, North and the United
over
counter this danger and still'
surprise
Excited
and
North
and
Korea
South
trip has protect whatever usefulness",
upcoming
Nixon's
South Vietnam.
memories, but the United Nations still has;',
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28, 1929. Sun was in royal Leo; no one who has seen her chestnut
mane can doubt she is a true child of the Lion. Rising on the
Eastern Horizon at her birth was Scorpio, sign of physical beauty.
Scorpio-ruled persons often are born again, like the legendary
Phoenix, from the ashes of their own defeat.
Wise Saturn gifted Jackie with a superb memory, as many
recipients of her thoughtfulness will testify. She never forgets the
birthdays and anniversaries of friends and servants. Unfortunately, Saturn makes a hostile aspect to Venus(love ) in her
marriage house; this foreshadowed her tragic loss in Dallas.
The fifth house of a horoscope is concerned with romance and
children. Moon and Uranus are here, in fiery Aries. Uranus causes
By HERB STANTON
Jackie's emotions to veer sharply ; one day she is bubbling with
Copley News Service
optimism, the next, she is deep in gloom. Moon here suggests
feelings about religion.(Mary Baker Eddy had her Saturn
Questioo "Jackie Onassis — will she ever get her expressed strong
with to be a private person?"
Answer: Judging by her horoscope, Jacqueline Bouvier was born
to be famous. Like all celebrities,-she is subject to bouts with
EVERYDAY IS
fatigue. However, we would not take her wish to be a private person
too seriously. Nothing about her chart, or her life to date, suggests
that this is really her desire.
Jackie was born in socially correct East Hampton, N. Y., on July

WEDNESDAY—AUGUST 18, 1971

here and Pope Urban VIII, his Sun.)
T).ku or more brilliant marriages were the star-heritage of her
seventh house, which contains Venus and Jupiter. Both are in the
dui Zodiac sign, Gemini.
pia° holds forth in the house governing her mate's finances; it
explains her shopping sprees, which are the delight of merchants
the world over. Hit by an adverse aspect from Moon, Pluto also is a
due to Jackie's rather uncertain relations with the public.
Neptune is in Virgo, which accounts for her love of history Its
location describes the eternal student. ( Lzaak Walton had Mercury
here.' Mars, too, is in Virgo. Placed in her tenth house of career, it
fits in well with her brief service as an inquiring reporter for the
Washington Times-Herald. The record shows she was an energetic,
determined reporter.
All these are contributing factors. Yet for the real source of her

destiny, of her drive to the top, we must look to the ninth house. This
is the area of the higher mind, and of long journeys. Here we find a
star-cluster of enormous power. Mercury (mind), Sun o life force I,
and Part of Fortune o luck ) are grouped tightly together. All are in
Leo. So much royalty! This chart has more imperial purple than a
Caesar's toga. The ninth house gives us the power base from which
this child launched herself to become the most celebrated woman
of her time.
Had she been born in an earlier age,she would have been the wife
of a king, perhaps a pharaoh of ancient Egypt.
Looking ahead for the next six months, the stars caution Jackie to
use restraint in her roles as wife and mother. As a true child of
Destiny, she will always be in the public eye. After studying this
horoscope, we frankly doubt she would want it any other way.
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CAPITAL TOUCH

NOTHING
By L.EDGAR PRINA
Military Affairs Editor
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Nearly
three-quarter of a million persons have been given "top
secret" dearance by the Dew-Croat of Defense.
The exact total is 687,834, according to the Pentagon. This
figure includes armed forces
personnel, civilian employes of
the Pentagon establishment,
consultants and defense contractor employes.
It costs thousands of dollars
and months of investigative
work to clear each person.
Not all 687,834 persons, as a
matter of routine, see top
secret materials. There must
be a "need to know," in addition to the clearance, the
Pentagon said.
Earlier, the Pentagon reported that only 803 persons,
military and civilian, have the
authority to classify documents
"top secret," the highest and
most restrictive of security
classifications.
Defense Department instruction 5210.47 declares:
"Top secret shall be applied
ally to that information or material the defense aspect of
which is paramount, and the
unauthorized disclosure of
which could result in exceptionally grave damage to the
nation: such as leading to a
definite break in diplomatic
relations affecting the defense
of the United States, an armed
attack against the United
States or its allies,a war, or the
compromise of military or defense plans, or intelligence
operations, or scientific or
technological developments
vital to the national defense.
"The use of the top secret
classification shall be severely
limited to information or matenet which requires the utmost protection."
President Nixon recently has
made it plain he wants an overhaul of the security classification system. The gap between
the small number of defense
personnel authorized to create
top secret material and the
hordes who are cleared to see it
is one area that officials agree
needs to be corrected.

Do more thin 650,000 persons
associated with the military establishment really need to have
access to top secret information?
The Pentagon reportedly, on
the face of it, thinks not and is
trying to develop a plan to restrict severely the number of
those to be cleared, in the future, for top secret.
A second problem, of course,
is, how do you cut back the
number of personnel already
cleared? This will undoubtedly
be done, perhaps arbitrarily..
The Pentagon's excuse for
not making the "exact" number — and even this could only
be an estimate — was that it
had provided the figure to the
White House and thus needed
the latter's approval. The issue
then became a bureaucratic
•'Ping-Pong" ball.
It is understood that air
police at every Strategic Air
Command base — bomber and
missile — must be cleared for
top secret and that this has
helped boost the total.
U.S. military manpower totaled approximately 2.6 million
as of last June 30 and civilian
employes of the Defense Department about 1.1 million. Defense-rated employment in
industry was pegged at 2.2 million.
Thus, more than one person
in 10 in the entire military-industrial complex has been
cleared for top secret.

From Now On Out

BLANKETS
'Satin bound thermal and regular
weave blankets.
'Assorted solid
colors.

GIRLS'PERMA PRESS

DRESSES
•First Quality
• Wide selection of styles and
colors

Irregulars
Of
$3.98 Value

BOYS' PERMA PRESS
Friday and
Saturday only
While they last

JEANS
• Twill and
Sturdy Denim

wwwww my.
POSIN1ProackPERSONALITIES
a

• Sizes

Aug. 18

•Values of

LADIES' AND GIRLS'

SLACKS
• 100% cotton
• Assortment of colors

6 to 18
• Girls 7 to 14

H•11•01

Our regular
$2.00 seller

$2.98

Birthday of

FRANCIS JOSEPH I
1530. 1916
Emperor of Austria
King of Hungary
Ruled Sixty-eight Years

eith sai

• Ladies 8 to 16

SOCKS

SHIRTS

'Excellent selection of
nylon stretch or
cotton crews

• Well known maker
• Sizes S, M,L and XL

TNi
SWEAFIIRTS
•100°. cotton, fleece lined
•All the popular colors

ami_um

•Aizes 6 to

10

LADIES'

AM HO

Well known maker
•100% cotton perms press
•Assorted prints and solids

•All nylon
stretch
.00,__r:1-
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of Colors
'Sizes 5 to 10
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In The Entire Store

•First Quality
'Nylon and Acetate

The Pri
Source oi
In MurrE
Calloway

•400 needle
denier
'Small, average
and tall

WESTEEI JEANS

Lutheran I
Kindergart
Plans Ope

The Lutheran K
1503 Main Street,
opening for Tueaday
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• 100% Cotton Double Stitched
White, brown,
and blue
denim
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• Sizes 4 to 7
S to 16
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